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2Abstract
Negative ion sources utilised in neutral beam injection (NBI) systems for ITER, DEMO, and future
commercial reactors will be required to reliably output 40A of 1MeV D− with low co-extracted
electrons for operating times of up to one hour. In order to meet these demanding criteria current
fusion negative ion sources make use of caesium (Cs) in order to lower the work function of surfaces
within the ion source and enhance the surface production of H− and D− ions. However it has been
suggested that for DEMO/commercial fusion reactors that a similar Cs injection rate to ITER is
likely to lead to NBI operational problems during the reactor’s lifetime. Frequent maintenance or
replacement of beamline components due to Cs contamination will result in unacceptable amounts
of reactor downtime. Fusion NBI ion sources of the future will need to dramatically reduce their
rate of Cs consumption, or will require alternatives to Cs for H− surface production.
In order to optimise the production of negative ions in the discharge, the electron temperature must
be cooled in order to reduce the collisional detachment losses due collisions between H−/D− ions and
electrons in the plasma bulk. Negative ion sources planned for ITER make use of magnetic filters
to reduce the electron temperature close to the extraction system of the ion source and maximise
the density of negative ions in the region before they are extracted into the acceleration stage of the
beamline. Time modulated discharges developed for use in damage free etching of silicon devices
have shown to be able to generate a high density of volume produced negative ions without the
use of Cs ovens. The pulsed nature of the discharge leads to low electron temperatures during
the afterglow which result in enhanced production rates of negative ions through the dissociative
attachment of rovibrationally excited hydrogen molecules.
In this work characterisation of a radio frequency, time modulated inductively coupled plasma source
was carried out in both argon and hydrogen using a combination of Langmuir probe and retarding
field energy analyser diagnostics. Time resolved Langmuir probe IV characteristics allowed insight
into the evolution of Te, density, and Vp during the modulation cycle, as well as their response
to changing discharge and modulation conditions such as gas pressure and modulation frequency.
Similar techniques allowed the calculation of time resolved IVDFs of ions in the discharge.
During the activeglow, values of Te, density, and Vp measured during the quasi-steadystate phase
3of an argon discharge agreed with other studies operating at similar discharge conditions, whilst the
trends of plasma properties throughout the pulse agreed with calculations reported in the literature.
During the afterglow the electron temperature rapidly cooled, falling to below 0.5eV in around 50µs
whilst density decreased more slowly as ions and colder electrons diffused to the walls. Decay of
the plasma density in the afterglow occurs more slowly, and agreed with analytical expressions for
the decay of an electropositive discharge dominated by diffusion to the walls.
Time resolved measurements of plasma parameters in a hydrogen discharge also demonstrated
similar responses to changing discharge or pulse parameters. However the molecular nature of
hydrogen lead to reduced plasma densities during the activeglow, and more pronounced peak or
overshoot of Te and Vp during the first few µs of the pulse. During the afterglow Te and Vp more
rapidly decayed, decreasing to below 0.5eV on the order of 10µs. Density measurements in the
afterglow suggested that the decay was mostly controlled by diffusion to the walls.
Boron doped diamond samples were placed around the extraction grid, measurements using Lang-
muir probes and RFA diagnostics in the extraction region and below the extraction grid were
conducted in an attempt to observe any enhancement in the negative ion density in the region. No
significant difference was found in the extraction region plasma properties between discharges with
the BDD samples present and those without. This is likely due to intrinsic negative ion densities in
the discharge being too small for the measurement techniques implemented to be able to resolve.
As a result it is inconclusive as to the extent BDD enhances the surface or volume production of
H− ions.
Whilst measurements of the effects of BDD on the discharge were unsuccessful, this work was
successful in developing and characterising a time modulated ICP discharge in both argon and
hydrogen. Whilst many modelling and experimental studies have been carried out in the area of
pulsed argon discharges, there has been little research conducted into time modulated hydrogen dis-
charges. The work carried out in this project into the time evolution of hydrogen plasma properties
and their response to an extraction bias in the pulsed environment should form a useful contribution
to the field.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Plasma
Over 99% of all matter in the observable universe (excluding more exotic forms such as dark matter)
exists in this plasma state. The sun’s mass is almost entirely composed of plasma, as is the mass of
every other star. Even the matter which exists in the interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic
mediums exists in an almost fully ionised plasma state.
Terrestrial plasmas also exist in many forms, such as lightning, the ionosphere surrounding the
earth in the upper atmosphere, and the auroras visible at the poles. Plasmas are the fourth state of
matter and are composed of an ionised gas (either partially of completely) which exhibit collective
behaviours and maintains quasineutrality [1].
Quasineutrality is a property through which plasmas will naturally try to maintain an overall net
neutral charge. Perturbing electromagnetic fields are screened over a characteristic length scale,
known as the Debye length, in order to maintain a net neutral charge over the global scale of the
discharge. Upon the start up of a plasma, electrons will quickly move away to the chamber walls
due to their lighter mass and greater mobility. This in turn leaves a net positive group of ions
remaining. An electric field is established which decelerates the electrons/accelerates the ions such
that no net current flows out of the plasma. At the chamber walls, the initial electron flux creates
6
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a negative potential which then repels subsequent lower energy electrons from reaching the walls.
This potential also generates an electric field which accelerates ions to the Bohm velocity in order
to cancel the electron current. This region of depleted electron density is referred to as the plasma
sheath.
Collective behaviour refers to elements of plasma in the bulk being able to affect the motion and
dynamics of other elements, even at large distances. Motion of charged particles leads to the
formation of magnetic fields which perturbs the trajectories and motion of other particles in the
plasma. The behaviour of particles in the plasma does not depend solely on the local conditions.
Plasmas on Earth can generally be categorised into atmospheric pressure plasmas and low pressure
plasmas.
1.1.1 Atmospheric Pressure Plasmas
Atmospheric pressure plasma discharges have numerous useful properties, and are currently in use
or under research for use in a variety of different industries. As the gas pressure is around one
atmosphere, there is no need for expensive vacuum chambers and pumping equipment. They are
currently under investigation for use in biomedical applications such as the removal of bacteria
from surfaces [2], and killing of cancerous tissue inside the body [3]. Atmospheric pressure plasmas
are also being considered for the capture and conversion of CO2 into CO [4], which can be used
for reduction of emissions from industrial processes and recycling of the captured CO2 into useful
substances. Understanding plasma catalysis of these chemical processes is also a large area of
current research [5].
1.1.2 Low Pressure Plasmas
Low pressure plasmas make use of vacuum chambers and vacuum pumps The short mean free path
of electrons at atmospheric pressure restricts their energy distributions and means a lot of useful
plasma chemistries are inaccessible at high pressure. Low pressure plasmas have a myriad of uses,
from etching of semiconductor devices for technological purposes [6], sputtering of a target material
onto a substrate for deposition of thin films [7], to use as a possible energy source through nuclear
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fusion [8]. Low pressure discharges are found in a a variety of set-ups, such as capacitive discharges,
filamented arc discharges, magnetrons, and inductively coupled plasmas. The ionisation degree of
low pressure plasmas varies from fractions of a percent, to a fully ionised plasma in which there
are no neutral atoms present in the mixture. Low pressure plasmas can generally be categorised
into two types: thermal and non-thermal. In non-thermal plasmas, the ions and electrons are not
in thermal equilibrium and have two distinct temperatures. The neutral gas and ions are generally
considered to both be at room temperature, 300K, whilst the electrons have a temperature on the
order of an electron Volt, around 10,000K.
It is hoped that high temperature, fully ionised, low pressure hydrogen discharges can be controlled
and sustained in order to reliably generate electricity through fusion power here on earth.
1.2 Nuclear Fusion
Nuclear fusion is the process which powers the core of the sun, and a substantial amount of research
has been conducted over the past 60 years in order to utilise this process here on Earth for electricity
generation. Compared to nuclear fission, the fusion reaction process does not produce long lived
radioactive isotopes. The waste it does inevitably produce would be short lived, and recyclable
within very short period of time compared to fission by-products. Since the plasma conditions
necessary to maintain the fusion reactions are so strict any significant perturbations will lead to the
plasma cooling or extinguishing entirely, stopping the fusion mechanism and preventing any chance
of a chain reaction leading to a meltdown. It also (depending on the reaction used) has essentially
limitless fuel reserves, making it a highly desirable energy production mechanism.
The core of the sun makes use of a three step proton-proton fusion mechanism, as the intense gravity
allows the core to confine the gas at extremely high densities and temperatures for large periods of
time. This will not be possible for terrestrial fusion machines, so the focus of the research has been
towards achieving deuterium-tritium (DT) fusion
D + T −→ He (3.5MeV ) + n (14.1MeV ) , (1.1)
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which has the largest cross section for plasma conditions thought to be achievable in a fusion
reactor on Earth, as shown in figure 2.1. Whilst the reaction itself does not produce any radioactive
isotopes, the high energy neutrons generated will inevitably propagate through the first wall of the
reactor and beyond. Here the neutron interactions will cause transmutation of nuclei in the reactor
components, which will lead to radioactive components and waste.
The gas must be heated to over 10keV in order for the nuclei to be able to move in close enough
proximity to overcome potential barriers and fuse. The conditions required for a fusion reactor to
achieve ignition is given by the Lawson criterion
Figure 1.1: Cross-sections of various possible fusion reactions. With the temperatures achievable
with current technology, deuterium-tritium has the largest reaction cross section and as a result is
where the majority of the research focus lies [9].
There are currently two main techniques being investigated in order to fulfil the Lawson criterion
are Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MCF) and Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF). ICF [10] involves
the use of high powered lasers to isotropically compress a pellet of DT fuel. The outermost layer of
the fuel pellet is rapidly ablated by the lasers, causes an inertial shock wave to propagate through
the fuel. As the shock wave compresses the core of the fuel, the density and temperature increases
such that ignition is achieved and fuel undergoes fusion before the pellet explodes/vaporises.
MCF involves the use of powerful magnetic fields to confine a hot, dense plasma. MCF devices
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are generally tokamaks or stellarators. Tokamaks [11] use toroidal and poloidal field coils to create
a torus shaped magnetic field topology to confine plasma. The current in a central solenoid is
ramped up to inductively generate the plasma current, which helps improve plasma confinement.
Stellarators have a much more complicated field coil arrangement, which generates the rotational
transform and plasma current without ramping the current in a central solenoid [12].
Heating of the plasma is carried out by electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH), ion cyclotron
resonance heating (ICRH), and neutral beam injection. As ions and electron traverse along the
magnetic field lines in the tokamak they move along spiral trajectories with an intrinsic period of
rotation. ECRH and ICRH use electromagnetic radiation with frequencies tailored to match the
frequency of gyration of the ions and electrons in order to resonantly heat the particles. However
due to the strong absorption of the EM radiation it is not able to penetrate very far into the
plasma, so whilst ECRH and ICRH are effective in heating the outer layers of the plasma they are
unable to heat the core. NBI makes use of high energy beams of neutral particles, which can move
through the tokamak unaffected by the magnetic fields and are able to reach the central region of
the plasma. The beams are injected tangentially or radially into the plasma, where they are able
to effectively heat the core to fusion relevant temperatures.
1.2.1 The Fusion Roadmap
In 2012 the European Commission requested that the European Fusion Development Agreement
(EFDA, now replaced with EUROfusion) create a technical roadmap in order to achieve electricity
generated by fusion power by 2050 [8]. The agreement maps out the problems which need to be
solved to realise fusion energy, as well as the roles of key facilities. Currently the most important
machine in the development of tokamak based fusion power is the ITER facility under construction
in Cadarache, France. In recent years the timeline of the roadmap has been pushed back due to
delays in ITER’s development and construction, but the plan remains largely the same.
The roadmap outlines the issues which must be addressed in order to achieve fusion power. These
include neutron resistant materials, tritium self-sufficiency, problems with heat exhaustion, as well
as training the next generation of fusion scientists to operate ITER and eventually DEMO. ITER
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is the key facility on the tokamak fusion roadmap. Its success will be crucial in the development
of DEMO and fusion reactors beyond, both in demonstrating the feasibility of fusion power and
the lessons learned in the operation and maintenance of the machine. Whilst the main focus of
the fusion roadmap is on fusion power from tokamaks, it also outlines the possibility of stellarators
being the long term alternative to tokamaks as they have some intrinsic advantages over tokamaks.
However the technology associated with stellarators is not yet mature enough to achieve electricity
generation by 2050. During ITER’s construction and commissioning JET and JT60-SA (currently
being upgraded to be superconducting) will investigate and assist in reducing the risks associate
with each of ITER’s operating modes: Inductive (JET), and steady state (JT60-SA).
The general plan of the fusion roadmap is for ITER to achieve its goal of achieving a net energy
gain from the DT fusion plasma, as well as showcasing the feasibility of long pulse/steady state
operation with non inductive current drive, technologies for heat exhaustion in the divertor and
tritium breeding. After this the construction of a demonstration fusion power plant would begin.
ITER will continue its operation during the construction of DEMO. DEMO will generate electricity
from the power produced by the plasma, after which more fusion reactors will be constructed and
fusion as an energy source will have been established.
1.2.2 ITER
The ITER tokamak [13] is the next large experimental tokamak on the fusion road map. It is a
critical step towards fusion energy that as this machine will demonstrate a net energy gain with
the ultimate goal being Q=10, i.e. the fusion power output generated by the plasma is ten times
the heating power put in. Ideally once this net energy gain has been established the next MCF
device would be a demonstration fusion reactor which generates electricity (DEMO). The 23,000
ton machine will heat its plasma to over 150 million degrees C, ten times the temperatures found
in the core of the sun, in order to generate up to 500MW of fusion power.
The torus itself has a major radius of 6.2m, with a minor radius of 2m, giving a plasma volume
of 837m3. The toroidal and poloidal field coils situated around the tokamak have field strengths
of 12T and 6T respectively. The toroidal field coils will be constructed using Nb3Sn (Niobium
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Tin) superconductors, and poloidal made from Nb-Ti (Niobium-Titanium) superconductors, due
to reduced field strength constraints. The magnetic field coil system is the most expensive piece
of the ITER tokamak, and its large size and scale will push the limits of modern manufacturing
techniques. Heating systems comprise of 2 16.5MW NBI beamlines, 20MW of ECRH, 20MW of
ICRH, and 20MW of lower hybrid. ITER will initially operate in an inductive pulsed regime, where
the current in the central solenoid is ramped to generate plasma current. After this it will eventually
move to long pulse and steady state operation which will make use of non-inductive current drive,
e.g. the use of NBI to generate plasma current.
Figure 1.2: The ITER tokamak currently under construction in Cadarache.
Fusion power has progressed significantly since it’s conception in the 1950s, but there are several
problems which must be solved if commercial nuclear fusion reactors will be realised in the future.
ITER will attempt to address many of these problems during its lifetime, and demonstrate the
feasibility of technologies before moving onto commercial fusion power plants.
The large fluences of high energy neutrons represents a radiation environment that current materials
have not been exposed to, and cannot (currently) be replicated. As the neutrons have large energies
(14.1MeV) and have no charge, they are capable of traversing large distances through reactor
materials. Neutrons will leave behind cascades of displaced atoms and damage to the crystal
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lattice, some of which repairs itself through annealing, but permanent damage builds up over time
with neutron fluence which will significantly affect the crystal structure and material properties
during the lifetime of the reactor. Materials have to be designed such that they are able to handle
years of neutron bombardment without significant changes to mechanical and thermal properties,
and also do not produce any long lived radioactive isotopes through transmutation.
A system which utilises the neutron flux to breed tritium fuel without significant tritium retention
must also be developed. It is expected that a commercial fusion reactor will consume NUMBER
of tritium. Currently tritium is rare, expensive, and only produced in small quantities by fission
reactors. This supply of tritium will be enough to start commercial reactors, but will be insufficient
for long term operation of the machine - reactors will have to breed their own supply of tritium
fuel. Lithium can be used for this process
Li+ n −→ He+ T (1.2)
but the breeder layer must be able to breed and extract enough fuel to keep the machine running
whilst at the same time preventing tritium diffusing into other components, and limiting the amount
of tritium in the system/in storage as the maximum stockpile of tritium is strictly controlled.
Current ideas include layers of flowing liquid lithium, or solid lithium pebbles to produce a supply of
tritium during the reactor’s operation. Lithium is quite corrosive however and so components must
be carefully designed to minimise the required maintenance over the reactor’s lifetime. Issues such
as prevention of hydrogen/tritium diffusing out of the lithium mixture and into other components
must also be solved.
As tokamaks move towards long pulse and steady state operation, neutral beam injection (NBI)
systems will most likely have to deliver non inductive current drive into the plasma. In ITER, NBI
will have to provide stable high power beams for pulse lengths of up to one hour. This requires
the development of negative ion sources that are able to provide the required ion beam current
and energy for the duration of the pulse. The ITER NBI negative ion sources will make use of
caesium to enhance the surface production of H− ions near the plasma grid of the ion source
(Discussed in section 2.3.2). Whilst caesium is useful for producing a high density of negative ions
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and a decreased co-extracted electron current, it will have to be regularly removed from beam line
components and Cs ovens will have to be refilled. This will not be an issue for ITER but for
commercial fusion reactor the maintenance required for the ion sources and beam line components
will be unacceptable. The fraction of time the reactor spends not generating electricity during
maintenance periods is crucial in determining the final cost of electricity from a fusion reactor. If
the reactor has to spend significant time repairing the NBI systems due to build up of caesium
then fusion will never be economically competitive with alternative electricity sources. This means
that for DEMO and commercial reactors Cs has to be used much more efficiently with significantly
reduced build up in NBI components, or alternatives materials to Cs must be used in the negative
ion sources.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This Review discusses negative ion production and sources in the context of both fusion and non-
fusion neutral beams. Negative hydrogen ions are currently of interest across several fields. In the
field of spacecraft propulsion, ion propulsion systems are considering their use in ion-ion, positive
and negative ion plasma engines. For particle physics negative ion sources are used for particle
accelerator beam sources and for plasma etching of semiconductor devices in the materials process-
ing/integrated circuit industry. In nuclear fusion H− sources are utilised for neutral beam injection
(NBI) for nuclear fusion applications, and H− ions may also play an important role in achieving
acceptable heat loads onto tokamak divertors. Negative ion sources and neutral beams could also
prove to be useful for materials processing and microelectronics industries, as future microchips and
integrated circuits will require damage free anisotropic etching techniques for feature sizes ≤10nm,
which could be provided by neutral beam etching.
In magnetic confinement fusion (MCF), NBI forms one of the heating mechanisms used in tokamak
and stellarator devices. NBI will also be essential for the generation of non-inductive current drive
for long pulse or steady state operation of future MCF devices and reactors. Powerful and reliable
ion sources are currently under development to meet the requirements of future tokamaks on the
path to realising sustainable electricity generation through nuclear fusion.
The structure of the review is as follows: Section 2.1 of this review summarises neutral beam
15
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injection, with a focus on ion sources used on current generation NBI systems, and the research
currently developing negative ion sources for the ITER tokamak. Section 2.2 discusses inductively
coupled plasma discharges and the E-H transition. Section 2.3 discusses H− production and loss
mechanisms. Magnetically filtered and temporally filtered ion sources, including the dynamics of
pulsed plasmas, are reviewed in sections 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. The need for Caesium free ion
sources for tokamaks beyond ITER is in section 2.6, and negative ion sources and neutral beams
used for plasma etching are discussed in section 2.7 before the summary of the review in section
2.8.
2.1 Neutral Beam Injection
NBI is one of the primary heating mechanisms used in MCF devices. Ions extracted from a source
are accelerated to high energies (usually several KeV) before neutralisation. After neutralisation
excess ions and electrons are removed from the beam using electric fields and sent to an ion dump.
High energy neutral particles are then able to traverse the magnetic field and enter the fusion
plasma where they transfer their energy through collisions, heating the plasma to fusion relevant
temperatures. The efficiency with which the ion beam can be extracted and neutralised will be
crucial in determining the efficiency of the tokamak and ultimately the cost of electricity.
Figure 2.1: Conceptual design of an ITER neutral beam injector.
Almost all tokamaks currently in operation use positive ion based neutral beam injectors. Stellara-
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tors such as Wendelstein 7-X [14] and LHD also make use of NB heating. W7-X uses short NBI
pulses of H and D atoms, 1.3MW and 2MW for tangential injectors, 1.1MW and 1.8MW for radial
injectors. The construction of the neutral beam injectors is slightly more complicated as the beam
must enter the machine between the complicated field coil arrangement. The NBI heating power
of some tokamaks are summarised in figure 1.
Figure 2.2: Heating power for various past, present, and future tokamaks [15]
NBI systems which are based on negative ion sources will be essential for next generation MCF
devices. Devices such as the JT-60 tokamak and the LHD stellarator are currently testing negative
ion neutral beam injectors. JT-60SA [16] will use two positive ion neutral beam injectors and one
negative ion based source. LHD also uses a negative ion based NBI system [17], each source aiming
to achieve 40A of 180keV using filamented ion sources. Sources which operate using filaments have
shorter lifetimes and more complicated designs than those which use an RF inductively coupled
plasma. The frequency at which maintenance must be performed on the ion sources must be kept to
a minimum, so future NBI ion sources use RF ICPs. Development of efficient and reliable negative
ion NB sources will be crucial for the next generation of tokamaks such as ITER and eventually a
demonstration fusion reactor DEMO.
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2.1.1 ITER NBI
A 1MeV beam of neutral deuterium atoms will provide 33MW of heating power to achieve a burning
fusion plasma in ITER, as well as generating the necessary non inductive current drive to improve
confinement of the plasma and increase pulse length. The requirements for the ITER NBI system
are 40A of 1MeV D atoms for up to 3600s.
Figure 2.3: Scaling of NBI negative ion sources from an IPP prototype source to a full scale ITER
NBI source which uses eight IPP sources with a large extraction area [18].
Sources currently being developed to fulfill the ITER NBI criterion are the half size ITER source
ELISE at IPP Garching [19, 20], the full size ITER source SPIDER [21] based at Padova, and the
planned full size NB injector MITICA [22] also based in Padova, Italy. Previous test sources used to
demonstrate certain ITER NBI relevant parameters were the BAvarian Test MAchine for Negative
ions (BATMAN) facility, MANITU, and RADI sources [23].
Currently the ITER relevant conditions have not been met by a single ion source simultaneously.
The ELISE (Extraction from a Large Ion Source Experiment) source is designed to meet the ITER
NBI source parameters, demonstrate large scale extraction of H− and D− ions for 400s and 3600s
respectively. After the half size ITER source ELISE, the SPIDER ion source will then be used to
optimise the performance of a full scale ITER like source. Ions from the SPIDER source will be
extracted using a 100kV extraction system. The MITICA full size NB injector test bed will then
extract ions from a full scale source at the ITER requirement of 1MV for the full 1h pulse length.
The Scaling from the IPP prototype sources to a full scale ITER source like the planned SPIDER
source is shown in figure 2.3.
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The use of positive ion based NBI systems will not be possible for the ITER system due to the
increased beam energy. At 1MeV, the neutralisation cross section for H+/D+ is so small that a
positive ion based NBI would be too inefficient for commercial nuclear fusion reactors to ever be
economically competitive. Negative ion neutralisation cross section however remains constant at
higher beam energies (figure 2.4). As a result, the ITER NBI system will utilise negative ion sources.
Due to the finite neutralisation cross section for the negative ions, the criterion for the ITER NBI
ion sources are to deliver 69A of Hydrogen and 57A of Deuterium ions consistently throughout the
duration of each ITER pulse [24]. The source will also require a high ratio of extracted negative
ions to electrons for improved source efficiency and to reduce incident heat loads on extraction grids
and residual ion/electron dump.
2.2 ICP Plasmas
Inductively coupled plasmas (ICPs) are useful for plasma processing/etching due the added flexibil-
ity of the ability to independently bias a substrate within the plasma without affecting the incident
ion flux . See [25] for further reading. The principle behind ICP discharges is to use an RF current
in an adjacent coil, usually separated from the discharge by a dielectric window. The resulting
changing magnetic field from the coil induces an RF current in the plasma. Input RF power from
the coil determines the ion density/flux, whilst the bias on the substrate controls the ion energy.
In capacitively coupled discharges the ion energy and flux both depend on the absorbed power
into the plasma, and so independent control of the two parameters is difficult to achieve. ICP coil
configurations are typically cylindrical or planar
heating of electrons occurs through collisional/ohmic heating and by a collisionless process in which
electrons interact with the oscillating RF sheaths present in the discharge. These power transfer
mechanisms occur within a thin layer close to the plasma surface known as the skin depth. The
spatial decay constant of EM waves propagating normally to a boundary of uniform plasma is given
by
α = −ω
c
Imκ1/2p , (2.1)
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where
κp ≈ −
ω2pe
ω2(1− jνm/ω) , (2.2)
is the relative plasma dielectric constant. In this equation ωpe is the plasma frequency, νm is the
electron neutral collision frequency, and ω is the frequency of the incident EM radiation. In ICP
plasmas RF waves typically oscillate at a lower frequency than the plasma frequency, leading to
evanescent propagation of the waves, i.e. they are attenuated rapidly by the electrons and the
currents induced by the RF field flow within the skin depth δ of the system
δ ≡ 1
α
. (2.3)
Equation 2.2 shows that there are two collisionality regimes for the skin depth. If νm  ω then
equation 2.2 reduces to
δp =
c
ωpe
(2.4)
which is the collisionless skin depth. If however the electron neutral collision frequency is much
greater than the plasma frequency, νm  ω, and expand equation 2.2 then
α = − 1√
2
ωpe
c
≈ δ−1c , (2.5)
which yields a collisional skin depth
δc = δp
2νm
ω
(2.6)
where δc is the collisional skin depth. A third skin depth regime also exists, in which the interaction
time of the skin layer with the electrons is short relative to the time scale of the RF oscillations or
the neutral collision frequency. This leads to an anomalous skin depth δe related to the collisionless
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skin depth by
δe = δp
(
Ceνe
2ωδp
1/3
)
(2.7)
Where νe is the interaction frequency between the electrons and skin layer. In high density dis-
charges the skin depth is much smaller than the chamber dimensions and the RF is absorbed
screened by the plasma in a short distance close to the coil. At low density regimes (such as when
capacitive coupling dominates the discharge), the skin depth is on the order of or larger than the
plasma dimensions. The EM radiation propagates freely throughout the discharge and the RF
oscillations are large.
The rate at which the electric and magnetic fields from the coil decay in the plasma increases with
electron density. The electrons quickly respond to maintain quasineutrality close to the sheath
at the walls and at high density the skin depth is small, with the E and B fields exponentially
decaying to zero at the centre of the discharge. In a cylindrical discharge the RF current flowing
in the plasma is given by
Ip = NIcoil
[
1
J0(kr0)
− 1
]
(2.8)
where Icoil is the current flowing in the coil of N turns, k is the wave number, r0 is the radius
from the centre of the discharge to the dielectric, and J0 is a Bessel function. The plasma current
increases with electron density until all of the current is confined within the skin depth and the
plasma current is equal to the coil current. The current induced in the skin depth flows in the
opposite direction to the movement of current in the coil, which cancels the magnetic field induced
by the coil (Due to the fact the magnetic field is nearly constant in the dielectric window there are
negligible currents flowing through the dielectric, though there is a displacement current).
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2.2.1 E-H Transition
An important phenomenon associated with ICP plasmas is the E to H transition. ICP generally
have two discharge modes: an electrostatic E mode, and the electromagnetic H mode. The coil used
to generate the ICP is capacitively coupled to the plasma, i.e. a plasma can be ignited by the electric
field which exists between turns of the coil and ground. At lower input powers, the electrostatic
coupling between the coil and the plasma generally dominates. In the capacitive E mode, the plasma
density is much lower, the plasma potential is higher, and the plasma is fainter/has much lower
emission. As the input power to the discharge is increased, the plasma will eventually undergo a
transition from the capacitive E mode to the inductive H mode. The transition is usually indicated
by a dramatic increase in light emission and a much greater plasma density compared to that of the
E mode. When the power deposited into the system by the inductively coupled current is larger
then that contributed by the capacitive current, then the plasma is in the inductive H mode.
Hysteresis is usually observed when moving from H mode back into E mode, where the minimum
input power required to sustain H mode is usually smaller than the threshold power required to bring
about an E to H transition. This hysteretic behaviour arises due to the differences in the starting
conditions of the two modes, such as the much larger plasma density observed in the inductive
mode, and because of non-linearity in power coupling into the plasma and power dissipation from
the discharge. The non linearity in the power transfer and dissipation is thought to be due to
the presence of capacitive coupling in the plasma, even whilst the discharge is in H mode [26, 27].
However MH Lee and CW Chung [28] have reported an observation of inverse hysteresis when
operating an argon ICP at low pressures. The normal pattern of hysteresis was seen at pressures of
80mTorr, but when the discharge was run in the 8-15mTorr range, the hysteresis became unclear
and even at very low pressure the path of the hysteresis became inverted. They believed this
behaviour was due to a transition from a bi-maxwellian electron energy distribution in the E mode
to a maxwellian distribution in H mode, and that the conventional explanation of non linearities
in power deposition and dissipation could not explain the observations at low pressure. The larger
fraction of high energy electrons provides a greater ionisation efficiency when the plasma is in E
mode. This results in a greater inductive coupling efficiency for the bi-maxwellian distribution,
which allows the E-H transition at smaller coil currents and leads to the inverse hysteresis.
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2.3 H− Production
Understanding the production of negative hydrogen ions in the plasma volume and on surfaces
is essential in order to design and develop ion sources for the next generation of NBI systems.
Negative ions are more easily ionised due to the additional electron occupying the atom’s affinity
level. The binding energy of this affinity level is quite small, 0.75eV [29], and the electron can
be easily liberated. Whilst this makes negative ions useful for neutral beam applications this
property also causes their reliable generation and extraction to be challenging, as the ions are easily
destroyed/neutralised through several mechanisms.
Figure 2.4: Neutralisation efficiency of H and D ions against energy. H− and D− ions must be for
ITER’s 1MeV NBI system [30].
At high beam energy positive ions are no longer a viable option for neutral beam heating due
to the decreasing neutralisation cross section. Negative ion neutralisation cross section remains
constant at high energies, as shown by figure 2.4. Whilst negative ions are much easier to neutralise
compared to positive ions, they are much more difficult to produce and extract from the ion source,
and plasmas with large numbers of negative ions have more complicated dynamics.
H− ions are mostly generated though two mechanisms: i) the dissociation of rotationally and
vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules in the plasma volume
H(ν′′) + e− → H−2 → H− +H; (2.9)
and ii) through the backscattering of positive ions and neutrals as negative ions from low work
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function surfaces.
H− ions are easily destroyed through several processes:
mutual neutralisation
H− +H+ → 2H (2.10)
H− +H+2 → H2 +H (2.11)
collisional detachment
H− + e− → H + 2e− (2.12)
associative detachment
H− +H → H2 + e− (2.13)
and photo-neutralisation
H− + hν → H + e− (2.14)
An understanding of the balance between these creation and loss mechanisms in the plasma is crucial
in order to maximise the negative ion current extracted from the source. For example processes such
as collisional detachment have a threshold electron energy, and through the reduction of electron
temperature in the source the loss of ions can be effectively reduced.
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 discuss the volume and surface production mechanisms of H− ions in more
detail
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2.3.1 Volume Production
Volume production of negative hydrogen ions relies on the generation of rotationally and vibra-
tionally excited hydrogen molecules either through H2 collisions with electrons or H atom inter-
actions with the chamber surfaces. The negative ion is then produced in through the dissociative
attachment of electrons to rovibrationally excited molecules in the plasma volume. In the 1970s a
large discrepancy was discovered between calculated and observed H− densities. The calculations
were based on the production of negative ions through the dissociative attachment (DA) of low
energy electrons to hydrogen molecules in their ground state, and dissociative recombination of
positive molecular ions. It was later shown that the cross section for DA production of negative
ions increased with rotational and vibrational excitation [31]. The vibrational energy levels in a
hydrogen molecule form an anharmonic or Morse oscillator, where (in contrast to the harmonic
oscillator) the energy separation between vibrational states decreases for increasing ν, up to a
dissociation energy. Each vibrational energy level then contains several rotational energy levels.
Eν = hν0(ν +
1
2
)− hν0xe(ν + 1
2
)2, ν = 0, 1, 2... (2.15)
Where ν is the vibrational energy level, ν0 is the harmonic frequency, and xe is the anharmonicity
constant.
Figure 2.5: Vibrational levels of the Morse oscillator.
For a rotationless hydrogen molecule in the electronic ground state, the cross section for DA in-
creases by around four orders of magnitude as the vibrational quantum number, ν′′, increases from
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ν′′ = 0 to ν′′ = 4. This is due to an increased survival factor which results from the increased
amplitude of vibrational motion and anharmonic stretching, allowing electrons to be captured at
greater distances [32]. Increases in rotational excitation also result in an increased DA cross section,
but does not have as great an effect as vibrational excitation for low values of rotational quantum
number, J . Higher values of J or increased rotational temperature have a more substantial effect
on the DA cross section as shown by more recent calculations performed by Horacek et al [33].
Collisions with thermal electrons, e-V processes, excite molecules into the lower vibrationally excited
states through an intermediate resonant H−2 state.
H(ν′′) + e− → H−2 → H(ν′′ + ∆ν) + e− (2.16)
Interactions with higher energy electrons (>20eV) proceed via E-V processes, in which molecules
are excited to higher electronic singlet states. The excited state decays and some of the energy is
retained as vibrational or rotational energy [34].
H2(ν
′′ = 0) + e− → H∗2 (B1Σu, C1Πu) + e− (2.17)
H∗2 (B
1Σu, C
1Πu)→ H2(X1Σg) + hν (2.18)
E-V processes produce much more highly excited rovibrational states (ν = 5-14) [35]. Triplet
electronic excitations dissociate and do not lead to molecular final states. The cross section for DA
from the resulting H2(X
1Σg) state is large due to increased vibrational excitation and provides a
large fraction of the negative ions generated through the DA process. However higher temperature,
fast electrons are necessary for E-V excitation to higher vibrational levels. These higher temperature
electrons also lead to an increased H− loss rate due to collisional detachment (equation 2.12) and
a decreased DA rate, which has a maximum cross section close to 1eV.
This trade off between increased E-V excitation and decreased collisional detachment/DA cross
section is a serious limitation for efficient volume production of negative hydrogen ions. To counter
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this, current volume sources use magnetic or temporal filtering to maintain a high E-V excitation
rate, whilst reducing collisional detachment losses. These concepts are discussed in sections 2.4 and
2.5 .
Inelastic Vibrational-Vibrational and Vibrational-Translational interactions also occur within the
plasma where a high vibrationally excited molecule collides with a molecule with little or no rovi-
brational excitation and the resulting energy exchange alters the vibrational excitation of both
molecules. The vibrational energy can also be converted into translational through collisions with
other particles or chamber surfaces.
Caesium is often used in fusion negative ion sources. Gas phase Cs in the plasma volume affects
the ionisation degree and EEDF of the plasma due to its low ionisation energy of 3.89eV [36]. The
presence of Cs in the plasma should decrease electron temperatures and increase the dissociative
attachment rates. Cs can also destroy vibrationally excited H2 molecules through ionisation and
attachment processes such as
Cs+H2 → CsH +H (2.19)
which contribute to a decrease of the H− production rate.
Direct surface production of H− ions through backscattering of neutrals is discussed section 2.3.2,
but surfaces in the plasma chamber can also affect rovibrational hydrogen molecule populations
within the plasma volume. Hydrogen ions are physisorbed or chemisorbed onto surfaces in contact
with the plasma. These H atoms can then thermally propagate along the surfaces where they can
interact with other hydrogen atoms bound to the surface. This can result in the two H atoms
leaving the surface as a H2 molecule through recombinative desorption, with a probability for that
molecule to be in an excited rovibrational state. Hydrogen atoms in the gas phase moving in close
enough proximity to the surface collide/interact with a surface bound H atom, leaving the surface
as a vibrationally excited molecule, through the Eiley-Rideal (ER), Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LW),
and hot atom mechanisms. The desorbed molecule leaves the surface in an excited state due to the
molecular bonding between H atoms being much stronger than the binding energy between the H
atom on the surface. This strong H-H interaction can also cause the incident gas phase H atom
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to be steered towards surface bound H atoms, and further increase the ER cross section [37]. The
calculations of Jackson et. al. [38] showed that the cross section for ER interactions increased as
the strength of the H atom - surface bond decreases. This results in much larger DA cross sections
for carbon surfaces than for metallic surfaces, and that hot atom processes were more important for
the recombinative desorption of excited H2 molecules from metal surfaces. Surfaces can also assist
with production of vibrationally excited molecules through recombination of ions on the chamber
surfaces,
H+ +H− + S → H2(ν′′) (2.20)
and through Auger de-excitation processes
H2(
3Πu)→ H2(ν′′) (2.21)
Calculations by Amorim et. al. [39] suggested that the production of vibrationally excited molecules
through recombinative wall desorption is an important H− formation mechanism, as highly excited
(ν = 10, 11) molecules populate vibrational levels through V-V interactions. Surface processes pro-
vide the largest contribution to high J states, as electron excitation of rotational levels is inefficient.
Vankan [40] measured the rovibrational distribution using vacuum UV multiplexed laser induced
fluorescence and stimulated anti-stokes Raman scattering and provided evidence that the relative
populations of higher rovibrational states suggest a Boltzmann distribution with a temperature far
greater than that of lower excited states. Gabriel et. al. [41] also observed a similar temperature
distribution for low and high vibrational states. Lower rotational excitations (J<5) were populated
by a Boltzmann distribution at ambient temperature but higher levels were extremely overpop-
ulated, for example an overpopulation of over seven orders of magnitude was measured for ν=2
[42]. These rotational distributions are similar for almost all vibrational levels until close to the
dissociation energy of the H2 molecule. Vankan suggests that recombinative desorption of hydrogen
molecules from a surface provides an explanation for the temperature distribution of rotationally
excited states, and that the results agree qualitatively with those of Rettner et. al. [43], who
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measured the rotational distribution of H2 molecules forming on a copper surface at 925K. They
found the vibrational populations for ν=1 (H2(ν = 1)/H2(ν = 0)) were enhanced by a factor of 18
compared to populations associated with a surface temperature of 925K, with similar deviations
for ν=0.
The attachment of electrons to high Rydberg state molecules has also been suggested [44] to explain
differences in measured and predicted H− densities (equation 2.22). Hiskes [45] suggested that the
highly excited Rydberg state molecules made only a negligible contribution to the negative ion
density (1% or less).
HR2 + e→ H− +HR (2.22)
Pinnaduwage et. al. [46] however argue that the long lived Rydberg state molecules exist in
significant densities in the discharge, and the subsequent DA provides a substantial contribution
to negative ion production. Amorim et. al. [39] calculations also show that the H− to H2 ratio
increases when including H− production through DA of high Rydberg state H2 molecules.
An isotopic effect was observed for the DA cross section value between hydrogen and deuterium
molecules in the 60s [47, 48]. Low energy DA processes showed a decrease in the cross section for D−
from D2 of two orders of magnitude compared to H
− production from H2. The time of dissociation
increases for D2 molecules leading to a decrease in DA cross section [49]; heavier molecules also
have a decreased survival probability.
2.3.2 Surface Production
The other main negative ion production process is upon the surfaces, where low work function
surfaces in contact with the plasma can be observed to generate a current of H− ions. In the 70s
Belchenko et. al. [50] demonstrated that the negative ion current extracted from a surface plasma
source depended on the cathode material used and the use of Caesium vapour inside the chamber.
The Cs vapour lowered the work function of the surface (φ), and a large increase in the extracted
negative ion current was observed. The work of Varbeek et. al. [51] also showed increasing negative
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ion currents for materials with decreasing work functions.
The surface ionisation mechanism is the tunneling of an electron from a surface energy level to the
affinity level (EA) of a hydrogen atom moving away from the surface [52]. The atom interacts with
an image potential when moving lose to the surface. This interaction causes the affinity level of
the atom to decrease and broaden. When the atom is close enough to a surface with a low work
function, such as a Cs coated surface, the affinity level of the atom will fall below the work function
of the surface and overlap with electron energy levels of the surface. There is then a probability
that an electron occupying one of these energy states will tunnel across to the atom’s affinity level
through resonant charge transfer and remain there as the atom moves away, resulting in a negative
ion. Figure 2.6 depicts the perturbation of the atom’s affinity level as it approaches a surface.
Figure 2.6: Interaction with the induced image potential shifts and broadens the hydrogen atom’s
affinity energy level. The affinity level overlaps with occupied electronic states in the surface,
allowing electrons to tunnel across [53].
H+ ions approaching the surface are initially neutralised through an Auger transition of an electron
from the surface, before then acquiring a second electron as the affinity level is modified by the
image potential. Incident molecules are neutralised and dissociated as they approach the surface.
The hydrogen atom can be ionised due to backscattering from the surface or as they are desorbed
from the surface. As the negative ion leaves the surface and the affinity level becomes greater
than the Fermi level of the material, the ion can be destroyed as the electron tunnels back to an
unoccupied energy state. Verbeek et. al. [54] scattered 5keV beams of H atoms from surfaces, their
results suggesting that the probability for production of H− decreased with higher velocities, whilst
the destruction probability decreased for higher energy backscattered ions. This is generally what
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one would expect as each process requires some finite interaction time.
The potential difference between the plasma and the surface is important when considering the ion
yield from surface production. When the surface potential Vb is less than plasma potential Vp,
positive ions from the plasma volume are accelerated toward the surface where they are converted
into negative ions and repelled from the surface back into the plasma bulk. This increases the
negative ion yield and the average energy the ions carry back into the plasma. As the surface bias
is brought closer to Vp the positive ions reach the surface with less energy, and the negative ions
produced also carry less energy. At some Vb the negative ions will no longer have enough energy
to move back through the sheath and in to the plasma volume. For incident neutral particles, the
potential at which negative ions can longer escape the surface is given by [55]
Ein
(
RE
RN
)
− Ethr ≤ e(Vb − Vp), (2.23)
where Ethr is the minimum energy required for the formation of a negative ion
Ethr = φ− EA, (2.24)
Ein is the energy of the incoming particle, RE is the energy reflection coefficient, and RN is the
particle reflection coefficient. Equation 2.23 is modified slightly for incident ions,
(Eion(RE/RN )− Ethr)/(1 + (RE/RN )) ≤ e(Vb − Vp). (2.25)
Molecular ions dissociate during interactions with the surface and the subsequent ions are then
neutralised, yielding larger quantities of negative ions. Calculations of negative ion fluxes from the
surface by Wunderlich et. al. [56] and McAdams et. al. [57] suggest that the maximum negative ion
flux away from the surface is space charge limited by the formation of a virtual cathode between the
surface and the plasma sheath. This virtual cathode provides a potential barrier for negative ions
leaving the surface, and also decelerates positive ions moving toward the surface after they reach the
potential minimum. The virtual cathode provides a fundamental limit to the maximum extractable
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negative ion current from a surface, and also implies that a increased positive ion density/flux to
the walls would increase this maximum current.
In addition to negative ion formation through the ionisation and reflection of incident particles,
surface H− production can also occur through desorption of atoms from the surface. Schiesko et.
al. [58] studied H− and D− production on graphite, and attribute the main peak of the ion energy
distribution to a superposition of this atom desorption process and the backscattering mechanism.
Backscattering of incident positive ions as negative ions is responsible for the high energy tail of the
distribution. An Isotopic effect is also observed for the energy of backscattered H and D ions, which
is thought to be due to the difference in mass leading to an increased maximum energy transfer
between ions/atoms and the surface.
A kinetic resonance also plays a role as the production of negative ions dependent on the velocity
component of the incident particle parallel to the surface [59]. In the rest frame of the ion/atom
moving parallel to the surface, the occupation of the electronic states is given by a Doppler-Fermi-
Dirac distribution. The neutralisation/ionisation of ions/atoms has a dependence on the parallel
velocity component.
The surface production of ions from Caesiated surfaces has a much greater yield compared to H−
production through dissociative attachment of rovibrationally excited molecules. ITER NBI test
ion sources all use the magnetic filter concept along with caesium evaporation for enhanced H−
surface production, because the ITER requirements for extracted current and co-extracted electron
ratio can only be met by using surface H− production [60]. This conclusion has caused negative
ion sources for fusion applications to be designed for optimal production of ions on their Caesiated
plasma grids close to the extraction system for a maximum probability of extraction from the
source. However the consensus is that the use of Caesiated ion sources in tokamak NBIs after
ITER will not be possible. The next section discusses some alternatives to Cs which are currently
being considered for use in these future magnetic confinement fusion reactors.
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2.4 Magnetically Filtered Sources
As discussed in the previous section, the high energy electrons required for E-V excitation of H2
molecules are also responsible for the neutralisation of the H− ions through collisional detachment.
The cross section for DA production of negative ions is also greater for lower energy electrons. One
technique developed to address the loss of H− ions is to use a magnetic filter field in the plasma
source. Generally there are two types of magnetically filtered sources: tandem and hybrid sources.
Permanent magnets are used to create a magnetic field across the plasma volume, as shown in figure
2.7 . The field separates the sources into two regions: the driver and the extractor. In the driver
region highly vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules are produced through E-V interactions due
to the high fast electron population. Subsequently there is an increased rate of H− losses and lower
DA rate. The magnetic field then acts as a filter for the high temperature electrons in the discharge
as they cannot easily pass through the filter due to their larger Hall parameter/Lamor radius. High
energy electrons lose energy through collisions whilst trapped inside the magnetic field. Low energy
electrons, neutral atoms and molecules, and ions pass through the filter into the extraction region.
Figure 2.7: IPP Negative Ion Source
Electron temperatures are lower in the extractor region, resulting in a larger DA cross section and
reduced collisional detachment of H− ions. Negative hydrogen ions can be produced and extracted
much more efficiently with a reduced co-extracted electron current (Essential for decreased extractor
grid and ion dump heat loads for fusion NBIs). H− production does take place in the driver
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region, but survival probabilities are much smaller than for ions formed in the extraction region.
Simulations by Boeuf et. al. [61, 62] show that an “ideal” magnetic filter is very effective at limiting
the electron current into the extraction region of the source, even for small magnetic field strengths.
This current increases with grid bias until it saturates at the plasma potential. However in reality
instabilities arising from presence of the walls and E×B drifts lead to an increase in higher energy
electron drift.
Leung and Bacal [63] found using a positively biased electrode in the extraction region of the source
enhanced the extracted H− current whilst reducing the co extracted electron current. Small mag-
netic fields in front of the plasma electrode (PE) reduce electron transport, and the positive bias of
the PE collects electrons that are able to move across the field. This enhances the negative ion cur-
rent as negative ions must compensate for the depleted electron density to maintain quasineutrality,
and are not affected by the magnetic field.
2.5 Temporally Filtered Sources
Temporally filtered plasma sources have been used for efficient negative ion generation for both
fusion [64, 65] and non fusion neutral beams [66, 67, 68]. By pulsing the input power to the plasma,
and varying the duty cycle (power on to power off fraction for each pulse), the discharge and
afterglow can be tailored to optimise negative ion production and extraction.
The lifetimes of rovibrationally excited molecules in the afterglow phase are much greater then
that of the high energy electrons. The high energy tail of the electron energy distribution (EEDF)
rapidly decays in 1µs due to the short confinement time of fast electrons, and the average electron
temperature falls. The lifetimes of vibrationally excited molecules and low energy/thermal electrons
are significantly longer. Hopkins et. al. [69] found that after 50µs the EEDF temperature had
cooled to 0.4eV. The electron density had not decreased significantly, but the high energy tail had
been removed.
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Figure 2.8: EEDF measured during the discharge (1µs), and during the afterglow (50 and 100µs)
[69].
Negative ion production continues into the post discharge, with reduced collisional detachment losses
from decreased fast electron populations. The rovibrationally excited molecules are generated in the
plasma volume during the “on” phase, then ions are produced and extracted during the afterglow
phase. The reduced electron temperature increases the lifetime of negative ions produced during the
afterglow phase of the plasma, and with the increased survival probability a greater ion current can
be extracted than from conventional continuous operation H− sources. A larger population of low
energy electrons also increases the rate of DA interactions due to a larger cross section for thermal
electrons. Temporally filtered sources should operate more efficiently at lower temperatures as the
increased fast electron density and E-V excitation rate should result in larger H− currents in the
afterglow.
The pulsed nature of the plasma leads to a time averaged rovibrational population, which can be
modified by varying the pulse duty cycle. Through modulation of the discharge time the time
average loss rates of rovibrationally excited hydrogen are lower compared to the continuous opera-
tion rates, whilst production of vibrationally excited molecules remains proportional to the plasma
discharge current.
< n >= Nc
(
1 +
toffτon
tonτoff
)
(2.26)
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The time averaged H2(ν”) population can approach the steady state rovibrational population, as
shown by equation 2.26 [64], if the frequency of the pulse is chosen such that the second term goes
to zero, where τon and τoff represent the lifetime of H2(ν”) particles when the discharge is on and
off, and ton/toff are the time periods for which the plasma is on or off during each pulse. The
vibrationally excited populations would be equivalent to the steady state, with reduced collisional
detachment losses in the afterglow phase.
The decrease of the electron to negative ion fraction in the afterglow phase of the discharge also
assists with the extraction of H− ions. In a discharge with a high electron to negative ion ratio, the
electrons will have a higher temperature and escape to the walls of the chamber much more easily.
This leaves a region of positive space charge, and the resulting potential well prevents the negative
ions from escaping [70]. In a pulsed discharge the decreased electron to H− ratio and the lower
average electron temperature reduce the sheath potential and allow more negative ions to escape
to the chamber walls for extraction.
2.5.1 Pulsed Plasma Dynamics
Time modulated plasmas [71, 6] have been studied since the 1980s, where they were used to study
fundamentals of plasma physics as well investigated for their use in plasma etching of semiconductor
devices. It was found that pulsed plasmas demonstrated the ability to solve some of the typical
problems associated with continuous wave (CW) plasma etching.
Some plasma induced damage (PID) examples are: Physical damage to the substrate surface due
to ion bombardment; UV damage; plasma spatial non-uniformity leading to non-uniform potential
on the wafer; and differential charging of high aspect ratio etch patterns which leads to charge
build up and undercutting of feature walls. As the etching feature sizes become smaller (10nm
and below), these damage mechanisms become increasingly important, and development of plasma
etching devices capable of reducing PID issues and controlling etching performance at these
Pulsed plasmas can help mitigate these problems, as collapse of the plasma potential and the
electrostatic field within the plasma during the afterglow allows (discussed below) for a larger
angular distribution of ion trajectories which can help reduce charge imbalances on the wafer
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[72, 66]. They also can reduce the UV radiation dose to wafers [73], and allow some control of the
ion energy distribution function (IEDF) to operate at lower ion energies [72, 66, 74]. The ability to
extract negative ions (if present in the plasma) during the afterglow of the pulse (again, discussed
below) also provides a potential solution to charge build up/differential charging problems.
One potential downside to the use of pulsed plasmas is that the power matching of the RF into the
plasma can be worse than CW devices. This is mainly due to the fact that the plasma impedance
varies rapidly with time within the pulse, which can be difficult for matching units to follow.
The time evolution of the pulsed plasma can be divided into the activeglow, when RF power is
being deposited into the plasma, and the afterglow, where the power is switched off and the plasma
density and temperature decays away over time.
2.5.2 Plasma Activeglow
Figure 2.9 shows the evolution of charged species in a pulsed chlorine ICP model. In the early stages
of the RF power pulse, there is only a small population of free electrons present in the system after
the decay of the previous pulse. The RF power is absorbed by this small number of electrons, which
causes a large peak in the electron temperature [75, 76], often larger than the steady state value of
Te. Increasing Te leads to ionisation and increasing positive ion densities.
Assuming that ion electron pairs are created through ionising electron collisions with background
neutrals and that all particles are lost by diffusion to the chamber walls, the electron particle balance
equation for electropositive plasmas is
1
ne
dne
dt
= νiz − νloss (2.27)
where ne is the electron density, νiz is the ionisation rate, νloss = uB/deff is the loss rate to the
walls, and deff = V/Aeff , V being the discharge volume and Aeff is the effective area for particle
loss. The power balance is a combination of the collisional energy loss rate in the plasma volume and
the power lost to the walls through the kinetic energies of lost ions and electrons. The collisional
energy loss is given by
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Pc = enengV ΣKiεi, (2.28)
Ki/εi represent the rate constant/energy loss per excitation, ionisation, and elastic collision inter-
actions. Kinetic energy losses to the walls are given by
Pi = e(Vs +
1
2
Te)neuBAeff (2.29)
for ions, and
Pi = 2eTeneuBAeff (2.30)
for electrons. Vs is the sheath potential at the walls. Combining yields the power balance equation
Pc =
[
d
dt
(
3
2
eneTe
)
+ enengV ΣKiεi
]
V + e
(
Vs +
5
2
Te
)
neuBAeff (2.31)
Now by using the particle balance given by equation 2.27 to remove dne/dt give the evolution of
the electron temperature
1
Te
dTe
dt
=
Pabs(t)
We
−
(
2εc
3Te + 1
)
νiz −
(
2
3
Vs + 5/2Te
Te
− 1
)
νloss (2.32)
Here εc is the all of the collisional energy losses combined, and We =
3
2eneTeV is the plasma energy.
During the early stages of the activeglow, there is little to no particle losses (i.e. νloss = 0) and
an charged species are produced through ionisation. Using equations 2.27 and 2.32 we find the
evolution of the plasma density
1
ne
dne
dt
= νiz (2.33)
and the electron temperature
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1
Te
dTe
dt
=
Pabs(t)
We
−
(
2εc
3Te
+ 1
)
νiz (2.34)
Equation 2.33 shows that initially the plasma density increases steadily at a rate proportional to
the ionisation rate constant (a function of Te). νiz is small due to the low electron temperature at
the start of the pulse cycle, causing the density increase and the second term in equation 2.34 to
also be small. This means that the rate of increase of Te is dominated by the first term in equation
2.34 and leads to a rapid growth in Te. The electron temperature increases much more rapidly than
the plasma density [77, 78].
During the spike in the electron temperature, mobility of electrons and the strength of the elec-
trostatic/ambipolar field increases. From the fluid equation of motion for an isothermal plasma in
steady state, the velocity of a particle species in the plasma is given by
v =
1
nmν
(±enE− kBT∇n) (2.35)
Defining the diffusion coefficient, D = kBT/mν, and the mobility of the species, µ = |q|/mν,
equation 2.35 then becomes
Γ = nv = ±µnE−D∇n (2.36)
The ambipolar field can be found by using the criterion that the plasma must be quasineutral, i.e.
that there cannot be a net flow of charge within the plasma bulk, Γi − Γe − Γn = 0, where the
subscripts i,e, and n correspond to ions, electrons, and negative ions (for electronegative plasmas)
respectively. Using positive ions and electrons, Γi − Γe = 0, and equation 2.36, the ambipolar
electric field is
E =
Di −De
µi + µe
∇n
n
(2.37)
During the initial stages of the plasma activeglow, the spike in Te leads to a high plasma potential
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and high energy ions incident to the walls/any substrate present in the discharge. Ambipolar
diffusion of electrons and ions to the walls of the discharge causes stratification of the negative
ion population remaining from the previous pulse drift towards and be confined to the core of the
plasma [79, 80, 81]. During this phase of the pulse negative ion populations are small due to the
electron detachment losses, but negative ion fluxes to the walls are very small due to the confining
field so the population slowly increases [82].
Eventually Te decreases, and the plasma achieves a quasi-steadystate for the duration of the RF
pulse. The final values of the electron temperature, electron density, ion density, and plasma
potential should be similar to that of a CW plasma. However this may not necessarily be true for
pulsed plasmas with a large afterglow period (low duty factor) or which operate at high frequency,
as the plasma cannot achieve the quasi-steady state phase.
2.5.3 Afterglow
As the input RF power stops, electrons continue to lose their energy through the usual ambipolar
diffusion to the walls and in the early afterglow through inelastic collisions with neutral species.
The energy loss manifests as a rapid decrease in the electron temperature. The decrease in Te
is eventually slowed down by the energy of the electrons falling below the minimum threshold
energy for inelastic processes, after which the electrons lose energy at a slower rate through elastic
collisions and continued diffusion to the walls. The electron density falls away during the afterglow
as ionisation processes stop, and electrons are lost to the walls and attachment to ions. Eventually
the decrease of nE and TE leads to the loss of the electrostatic field within the plasma, which allows
the negative ion population confined to the core to diffuse out into the plasma bulk.
The lower electron temperature also increases the population of negative ions in the plasma volume.
During the activeglow phase of the RF power pulse the high temperature electrons populate high
rovibrationally excited states through E-V interactions. Then during the plasma afterglow the
low energy electrons have a greater cross section for negative ion production through dissociative
attachment [74]. A reduced collisional detachment rate for negative ions in the afterglow also
contributes to a peak in the negative ion density during the afterglow. Attachment rates eventually
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Figure 2.9: Evolution of Te, electron and ion densities in a simulated 10kHz 50% df Chlorine ICP
discharge in a GEC reference cell [82].
plateau and then decrease as the electron population is depleted.
As the electrons are lost and the negative ion population increases (the plasma becomes increasingly
electronegative), an ion-ion plasma can form in the late stages of the afterglow (figure 2.9) The
ambipolar electron diffusivity is given by
Dae ≈
[
1 + 2(nn/ne)
((µe/µn) + 1) + 2(nn/ne)
]
De (2.38)
Where De is the free electron diffusivity [81]. Equation 2.38 implies that as the electronegativity of
the plasma (nn/ne) increases, the ambipolar diffusivity tends towards the value of De. In the ion-
ion plasma the negative ions are the dominant negative charge carrier in the discharge. Therefore
during the late afterglow of an electronegative plasma, nnne, the electrons diffuse freely to the
walls (Dae ≈De), and the ambipolar field between positive and negative ions is given by
E =
Di −Dn
µi + µn
∇n
n
. (2.39)
This field vanishes if the diffusivity of the positive and negative ions are approximately equal,
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Di ≈Dn, and all species in the plasma diffuse freely.The positive and negative ion populations
then decay through diffusion and recombination/mutual neutralisation processes until the start
of the next RF pulse. At this stage the negative ions are able to move away from the core and
be extracted from the plasma. Though if the product of the negative ion diffusion time and the
detachment frequency is greater than 2 (γdτd>2), ions are converted into electrons leading to a
new electric field in the late afterglow which restricts negative ion diffusion out of the plasma (self
trapping). However when γdτd<2, negative ions can escape and the eventually the positive and
negative ion fluxes to the walls are equal [83, 84, 85]
For electropositive discharges, the analytical expressions representing the decay of the electron
temperature and plasma density during the afterglow are [78]
Te(t) ≈ Te∞ (1 + 2ν∞(t− ατ))−2 , (2.40)
and
ne(t) ≈ nemax (1 + 2ν∞(t− ατ))−1/2 , (2.41)
respectively. τ is the pulse period, α the duty cycle, Te∞ is the electron temperature in the steady
state, and nemax is the electron density at the end of the activeglow period.
The final value to which the plasma density falls to generally depends on the plasma pulse frequency
and the duty cycle of the pulse. For large duty factors or high frequency pulsing, there is not enough
time during the short afterglow for the plasma to decay away significantly. Due to the formation
of negative ions in the afterglow, the rate of electron loss is greater for electronegative discharges
compared to electropositive. The electron density at the end of the afterglow is therefore much
smaller. This leads to a much more pronounced overshoot of the electron temperature at the
beginning of the activeglow, especially for lower pulse duty cycles.
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2.5.4 Grid Biasing in Time Modulated Plasmas
The ability to control the pulse frequency, duty factor, and biasing of the plasma also allows
much more control of the EEDF compared to that of CW plasmas. Longer afterglow periods
have much lower plasma density and electron temperatures, which leads to a greater peak in the
electron temperature during the early activeglow and modifies the high energy tail of the EEDF.
Bi-maxwellian EEDFs typical of ICPs also can become maxwellian during the afterglow. A bias on
the target substrate/extraction grid can be applied in order to modify the IEDF of the ions which
are incident onto the surface. The biasing system can be set up with a continuous substrate/grid
bias with a time modulated plasma; a time modulated bias in a CW plasma; or synchronised pulsing
of the RF power and the bias applied to the grid.
The presence of a substrate/extraction grid bias within the plasma can significantly affect the
dynamics of particle species during the plasma afterglow. When a continuous RF bias is applied,
the activeglow and early afterglow periods of the plasma generally remain unaffected by the bias.
Ion Energy distributions will typically have a bimodal structure in the presence of an RF bias [86],
with each peak corresponding to the maximum and minimum voltage applied during the biasing
cycle. if the ratio of the ion transit time through the sheath to the period of the biasing waveform
τi
τ
. (2.42)
is small, then the ions are accelerated by the instantaneous voltage across the sheath and the
resulting distribution is broad. As this ratio increases, the distribution width decreases until it
becomes a single peak as the ions only react to a time averaged sheath potential.
It was found that during the late afterglow, after Te and ne had mostly decayed, the electron
temperature began to increase again. This is thought to be due to heating of the electrons by
the capacitively coupled oscillating bias applied to the extraction grid (reactive ion etching mode).
Electron temperatures increased back to as high as 7eV. For longer afterglow periods, the densities
of the plasma also began to increase again [87, 88]
For electronegative plasmas this capacitive heating of the electrons in the late afterglow essentially
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means that the plasma potential cannot decay away/collapse, which means that negative ions remain
trapped within the plasma bulk and are unable to reach the extraction grid. Synchronous RF gird
bias pulsing can increase the time it takes for capacitive heating of the electrons in the afterglow
to take effect, and makes the extraction of negative ions possible. However as bias amplitude is
increased, the negative ion current is reduced as the capacitive heating mode arises more rapidly.The
affect of source pulsing is to modify the average plasma parameters (density, Te, etc), whilst the
bias pulsing alters the features of the extracted ion energy and angular distributions. Altering the
phase between the RF pulse and grid bias allows some control over these parameters.
Banna et. al. [89] investigated a pulsed ICP with synchronous RF substrate biasing. The plasma
potential drop was more pronounced during the afterglow compared to a pulsed plasma with CW
RF biasing applied to the substrate, which is due to the biasing power to the substrate being shut
off during the afterglow. When the biasing power and RF power are not completely in phase with
each other, the electron temperature varied by around 10% with the lowest temperature measured
with a 180 degree phase lag between RF and biasing. A similar result is found for the effect of
the phase lag on the ion density, with no phase difference yielding the highest densities and 180o
the lowest. The effect of the phase lag on the plasma potential was much more significant, where
all three phase differences (90,180,270) had plasma potentials of around 10V at the end of the
afterglow compared to less than 5V for no phase difference. They conclude this shows that the
plasma potential can be controlled through variation of the phase lag between RF power and bias
power to the substrate.
DC biases applied to the substrate or extraction system during the activeglow causes a shift in the
plasma potential in order to maintain quasineutrality in the plasma bulk. Application of a bias
during the activeglow of the plasma leads to a ion energy distribution with two peaks: a narrow
afterglow peak at low energies and a broad higher energy peak corresponding to a distribution of
ions accelerated towards the substrate when the input power is on. A synchronous DC bias on the
extraction grid during the late afterglow, when Te and ne are low, prevents acceleration of ions
during the activeglow and reduces the energy of the broad peak. Shin et. al.. [90] investigated
IEDFs using an retarding field energy analyser in an argon ICP with a biasable backing electrode,
and found that the separation of the IEDF peaks can be modified by adjusting the pressure of the
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gas (which affects Te and the plasma potential), and the DC bias, which alters the locations of the
broad and narrow peaks respectively. Higher pressure discharges have a lower electron temperature
and as a result the broader peak shifts to lower energies. They also investigated the effect of the
time during the afterglow at which the DC bias was applied, and the length of time the electrode
was biased. Biasing during the early afterglow (When the electron temperature is still relatively
high) leads to broader extraction peak in the IEDF. The reduction in Te during the afterglow
decreases the width of the high energy peak. Later in the afterglow when the rate of Te reduction
is much lower, the timing of electrode bias has little effect on the width of the high energy peak.
However if the biasing time is long compared to the characteristic decay time of Te the time at
which biasing starts in the afterglow has little effect on the resulting distribution, as the average
Te will be low. Xu et. al. [91] reported a nearly mono-energetic ion beam using a synchronous DC
bias in a pulsed argon CCP. A ring electrode was used to filter out the broad peak of higher energy
ions to leave a single narrow peak of ions extracted from the afterglow of the plasma, with FWHM
of the peaks increasing with applied bias. Even at 100V biasing the FWHM of the peak was 3.4eV.
2.6 Beyond ITER/DEMO & Cs free H− Production
Caesium is distributed into the ion source usually through Cs ovens which heat a reservoir of ele-
mental Cs (greater than 99% pure) in order to produce a flux of Cs vapour. The tubing transporting
the Cs is also maintained at a high temperature to prevent build up of Cs on surfaces. Ion sources
which make use of Cs have to go through an extensive conditioning phase, during which Cs is
evaporated onto the source surfaces until the optimum surface work function of the plasma grid is
achieved. In reality this optimum work function is difficult to achieve and often the temperature
of the plasma grid surface itself also needs to be varied until the minimum is established. Cs is
usually evaporated into the ion source during operation as the plasma will remove Cs accumulated
on surfaces through sputtering and to apply new layers to walls in order to cover impurities.
Caesiated ion sources will be used for the ITER reactor, but will most likely not be a viable option
for DEMO and future commercial reactors. ITER itself will evaporate Cs into its ion sources at an
estimated rate of around 20mg/h. This roughly translates into around 18 months of usage before the
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Cs ovens will have to be replaced, which is the expected length of the average ITER experimental
campaign. However for a steady state fusion power plant such DEMO, Hemsworth and Boilson [92]
reported that a demonstration reactor with a similar CS consumption rate to ITER will use more
than 1kg of Cs every six years of operation. Since most of the Cs evaporated into the ion source
remains there, this significant usage/build up of Cs in the source will lead to problems in ion source
or NBI operation. Cs ovens must be replaced during the lifetime of the reactor, and with significant
build up of Cs over time the ion source and accelerator components will have to be cleaned or
replaced during the reactors lifetime. Replacement of components will be costly, whilst cleaning
would be very difficult due to limited access to the beamline during operation and would have to
be performed remotely. The other solutions are to reduce the rate of Cs consumption by around a
factor of 20 compared to the operation of ITER’s NBI, or to use/develop alternative materials to
Cs.
The presence of Cs in the plasma itself can contribute to increased erosion of the ion source backplate
due to backscattering ions in the NBI system. As negative ions are accelerated forward to the
required 1MeV energy they collide with neutral gas present throughout the acceleration grids.
Some of these atoms are ionised, which generates a flux of positive ions accelerated back into the
ion source. Some of these ions are able to reach the backplate where they sputter and erode the
wall material. It has also been observed [93] that the presence of caesium in the plasma discharge
leads to increased beam halo effects (ions in the extracted beam with much larger divergences than
the main beam). Caesium contamination can also lead to breakdowns/arching in components such
as the acceleration system, and could act as a high Z impurity in the fusion plasma.
NBI sources for DEMO and commercial fusion reactors must be able to produce reliable, high
current H− and D− beams with a heavily reduced Cs consumption rate or without the use of Cs
to enhance surface production on the plasma grid to ensure the price of electricity generated is
competitive with electricity costs of alternative sources.
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2.6.1 Carbon Based Alternatives
Carbon materials have so far shown to be promising candidates for caesium alternatives, demon-
strating increased negative ion yields, and for some diamond based surfaces show little to no hydro-
gen retention after exposure to the plasma. Diamond, diamond-like carbon (DLC), graphite, highly
orientated pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), and other carbon based materials are being considered as
potential candidates for use on the ion source plasma grid and other plasma facing materials such
as tokamak divertors.
Carbon has a greater work function than Cs and so will fundamentally have a smaller probability of
electron transfer to backscattered atoms. Ion beam scattering experiments on graphite [94], poly-
crystalline diamond [95], and diamond-like carbon [96] have demonstrated high yields of negative
hydrogen ions from high workfunction surfaces. This suggests that the charge exchange process
occurs through a different channel to resonant electron transfer of low workfunction materials. In-
sulating surfaces have large bandgaps and are unable to neutralise negative ions formed on the
surface as there are no empty states available for the electron to occupy. There also appears to
be no kinetic resonance for carbon materials as the negative ion fraction has little dependence on
the the ongoing trajectory of the particle, which is in contrast to both caesiated and non-caesiated
metallic surfaces [97, 95, 98, 99]. Gleeson and Kleyn [98] also observed that the addition of Cs to a
HOPG surface does not show a comparable increase in the negative ions produced from the surface.
These features of negative ion production of carbon surfaces suggest that conventional theories of
surface charge exchange are not applicable. Differences in negative ion yields from different forms of
carbon provide evidence that the charge exchange process is dependent on the electronic structure
of the carbon surface used [99].
Carbon type and operating temperature play an important role in the negative ion yield of the
surface. Ahmad et. al. [100] found that though the shape of the negative ion distribution function
(NIDF) was similar for each form of carbon, the intensity of the NIDF differed between materials. At
room temperature HOPG produced the greatest yield of H−, greater than that of DLC, boron doped
diamond (BDD), nano-crystalline diamond (NCD), and ultra nano-crystalline diamond (uNCD). At
higher temperatures the NIDFs remained similar to room temperature for BDD, NCD, and uNCD,
but the HOPG NIDF changes due to a much smaller sputtering contribution as the hydrogen sub
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surface content has decreased [58]. BDD demonstrated the greatest negative ion yield at 400◦C
[101]. Changes in NIDFs are attributed to the modification of the sp3/sp2 ratio of the surface and
the hydrogen surface coverage. When increasing the temperature the sp3/sp2 ratio increases for
diamond materials and decreases for HOPG, which follows the same trend as the negative ion yield.
They suggest that the increased ionisation efficiency of the material could be due to an increase of
the hydrogen sub-surface content, which could be explained by a change in the sub-surface structure
and the sp3/sp2 ratio as the temperature increases. Material temperature has a seemingly negligible
effect on the ion contribution from backscattering [102]. Scheer et. al. [96] measured negative ion
production on tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) films using molecular hydrogen ions at grazing
incidence; the electron transfer probability is increased by hydrogen termination of the surface.
The surface electronic structure is altered by by the presence of hydrogen from positive to negative
electron affinity (NEA) [103], which increases negative ion yield as no unoccupied states are present
on the surface to neutralise outgoing H− ions.
2.6.2 Non-Carbon Based Alternatives
Whilst most of the research plasma grid alternatives to Cs has been focused on carbon allotropes,
there has been some work in non carbon based materials. In the past, tantalum has been investigated
for use as a plasma grid material to enhance surface H− production, but it was found that whilst
it did provide an enhancement it was not as effective as Cs. However more recently work has been
conducted by Bacal and Wada [104] in the use of tantalum adsorbates on the plasma grid surface for
increased surface production. Instead of using a pure tantalum plasma grid, they investigated the
use of stainless steel plasma grids upon which they deposited a thin film of tungsten or tantalum.
They found that when the optimum grid bias for H− extraction is used for each adsorbate material
respectively, that the measured negative ion current for a grid coated in a tantalum adsorbate is
comparable to that measured from a source which coats the grid in Cs. The co-extracted electron
current is also similar for both Cs and tantalum covered electrodes. They suggest that tantalum
should be used in place of Cs for enhancing the performance of negative ion sources.
Tantalum has been shown to be effective in absorbing atomic hydrogen and releasing it in molecular
form. During the recombinative desorption of the hydrogen atoms, the resulting molecules have
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been shown to have a wide range of vibrationally excited states [105] up to ν′′ = 9. Therefore for
a plasma grid coated in tantalum adsorbates the increased vibrational energies of the molecules
leads to greater negative ion densities in the vicinity of the extraction grid. The depletion of atomic
hydrogen near the grid also assists in reducing negative ion losses in the extraction region of the
source.
Recently Friedl et. al. [106] made a comparison of the H− density enhancement from Cs free alter-
natives and a Cs coated plasma grid, with respect to the density measured due solely to the volume
production of negative ions in the bulk plasma. Cs alternative materials used were boron doped
and undoped diamond, tungsten, tantalum, LaB6, and MoLa (lanthanum doped molybdenum).
Their results suggest that only MoLa and LaB6 actually made any enhancement to the negative
ion density above that measured due to volume production mechanisms.
Current fusion H− ion sources for LHD, JT60-SA, and those planned for ITER, will make use
of Cs for enhanced surface production. Cs free production will become important for machines
beyond ITER. As ITER is still currently under construction, ion sources for NBI beyond ITER are
not a major concern. Some work towards testing alternative materials to Cs is performed at the
PIIM laboratory (Physics Laboratory for Ionic and molecular Interactions) [107, 102, 58], and was
planned at the SNIF [108] based at Culham. Research for Cs free H− production has also been
conducted for ion sources used in the materials processing and microelectronics industries, where
the simple neutralisation of H− ions is desirable for neutral beam etching techniques.
2.7 Neutral Beams for Plasma Etching and Materials Pro-
cessing
So far the focus has been on negative ion sources and neutral beams for fusion applications. Similar
H− sources have also been developed for the materials processing and microelectronics industries.
Techniques developed for the next generation of ion sources to be utilised for ultra large scale
integration (ULSI) circuit boards could be used for the improvement of Cs free fusion NBI ion
sources.
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As microchips achieve higher speeds and complexity of design, reduction of damage processes as-
sociated with plasma dry etching becomes increasingly important. Ultraviolet radiation emitted
by the plasma can alter electrical properties of dielectrics. Electron hole pairs are generated in
dielectric films by UV photons with an energy greater than the band gap. Trapped charges in
films and material interfaces detrimentally affect the conductivity, minority carrier lifetime, and
are responsible for problems such as dielectric breakdown [109]. Exposure to UV photons can also
produce defects and dangling bonds on the etched surface [110]. This increases the etch rate of the
material but decreases selectivity and anisotropy of the etching process.
Charge build up on the substrate surface also becomes increasingly important as the features
etched onto the surface become increasingly small. Charge build up can occur through plasma non-
uniformities which lead to an excess current of ions or electrons from the plasma [111]. Hashimoto
[112] also found that the aspect ratio of antennas on the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) device
lead to an electron shading effect. Average electron trajectories from the plasma to the surface will
have larger angles of incidence compared to that of the ions. For high aspect ratio antennas, ions
will mostly propagate between the antennas whilst electrons will collide with the antenna walls.
This results in a build up of positive charge on the base and an excess negative charge on the
antennas. Incident ion trajectories are then deflected by the positive charge on the bottom of the
trench. The ion deflection also contributes to a reduction in etching accuracy. Charging of the
surface may also be responsible for reactive ion etching lag (RIE lag) as the energy of ions incident
inside the trench is reduced.
The use of neutral beams for the etching of nanoscale devices has been proposed as a solution to
these damage processes [113, 114, 115, 66, 67]. If the ions can be neutralised into a neutral beam
before reaching the surface, then problems associated with charge build up and electron shading
can be eliminated. Shimokawa and Kuwano [116] produced neutral beams using a fast atom beam
source (FAB), in which accelerated ions were neutralised through collisions with background gas
molecules or low energy electrons. The energy distribution of the neutral particles depended on the
discharge voltage and the gas pressure/mean free path of the ions.
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Figure 2.10: A neutral beam source for etching. Ions are accelerated towards a carbon plate, where
they are neutralised through collisions as they pass through the apertures [114].
Samukawa and other groups have used biased graphite neutraliser grids to extract and neutralise
the ions from a plasma discharge, in which ions are neutralised through collisions with the graphite
as they pass through the apertures. Neutralisation of the ions depends on the ratio of the plasma
sheath thickness S to the diameter of the orifice of the neutraliser D. If S is much larger than D the
sheath is not perturbed by the grid and ion trajectories remain perpendicular to the sheath edge
and parallel to the grid walls. This results in few ion collisions with the walls and only a small
fraction of ions will be neutralised. When S ≈ D the meniscus formed by the sheath perturbation
causes the ions to have a much larger angular distribution, allowing more neutralising collisions and
a greater neutral particle fraction in the beam. If D  S then a sheath forms along the neutraliser
channel walls (plasma moulding) as the plasma leaks through. calculations by Nam et. al. for
large aspect ratio holes [117] Large amounts of plasma moulding leads to more ions colliding closer
to the top of the neutraliser. These ions will lose a larger fraction of energy per collision and will
be reflected at larger angles increasing the probability for more collisions and more energy loss.
The beam uniformity is more challenging to control with increased plasma moulding for D  S
due to a greater angular distribution of the neutral particles [118]. The neutraliser also blocks a
substantial portion of UV radiation generated by the plasma, mitigating surface roughness and
other UV damaging mechanisms.
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Figure 2.11: Larger orifice radius leads to increased molding of the sheath inside the grid. Increased
particle collision frequency reduces neutral particle energy [118]
A very high neutralisation fraction can be achieved when extracting negative ions from the discharge
as the energy required for detachment is smaller then the charge transfer energy of positive ions.
Neutralisation efficiencies of almost 100% were observed for neutral beams utilising Cl− ions [119].
Samukawa et. al. [111] found that a neutral beam generated from a Cl2 discharge produced a
high selectivity etch with negligible side etching, but with a low etch rate. They suggest that Cl
radicals had little to no involvement in the etching process, and that the etch was produced by
the bombardment of the neutral beam. Conversely a SF6 neutral beam had a high etch rate, but
created a large number of F radicals leading to increased side etching. F2 based neutral beams
provided a improved etch rate compared to Cl with a more reasonable selectivity and reduced side
etching over SF6.
Figure 2.12: Neutralisation efficiencies of Cl+2 and Cl
−
2 ions in a pulsed Cl2 discharge.
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The neutral beam source used by Samukawa et. al. had an extraction/neutralisation grid diameter
of 100mm, which must be scaled up and demonstrate good spatial uniformity if the technique is to be
used in the mass production of ULSI devices. Kubota et. al. [113] developed a 200mm neutralisation
aperture based on the source developed by Samukawa et. al.. They achieved high neutralisation
efficiencies of >99%, and good spatial uniformity of less than 5% in 100mm diameter using F2.
Cl2 neutral beams again demonstrated highly accurate etching with no undercutting. Their results
suggest that the neutral beam source is scalable to larger diameter sources for industrial application
whilst maintaining beam uniformity.
2.8 Conclusion
The rovibrational volume and surface production of H− ions have both been investigated for many
years in an effort to develop efficient high current ion sources for particle accelerator, materials
processing, and fusion purposes. Current NBI ion sources in development for the ITER tokamak
utilise magnetic filtering to separate rovibrational excitation and H− formation for improved volume
production, with the addition of Caesium a low work function plasma grid for increased surface ion
generation.
The addition of Cs demonstrates increased H− yields, but will not be an option for commercial
fusion reactors. Carbon has been shown to be a good candidate material for enhanced Cs free
production of ions on high work function surfaces, where carbon type and operating conditions
affect the negative ion yield. Experiment suggests that this is due to the electronic structure of
the carbon surface, for example if the surface is hydrogen terminated and the sp3/sp2 ratio of the
carbon.
Next generation ULSI semiconductor devices could use neutral beams to provide accurate anisotropic
etching. Time modulated plasmas provides temporal filtering for efficient ion production, and al-
low tailoring of the power pulse for pumping of rovibrational populations. Whilst some testing of
Cs alternatives has been performed in the more conventional magnetically filtered fusion NBI ion
sources, which are more orientated toward the surface H− production mechanism, none has been
performed in a temporally filtered time modulated discharge. Whilst Cs will always have a lower
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workfunction, the pulsed environment may compliment the surface production from Cs alternatives
by providing a larger volume density of H−, reduced collisional detachment rates, and the rapid
reduction of the plasma potential in the afterglow allowing easier movement of ions out of the
plasma.
2.9 Thesis Outline
The structure of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 3 concerns the experimental set-up, the equipment,
and the diagnostic techniques used throughout this project; Chapter 4 discusses results from the
characterisation of a time modulated argon discharge, IVDF measurements, and the effect of an
applied extraction bias on plasma properties; Chapter 5 contains results from the characterisation
of a pulsed hydrogen plasma both in the centre of the discharge and extraction region, along with
plasma property measurements with an applied DC bias, and IVDF measurements in the plasma
bulk; Chapter 6 investigates the the effect of boron doped diamond samples on the plasma properties
in the extraction region of the plasma, including Langmuir probe measurements above and below
the grid, IVDF measurements, and the effect of the plasma on the samples. Chapter 7 contains
conclusions and suggestions for future work.
Chapter 3
Experimental Set-Up
All experiments in this thesis were carried using the University of Liverpool’s negative ion source.
A quartz window separates a 6mm outer diameter, two turn planar copper coil around 10cm in
diameter from a steel cylindrical vacuum vessel. The coil is contained within an aluminium box
which acts as a Faraday shield during operation. De-ionised water is pumped through the coil to
provide cooling during operation. The plasma chamber itself is 30cm in diameter and 9cm in height.
Figure 3.1: Ion source vacuum chamber
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Figure 3.2: Cross section of ion source.
The vacuum chamber is divided into two sections by an extraction grid. The aluminium extraction
grid is placed inside an insulating mount which allows biasing of the grid for ion extraction. The
grid itself is a 20mm×20mm aluminium mesh of 0.4mm diameter apertures and when using the
alternative materials is surrounded by eight 10mm by 10mm squares of material so that the Cs
alternative samples are symmetric around the extraction apertures.
RF power is delivered to the coil using an MKS Elite 1.2kW power supply. It can provide up to
1200W of 13.56MHz RF power, that can be used in continuous wave or pulsed modes. The pulsing
of the RF can either be carried out internally by the power supply or through an external bias
applied to pin 24 of the interface connector. The RF output is screened when a bias is applied
so by using an external bias with a particular frequency and pulse length, the RF pulse frequency
and duty factor can be easily selected. The blanking signal used to pulse the RF is generated by
a Stanford digital pulse generator which has a pulse rise time of around 2ns. The same signal
is then also used to trigger the oscilloscope for acquisition of Langmuir probe characteristics. A
matching circuit is situated above the coil/Faraday shield which enables the forward power into the
matching-coil-plasma network to be maximised.
Vacuum pumping of the chamber is provided by a ACP 28CV backing pump in combination with
a HiPace 300C turbomolecular pump. The pressure in the discharge is monitored using a Pfeiffer
Pirani gauge, a full range gauge which makes use of a Pirani at higher pressures and switches to
a cold cathode pressure gauge at pressures below 10−2mbar, and a Peiffer baratron gauge with a
0.1mbar range. An identical second baratron monitors the pressure in the lower chamber.
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The work conducted in this project was performed in argon, hydrogen. Hydrogen gas was provided
by a Peak Scientific Hydrogen Trace machine, which generates hydrogen on demand using deionised
water through electrolysis. The machine outputs the gas at 250sccm, at a pressure up to a maximum
of 7.5bar. The gases then passes through an MKS Mass Flow Controller (MFC) before entering the
vacuum chamber. In argon and hydrogen the system operates with a gas pressure of a few Pascals.
A problem arose due to the discontinuity in the flow rates between the hydrogen generator and the
MFC as once the pressure achieved its desired value in the pipeline before the MFC, the generator
would stop producing hydrogen. The vacuum would then drain the gas, but a delay before the
hydrogen trace began to produce hydrogen again would cause fluctuations in the final pressure
value achieved in the vacuum chamber. This was solved by placing a needle valve between the
output of the hydrogen machine and the MFC, effectively giving the MFC controller its own small
hydrogen reservoir that is mostly immune to the pressure fluctuations. This reduced the pressure
fluctuations from greater than 0.4Pa to around 0.04-0.06Pa which dramatically improved the IV
characteristic data taken by the Langmuir probes. The Langmuir probes use for this system were
constructed with tungsten wires with diameters ranging from 0.2-0.25mm, and a combination of
ceramic and stainless steel tubing.
3.1 Langmuir Probes
The system makes use of two Langmuir probes: one positioned in the centre of the plasma chamber
for measuring bulk plasma characteristics, and a second probe with its tip approximately 1cm away
from the extraction grid of the chamber in order to measure differences in plasma properties close
to the grid when making use of Cs free alternatives on the plasma grid and when a bias has been
applied to it. The probe positioned in the centre of the chamber is mostly built from 3mm outer
diameter alumina tubing, and 6mm stainless steel outer tubing. This sits inside quarter inch outer
diameter stainless steel tubing for mounting through the flange.
Time resolved Langmuir probe characteristics were measured by capturing the probe signal through-
out a pulse of the plasma activeglow and afterglow. A probe signal was acquired for each individual
probe bias, after which the data was smoothed using by applying a Fourier transform filter to re-
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the Langmuir probe utilised in the centre of the discharge chamber.
move higher frequency signals. The data is then concatenated and IV characteristics for each time
step can then be built from all the probe signals measured at that particular time in the pulse.
The probe signals measured on the oscilloscope are usually made up of around 50-100k data points
per pulse, and averaged by the scope 512 times. Before analysing the information the data points
themselves were usually averaged in sets of twenty, which at a typical pulse frequency of around
2kHz corresponds to a timescale of 4ns for 50k data points. This is much shorter than the timescales
of the processes relevant to this investigation, so no important information should be lost through
the averaging process.
3.1.1 Langmuir Probe Theory
Langmuir probes have been a widely used plasma diagnostic tool for decades due to their relatively
simple construction, ease of implementation, and their ability to extract a wide range of information
from the characteristics. However although the use of probes and acquisition of data is simple, the
analysis of the data to extract accurate and reliable information about the plasma parameters can
be difficult. An Ideal IV curve is shown in figure 3.4. Langmuir probe IV characteristics have
several key features: the ion saturation region, the transition region, the electron saturation region,
floating potential, and plasma potential. When an unbiased probe is placed in the plasma bulk, a
sheath potential emerges in an identical manner to the walls surrounding the discharge, and the net
current through the probe tip is zero. The point on the IV characteristic where the current passes
through zero is the floating potential.
Beyond the floating potential is the transition region, where the probe begins to collect electrons.
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Figure 3.4: An ideal Langmuir IV characteristic [120]
.
Due to the much greater mobility of the electrons, the electron current is much larger than that
of the ions. If it is assumed that the plasma contains a Maxwellian distribution of electrons, the
current drawn by the probe in the transition region is given by
Ie = Isateexp
(
e(Vp − Vs)
kTe
)
(3.1)
Where Isate is the electron saturation current, given by
Isate = eneA
√
kTe
2pim
, (3.2)
ne is the electron density, and A is the probe surface area. When the probe current is plotted
semi-logarithmically against probe bias, the gradient of the linear region provides a measurement
of 1/Te.
Once the probe bias reaches the plasma potential, the probe collects the entire thermal flux of
electrons around the probe tip. The plasma potential can be obtained through several methods:
the intersection between a linear fit of the electron saturation and the end of the transition region;
A large peak in 1st derivative of the IV characteristic; and when the 2nd derivative of the curve
passes through zero. In an ideal characteristic, beyond this point the electron current would remain
constant as all of the electrons surrounding in the sheath around the probe are collected. However
the more realistic situation is that the probe current continues to increase slowly in the electron
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saturation region, as the high bias depletes the surrounding space of electrons. This leads to the
sheath around the probe expanding and the effective collection area of the probe increases so the
current never truly saturates.
One can use equation 3.2 with the current measured at the plasma potential in order to obtain an
electron density. However this is generally unwise as the knee of the curve occurs in the transition
region, and the exponential behaviour of this region means small inaccuracies in the voltage leads
to a large error in the current and therefore large errors in the calculated value of ne.
The extraction of electron or ion densities from the IV characteristic usually requires a theory of ion
collection. The simplest of these theories, and also the most restrictive, is orbital motion limited
theory.
Orbital Motion Limited Theory
OML theory considers the current drawn by a probe when all of the undisturbed particles (which
energetically have the capability of reaching the probe) are able to be collected by the probe. if
the point of closest approach in the ion’s trajectory is smaller than the radius of the probe, then
the ion is collected. OML uses the limit that the sheath is infinitely large in size compared to the
probe dimensions, i.e.
a/λD −→ 0, (3.3)
where a is the probe radius and λD is the Debye length.
Using the conservation of energy and the ion’s angular momentum
1
2
m(v2r + v
2
φ) + e [Φp − Vb] =
1
2
m(v′2r + v
′2
φ ) (3.4)
svφ = av
′
φ (3.5)
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where a is the probe radius, s is the sheath radius, and m is the mass of the ion species drawn into
the probe tip. Using equations 3.4 and 3.5 yields
v′2r = v
2
r + v
2
φ +
2e [Φp − Vb]
m
− s
2
a2
v2φ (3.6)
Setting v′2r to zero, we obtain
vφ =
(
v2r + 2e [Φp − Vb] /m
s2/a2 − 1
) 1
2
(3.7)
The saturation current collected by the probe is calculated by an integral of the radial flux of ions
over the energy distribution of the ions at the sheath edge. In this case it is assumed that the
distribution is an isotropic Maxwellian
f =
m
2pieT
exp
(
m(v2r + v
2
φ)
2eT
)
(3.8)
where T is the temperature of the ion species at the sheath edge. The integral is not simple and is
solvable using error functions. However by making some assumptions for a probe biased to a large
voltage, the integral can be simplified. If the probe has a large bias applied, then the sheath size
will be much larger than the probe radius,
a
s
 1 (3.9)
and also making the assumptions
v2  e [Φp − Vb]
m
(3.10)
and
v2φ 
eT
m
(3.11)
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equation 3.7 then becomes
vφ0 =
a
s
(
2e [Φp − Vb]
m
) 1
2
(3.12)
Using equation 3.12 and 3.8 and integrating
I = −2pisdnse
∫ 0
−∞
vrdr
∫ vφ0
−vφ0
f(vr, vφ)dvφ (3.13)
Yields the ion (or electron) saturation current, given by
I = 2adnse
(
2e [Φp − Vb]
m
) 1
2
(3.14)
The saturation current given in equation 3.14 by a collisionless sheath with a Maxwellian particle
energy distribution is independent of the species temperature, and a plot of I2 against Vb would be
linear and proportional to square of the density of the plasma, n2s [77].
n2s =
m
8e3(ad)2
dI2
dVb
(3.15)
OML is limited in its application due to the fact that one must assume that the width of the sheath
surrounding the probe is essentially infinite, and it also assumes that there is no absorption radius
around the probe, i.e. a region in the sheath where the electric field is strong enough such that ions
cannot escape. The vast majority of plasmas have a well defined, not infinitely large sheath, and
have an absorption radius meaning that OML is not applicable. OML also considers the sheath
to be collisionless i.e. the mean free path for collisions with other ions and background neutrals
is much larger than the sheath thickness. This is often not true, and the presence of collisions in
the plasma lead to more complicated treatment of the probe characteristics. Collisions result in
smaller sheath sizes [121] which will affect the validity that OML theory may have had. In a more
realistic scenario the charged species propagate around the probe tip with orbital motion, leading to
some particles to have a trajectory which orbits around the probe tip and do not contribute to the
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collected current. However when collisions are include this orbital motion is disturbed causing some
particle which would would otherwise have not been collected to have a new trajectory towards the
probe tip leading to a larger collected current [122]. As OML makes an assumption of no collisions
the larger probe current caused by collisions leads to overestimations of the density.
Generally OML is an applicable theory when the ratio of probe radius to the Debye length is less
than three [123, 124]. Also a plasma with collisions in the sheath region (λe,i ≈ sheath size), the
electrons/ions collected are drawn in from close proximity to the probe and the measured parameters
such as Te only represent the local discharge conditions. Other parts of the probe theory also begin
to become less valid, for example [125] discusses the breakdown of the Bohm criterion in sheath
formation when considering a collisional sheath or pre-sheath.
It is also unphysical for the plasma to have a discrete boundary between the plasma bulk and the
electron depleted sheath region. In reality a pre-sheath region exists in which ions are accelerated to
the Bohm velocity before entering the sheath. However inclusion of the pre-sheath in the treatment
of ion collection makes the physics much more complicated.
According to Chen [126], OML is still useful as it it can still provide good values of ion densities
even when it should technically should be invalid. OML generally yields much simpler and easier to
interpret results compared to other ion collection theories such as ABR and BRL. OML also provides
an upper limit to the current collected by a probe in the limit of a collisionless sheath/discharge
as potential barriers which arise when considering collection radii and non-infinite sheaths are only
able to reduce the current collected by a probe. However this results in OML often over-estimating
the density of ions in the discharge [124].
Electron Energy Distribution Function
The electron energy distribution function (EEDF) of the plasma can also be extracted from Lang-
muir probe characteristics. EEDFs allow the calculation of the electron temperature and plasma
density and can also provide valuable insight into the nature of the energy distribution of the elec-
trons, i.e. if the plasma contains a Maxwellian, bi-Maxwellian, or Druyvesteyn distribution. For
an ideal characteristic, at the plasma potential the electron current saturates and all electrons are
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collected by the probe. As the bias becomes more negative with respect to the plasma potential
lower energy electrons are screened by the potential barrier until all electrons are prevented from
reaching the probe as the current approaches zero. This screening of the electron population al-
lows insight into the energy distribution of the electrons in the plasma. The EEDF of an isotropic
distribution of electron energies is given by
ge(V ) =
2m
Ae2
(
2eV
m
)1/2
d2Ie
dV 2
(3.16)
This method is useful as it is valid for any convex probe shape, eg. a cylindrical probe geometry,
as well as being applicable to any isotropic velocity distribution of electrons. It also makes no
assumptions regarding the ratio of the probe radius to Debye length. As previously stated this
technique also allows the calculation of electron temperatures and densities from non-Maxwellian
distributions [77].
The electron probability distribution can also be calculated from
gp() = 
1
2 ge(), (3.17)
and electron density can be calculated from the integral of the distribution function over all energies
ne =
∫ ∞
0
ge()d (3.18)
This measurement can be difficult to implement however as it relies on the second derivative of the
IV characteristic which means that it is sensitive to noise and usually requires the use of smoothing
in order to provide useful information, and in some situations can only provide qualitative insight
into the nature of the electron population in the discharge.
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3.2 Retarding Field Energy Analyser
A retarding field energy analyser (RFA) was used to measure the velocity and energy distributions
of ions in the discharge. The RFA operates with a series of grids designed to remove the electrons
from the incident particle flux and collect the remaining ion current. A repelling grid is biased
to a sufficiently negative potential such that all electrons are diverted away to the walls. Ions are
accelerated through the negative potential into the next stage of the RFA. A second grid is then bias
relative to this repulsion voltage. When the two biases are equal, all of the ions move through and
are collected by an electrode. As the bias of the second grid is made to be increasingly positive, only
ions with enough energy to overcome the potential barrier are able to contribute to the measured
current. This bias is swept over a range until ideally no current is collected as no ions are capable
of reaching the electrode. The gradient of the current signal then yields the energy distribution of
the collected ions.
Figure 3.5: Schematic of the RFA used to measure IVDFs in the ion source.
As ions bombard the grids and collection electrode they can liberate secondary electrons from
the surface which will affected the measured current through the loss of negative charge from the
material. This effect becomes particularly important when only a fraction of the ions are being
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collected, i.e. at large positive bias relative to the electron repulsion electrode. This is because the
typical secondary emission coefficient is on the order of a few percent, so when only a few percent
of the ion flux is collected it can have a significant effect.This can be combated through the use
of an extra electrode to repel any secondary electrons generated back to the collection electrode.
Another issue that can arise in high density plasmas is if the plasma is able to enter the analyser
and charge species are selectively removed from the flow, then this will create a charge density
difference between the grids which can alter the potential between them.
Chapter 4
Argon Characterisation
4.1 Introduction
Pulsed plasma sources have been identified as a solution to a variety of problems associated with
plasma etching of semiconductor devices, as discussed in section 2.5. The University of Liverpool
is currently developing an pulsed ion source based on a planar coil inductively coupled plasma
discharge. In this chapter the characterisation of a pulsed argon ICP discharge, at a variety of gas
pressures, pulse frequencies, pulse duty factors, and RF powers, is presented.
The primary aim of this work was to demonstrate that the ion source could reliably sustain an
argon plasma in the inductive H mode over a wide range of operational conditions. A second aim
was to understand the effect of a bias applied to the extraction grid and extracting ions on the bulk
plasma properties, as ion sources used in fusion NBI systems ions are continually extracted into the
acceleration systems. In contrast to conventional NBI ion sources which utilise magnetic filtering
to reduce the electron temperature in the extraction region, this ion source uses temporal filtering
to achieve this as electrons cool rapidly during the early stages of the afterglow period of the pulse.
Argon is an ideal gas for this initial characterisation as it is a monatomic gas, with few channels for
inelastic electron collision processes other than ionisation. As a result it is easier to ignite a plasma,
and does not require a very large amount of RF power to induce a transition from the initial E mode
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to H mode. Characterisation of the ion source was conducted using Langmuir probe diagnostics
and a retarding field energy analyser (RFA). This chapter is divided up into the following sections:
Section two discusses the Langmuir probe measurements, and the evolution of the plasma properties
extracted from IV characteristics throughout the RF pulse cycle. Section three concerns the effect
of a DC bias applied to the extraction grid throughout the pulse on the measured plasma properties.
Finally section four summarises the measurements conducted with the RFA, and the evolution of
the ion velocity distribution functions during the activeglow and afterglow of the discharge.
4.2 Evolution of Plasma Properties In a Time Modulated
Discharge
4.2.1 Procedure for Measurement of Langmuir Probe IV Characteristics
IV characteristics were measured using a Langmuir probe positioned in the centre of the discharge
chamber. This measurement was performed for a variety of different discharge conditions: varying
the pressure, power, RF pulse frequency, and pulse duty factor. Usually a voltage sweep from
-20V to 25V was used to obtain characteristics but this maximum value varied depending on the
discharge conditions, as larger currents drawn from higher density plasma would cause the tip to
glow hot due to electron bombardment. Before the data was processed and concatenated the pulse
was separated into its respective activeglow and afterglow components. During this separation
process the data was also put through a high frequency Fourier filter in order to try an eliminate
noise introduced through the RF fluctuations in the plasma. As discussed previously, one often has
to use filters with Langmuir probes in RF as the oscillation of the potential difference between the
probe and the plasma potential can introduce errors when determining plasma parameters from IV
characteristics. At first some effort was made to create a passive RF filter between the probe and the
oscilloscope, which did provide some reduction to the measured RF amplitude on the probe signal.
However as a lot of the RF oscillation is lost to ground through the stray capacitance between the
probe stem and the chamber wall, and even if some of the noise is filtered before the oscilloscope,
the fluctuations are still affecting the current collected by the probe inside the discharge. Active
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filtering may have been possible to set up but would have taken a lot of time and effort, and may
have not worked effectively. EM fields should be effectively shielded within the plasma’s skin depth.
Provided that the observed RF oscillations are not on the order of the electron temperature, then
the IV characteristics measured should be mostly unaffected by the presence of RF, and therefore
it was decided that RF filtering was not a requirement.
Figure 4.1: Typical current waveform measured by Langmuir probe positioned in the centre of
a 2kHz 90% duty factor argon discharge during the activeglow. Each line represents the current
drawn at a different probe bias.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 shows the typical current pulse shape in the activeglow and afterglow of the
discharge as the probe bias is increased. Langmuir characteristics can be constructed by taking a
vertical slice through the set of current pulses. By performing this process throughout the activeglow
and afterglows the evolution of the plasma properties can be extracted from IV characteristics
measured at different times during the RF pulse. Figure 4.3 shows that the plasma takes on
the order of 100-200µs to reach a quasi-equilibrium state where the current remains largely the
same for the remainder of the pulse. An increase in the measured probe current can be observed
during the early stages of the afterglow, which can be associated with two process: the initial rapid
decrease of the plasma potential allowing a greater flux of electrons to be pulled into the probe
by the applied bias; and high energy electrons released through the relaxation processes of argon
metastables. Metastable states present in the discharge typically have long lifetimes compared to
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Figure 4.2: Typical current waveforms measured at different probe biases in the centre of a 2kHz
90% duty factor argon discharge during the afterglow.
other atomic excitation and relaxation processes, and so a population of metastables generated
during the activeglow could survive into the afterglow.
Figure 4.3: Evolution of IV characteristics during the activeglow of a 2kHz 90% duty factor argon
ICP discharge. Electron saturation current increases, but there is little change to the features of
the IV curves after the first few µs.
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Figure 4.4: IVs measured during the afterglow of a 2kHz 90% duty factor argon discharge. Plasma
potential and electron saturation currents rapidly decrease, whilst the gradient of the transition
region becomes steeper indicating a decreasing electron temperature.
Extraction of the plasma properties for each IV characteristic was carried out using the techniques
outlined in section 3.1.1. OML was used for calculation of the plasma density for both argon
and hydrogen discharges. Plasma potential was taken to be the peak of the first derivative of the
IV characteristics and the electron temperature was measured between the floating potential and
plasma potential, assuming a maxwellian distribution. The typical values measured in the argon
discharge for electron temperature and density result in a Debye length of approximately 4×10−5m,
resulting in a probe tip radius ratio of 5, which is on the borderline of where OML can be considered
to produce accurate values of density [123, 124]. The treatment of the ion region was quite simple,
i.e. a linear fit was taken of the whole data set below the floating potential, this often includes
some of the data which begins to curve up into the transition region of the IV curve. This means
values of densities extracted will be a slight over estimation/an upper limit of the plasma density,
however OML itself gives an over estimation of densities in most cases due to assumptions such as
collisionless sheaths [124].
This process was repeated for a variety of discharge conditions, varying the input power, the pulse
frequency, pulse duty factor, and pressure of the discharge.
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of Te and n throughout the modulation cycle of a 2kHz 90% duty factor
argon plasma operated at 2.2Pa with 100W of RF power.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the time evolution of electron temperature and plasma density characteris-
tics throughout the activeglow and afterglow in an argon discharge operating at 2.2Pa, input power
of 100W, with an RF power pulse frequency of 2kHz at 90% duty factor. The activeglow IV curves
show a rapid increase in the electron saturation current as the plasma recovers from the low plasma
density at the end of the previous pulse. After around 100µs the change in the IV characteristics is
small as the plasma has achieved its quasi-equilibrium state. In this equilibrium the changes in the
plasma potential, electron temperature, and plasma density are small as the plasma has attained
a quasi steady state with parameters similar to those that would be observed if the RF power was
run in continuous wave. For the afterglow, the plasma potential rapidly decreases, and the gradient
of the transition region increases as the high energy electrons are quickly lost to the walls and the
average electron temperature decreases. As discussed in section 2.5.2, equation 2.39 shows that
as the electron temperature and mobility decrease, the plasma potential also decreases [6]. The
electron saturation current also decreases quickly in the afterglow as the electrons are lost to the
chamber walls and the electron temperature drops below the threshold for ionisation.
An estimation of errors in the measurements of plasma properties was carried out by repeating
IV characteristic measurements for the same discharge conditions on separate days. Measurements
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were repeated over a five day period, and the observed plasma properties were compared. The
difference in electron temperature and plasma density was found to be on the order of 10-15%, with
larger variance in the density measured from each day.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Estimation of uncertainty for probe measurements of (a) Te and (b) n.
During these initial measurements with argon the installed baratron was not functioning properly,
and so a less accurate compact full range gauge had to be relied upon instead. This pressure gauge
makes use of a pirani gauge at higher pressures and a cold cathode pressure gauge at pressure below
10−2mbar. At a few Pascals, the gauge reading is a combination of the pirani and cold cathode, with
an accuracy to within ±30%. Generally the pressure of the discharge was controlled by maintaining
the same flow rate through the mass flow controller, so whilst the error on the value of the pressure
is reasonably large the pressure between different experimental runs should remain consistent.
4.2.2 Plasma Property Dependence on Input RF Power & Gas Pressure
Increasing the power delivered to the plasma results in an increase in the measured plasma density,
with little effect on the measured electron temperature or plasma potential. In most simple plasma
models Te is decoupled from the power density in the plasma. The density of charges however
is very strongly connected with the power deposited into the plasma. Figures 4.8 show Te, the
plasma density, and plasma potential measured in a 2kHz 90% duty factor argon discharge with a
gas pressure of around 2.3Pa. The electron temperature and the plasma potential remain essentially
constant from 100W to 200W of RF power. Figure 4.8 demonstrates that the charge carrier density
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Figure 4.7: Estimation of uncertainty for probe measurements of Vp
of the plasma increases with with power from around 7×1016 at 100W to 2.4×1017 at 200W once
the plasma has reached its quasi-equilibrium density value after 200µs.
Increasing the feeding gas pressure of the discharge will reduce the mean free path of the electrons,
leading to a decrease of the average electron temperature as the greater collisionality of the plasma
will result in the high energy population of electrons in the discharge distributing their energy more
frequently through collisional processes. More inelastic collisions between electrons and neutrals
will result in more ionisation and the charge carrier density of the plasma should increase, as shown
in figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 shows that as gas pressure the is increased the measured plasma potential
decreases, this is due to the reduced electron temperature and the smaller Bohm velocity required
to equate the electron and ion currents incident to the chamber walls.
If the cooling of the electron temperature is controlled mostly through the diffusion of electrons to
walls, the decay of the electron temperature during the afterglow should be affected by the pressure
of the discharge. Figure 4.10 shows the decrease of Te during the afterglow at different pressures
(a) and at different powers (b). The electron temperature can be seen to decrease more rapidly at
lower feeding gas pressures. This suggests that the mechanism for the decay of Te in the afterglow
is diffusion cooling [127, 128]. As the average temperature and thermal velocity of the electrons is
greater at lower gas pressures, they will be lost to the chamber walls more rapidly in the afterglow
as the plasma potential rapidly diminishes.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of changing RF power in plasma properties for a 2kHz 90% duty factor discharge
operated at 2.3Pa.
Figure 4.11 shows a comparison between the measured decay of the electron temperature during
the afterglow of the pulse and the analytical expression for the temperature decay, Given by [78]
Te(t) ≈ Te∞ (1 + 2ν∞(t− ατ))−2 . (4.1)
There appears to be a good agreement between the experimental data and the calculated decay of
the electron temperature for electropositive gases. This expression assumes that the dominant loss
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Figure 4.9: Plasma property measurements with increasing gas pressure in a 2kHz 90% duty factor
at 100W.
of electrons and electron energy in the afterglow is through diffusion to the walls. The agreement
between this expression and experiment implies that electron cooling mechanism in the afterglow
is through diffusion.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Decay of the electron temperature in the afterglow at (a) different pressures and (b)
increasing power. This afterglow was for a 2kHz 90% duty factor discharge.
Figure 4.11: Comparison between experimental Te measurements taken in the afterglow of this
experiment and an analytical expression for the the decay of Te in an electropositive gas discharge.
4.2.3 Dependence of Plasma Properties on Pulse Modulation
Figure 4.12 shows the effect of changing modulation frequencies on plasma properties in the centre
of the discharge. Altering the modulation frequency and the duty factor of the pulse should result
in a similar effect on the plasma properties. Changing the modulation frequency should have little
effect on the plasma properties for lower frequencies, as the plasma has plenty of time to reach its
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quasi-steadystate values. Higher frequency power modulation has little effect on on the electron
temperature and plasma potential but results in reduced maximum plasma density achieved during
the pulse as the production rate of ions in the early stages of power deposition is much slower than
that of the electron temperature. If the rate of production of meta-stable atoms is slow enough
such that at higher modulation frequencies they are unable to achieve a large enough population
to have a significant affect on the ionisation rate in the plasma, this could result in reduced plasma
densities compared to those observed at lower modulation frequencies for the same pressures and
powers. Also if one considers the way the power is deposited into the system (where the RF power
supply is supplying a continuous amount of power which is then gated by the screening voltage
provided by the pulse generator), the amount of power supplied per cycle into the plasma may also
provide an explanation for the reduced density at higher frequencies. If the power supply outputs a
continuous 100W, then for a 1kHz pulse at 90% 0.09J of energy is deposited during the activeglow
phase (assuming 100% power transfer), whilst for 2kHz this amount drops to 0.045J.
With a fixed duty factor, lower frequency modulation will lead to increased afterglow periods in the
pulse as shown in figure 4.12. This will produce much lower values of plasma density and electron
temperature at the end of each pulse cycle. Lower plasma density at the end of the pulse will result
in a more pronounced peak in electron temperature during the initial stages of the activeglow.
Figure 4.13 shows how the steady state value of the electron temperature measured in the centre of
the chamber is largely unaffected by a change in the pulse duty factor. A duty factor 60% demon-
strates a more obvious overshoot as power is initially deposited into the lower density discharge.
The measurements of Te have larger errors for later times in the afterglow as the measurement is
made between the floating potential and plasma potential, which have a decreasing number of data
points available as the plasma potential rapidly decays. As this data set diminishes the fluctuations
between the points due to the intrinsic uncertainty in the current measurement also have a larger
effect.
Figure 4.13 shows that the steady state values of density are close to or within one standard
deviation of each other. The lower duty factor pulses take much longer to achieve this maximum
density value however, and this may be attributed to the E-H transition in the plasma. During each
pulse the discharge must start from its initial low density state and transition into the high density
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Figure 4.12: Effect of changing modulation frequency on plasma properties. The duty factor is kept
constant at 90%, with a gas pressure of 2.2Pa and power of 100W.
inductive mode. As the lower duty factor pulses will start each cycle with a lower electron density,
it requires more time before the plasma can reach the conditions necessary to start the cascade into
H mode. A similar behaviour can be seen at 1kHz, where the extended afterglow period results in
a reduced plasma density at the beginning of each new pulse cycle. Changing the duty factor will
also affect the population of meta-stable atoms at the beginning of the next cycle. [129] suggests
that step-wise ionisation of argon atoms through metastable state plays an important role in the
in the ionisation rate of the plasma and the transition from E-H mode in the early stages of the
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pulse as power is initially deposited into the discharge. Whilst the electron temperature and density
rapidly decrease in the afterglow over a few tens of µs, the argon metastable density lifetime is on
the order of milliseconds. Chemi-ionisation and metastable collisions with electrons can result in
a population of high energy electrons during the afterglow. The density of these metastables will
decrease with larger afterglow periods and so there are fewer during the initial heating of the next
pulse, leading to a reduced higher energy electron population and less step-wise excitation of argon
atoms.
Figure 4.13: Evolution of plasma parameters in a time modulated discharge with a fixed modulation
frequency of 2kHz and changing pulse duty factor. Gas pressure of 2.2Pa and power of 100W.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Te (a) and Vp (b) with increasing gas pressure, measured during the quasi-equilibrium
phase of the plasma at 200µs.
Figure 4.14, 4.15 show more detailed behaviour of Te and Vp with increasing pressure and power at
200µs into the activeglow, during the quasi-equilibrium phase of the discharge. Their trends agree
with that would be found in continuous wave discharges, with plasma potential and the effective
electron temperature decreasing at larger pressures, whilst remaining mostly insensitive to changes
in the RF power. Charge carrier density is very sensitive to increasing power as expected, with the
density of the discharge also increasing at larger gas pressures.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.15: Density values measured in the discharge 200µs into the activeglow with (a) changing
RF power and (b) changing gas pressure.
Plasma densities observed during the quasi-steadysate phase of the pulse agree with Langmuir
probe measurements and calculations conducted by Zhu et al [130] at the centre of a solenoidal
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ICP discharge. For a 100W discharge, they observed electron densities of 5×1010cm−3 at 2Pa
and 1-1.5×1011cm−3 at 4Pa, whilst at 200W 1-1.2×1011cm−3 with a gas pressure of 2Pa. These
values are consistent with that measured at 300µs in this experiment. Kiehlbauch et al [131]
simulated a planar coil argon ICP with (dimensions similar to this experiment) and compared with
experimental measurements, which report similar values of electron density and temperature to
the quasi-steadysate plasma properties observed here. Te and density measured in this experiment
also are consistent with results obtained by Seo et al [132], though their work is at a slightly lower
pressure of 5mTorr (0.67Pa). Godyak et al [133] also reports similar plasma properties measured
from a planar coil ICP when operated at comparable gas pressures. Although in this experiment the
ICP is driven by a 6.78MHz RF signal, the results are still useful/relevant to this work. A change
in the RF frequency affects the high temperature, stochastic heating component of the electron
temperature. They report that at 13.56MHz this stochastic component of the electron population
is decreased and as a result the effective electron temperature measured is also reduced. However
this reduction is small from 6.78MHz to 13.56MHz, decreasing from around 4eV to around 3eV at
1mTorr, so comparison of these results with plasma parameter measurements in this experiment
should be valid.
Time evolution of the density is similar to that reported by Ashida et al [134], who simulated
a planar coil ICP. However their densities are slightly larger than those measured for a 7mTorr
discharge in this experiment, most likely due to the fact they recorded the time averaged absorbed
power of the plasma, so 50W at 10% duty factor would correspond to 500W continuous wave. This
is the same case for results reported by Hebner and Fleddermann [135], where a larger plasma
density was found for lower pulse duty factors with a constant time averaged power deposited into
the plasma. However depositing the same amount energy into the plasma within a shorter time
frame will likely not produce the same densities as those measured in a continuous wave plasma.
The evolution of the electron temperature observed in these measurements is also similar to that
found by Ashida et al [136]. Their findings also show that a higher frequency pulse recorded
slightly smaller peak values of plasma density in the discharge which could imply that the decrease
in plasma density recorded in these measurements may not be entirely due to uncertainties in
the probe measurements themselves. As previously discussed, the measured decay of the electron
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temperature in the afterglow agrees with the analytical solution to the evolution of Te presented
by Lieberman.
4.2.4 Electron Energy Distribution Functions
The EEDF is related to the second derivative of the IV characteristic, as discussed in section
3.1.1. At the plasma potential, there is no potential barrier between the probe tip and the bulk
plasma. After subtracting the ion current from the curve (by taking a linear fit of the ion region
and using the value of the intercept), the region of the curve biased negatively with respect to
the plasma potential, the potential barrier screens lower energy electrons from reaching the tip
as the tip is made increasingly negative. The EEDF can provide useful insight into the nature
of the electron population in the plasma. An important feature of the EEDF for ICP discharges
is determination of whether temperature distribution is maxwellian or bi-maxwellian, as at lower
gas pressures stochastic heating of electrons provides a larger component to the effective electron
temperature and can become the dominant heating mechanism. Significant stochastic heating will
result in two-temperature bi-maxwellian distributions.
As the EEDF relies on the use of the second derivative of the curve, it is intrinsically very noisy and
usually the IVs require smoothing before any useful information can be extracted. Argon IV curves
were initially interpolated before applying a Savitzky-Golay smoothing function with a second order
polynomial to reduce noise before calculating derivatives of the curve.
Figure 4.16 shows the EEDFs calculated from a the afterglow of a 200W argon H mode discharge
at 2.4Pa, pulsing at 2kHz with a duty factor of 90%. Even after applying smoothing functions,
the second derivative curves are still noisy. This resulted in EEDFs which allow some qualitative
observations as to how the energy distribution of the electrons is evolving during the afterglow of the
pulse, but with limited ability to extract an electron temperature from the curves. As expected,
the high energy tail of the distribution decays away during the afterglow as higher temperature
electrons are lost to the walls. The peak of the distribution shifts to lower temperatures and
becomes narrower as cold electrons begin to form the dominant portion of the distribution. The
rate of decay of the electron temperature also slows as the colder electron temperatures suppress
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Figure 4.16: EEDFs calculated from the second derivatives of Langmuir IV characteristics measured
in the afterglow of a 200W,2.4Pa discharge with a modulation frequency of 2kHz with a duty factor
of 90%.
most of the inelastic collision processes.
Whilst the extraction of the EEDF is a powerful tool for characterisation of the plasma source,
the accuracy of the probe measurements and large amount of noise in the second derivative curves
(even with smoothing) ultimately means no quantitative information can be extracted.
4.3 Effect of Grid Bias on Plasma Properties
When functioning as an ion source a bias is applied to the extraction grid in order to draw a
current of charged species through into the chamber below. The energy distribution of particles
which propagate through the grid is determined by the bias applied and how the plasma above the
grid responds to the presence of the bias. As discussed in section 2.5.4 using the correct bias can
tailor the shape of the energy distribution and can produce a nearly mono-energetic beam of ions.
Measurements were conducted with a constant DC bias applied to the extraction grid at the base
of the plasma chamber. In the centre of the plasma the electron temperature should be largely
unaffected by the introduction of the electric field from the grid. The equilibrium ion-electron
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flux to the chamber walls established by the plasma is perturbed by the presence of an applied
continuous DC bias to the plasma grid. [137] demonstrated that the plasma potential in the bulk
can be controlled by the use of a biased electrode.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: IV characteristics measured with increasing DC grid bias taken in the (a) activeglow
of the discharge and (b) the afterglow. Different coloured lines are representative of IVs measured
at different times during the activeglow or afterglow, where each set of curves are the IVs measured
with a different grid bias applied to the extraction grid continuously throughout the pulse.
Figures 4.17 show the IV characteristics measured in an argon discharge with a floating grid, -10V,
10V, and 20V applied to the grid. The plasma potential of the curves respond to the presence of
the electric field established by the extraction grid, causing the floating potential and the plasma to
shift to greater values. Figures 4.19 and 4.18 show the electron temperature and plasma potential
throughout an RF pulse cycle with different applied grid biases. For positive grid biases, the plasma
potential of the discharge essentially increases to the plasma potential plus the applied grid bias,
i.e. the potential difference between the plasma and the extraction grid remains constant with
increasing applied grid bias. The case is different when a negative bias is applied to the grid as
the plasma is unable to shift its potential to be negative with respect to the grounded walls as the
electron flux to the walls is still large compared to the ion flux incident onto the biased plasma grid.
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Figure 4.18: Plasma potential measurements in the centre of the discharge with increasing extraction
grid bias.
Whilst the plasma potential shifts in response to the grid bias, the electron temperature of the
discharge should remain largely unaffected by the presence of the electric field. The grid bias will
establish an increased drift of charged species towards the extraction grid, and whilst the losses to
the walls has an effect on the electron temperature, the mean free path due to scattering interactions
with neutrals has a much larger influence. As the pressure remains constant so should the measured
electron temperature. However as the DC bias applied to the extraction grid will establish an electric
field between the grid and the grounded chamber around 5.4cm away. The presence of this extra
capacitive field could provide some extra heating to electrons near the extraction grid, such as the
capacitive heating of the electrons during the late afterglow [87, 88].
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Figure 4.19: Effect of extraction grid bias on the effective electron temperature measured in the
centre of the discharge.
Hong et. al. [138] measured a change of electron temperature which varied with grid bias in
an argon ICP discharge. The source plasma was situated above the biased grid and the recorded
temperature change was measured below the grid. They attribute the change in Te with a reduction
in the low energy electron population causing a shift in the measured EEDF. Perhaps if the lower
energy electrons are more easily lost to a positively biased grid in this experiment, it could result
in an increase in the average energy of electrons in the discharge which would manifest itself as an
increase in the measured effective electron temperature.
4.4 Retarding Field Energy Analyser Measurements
Ion velocity distribution function measurements were carried out in the plasma bulk using a retard-
ing field energy analyser (RFA). An electron repulsion bias removes electrons and accelerates ions
through to a collection electrode which is biased increasingly positively such that only ions with
sufficient energies can reach the collector. The RFA was initially positioned inside the bulk plasma,
situated close to the edge of the chamber. The electron repulsion grid was biased to -50V, and
the bias applied to the collection electrode was swept from -50V up to 30V. As this RFA did not
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have a separate grid for collection of ions and filtering of the ion energies, the ions hit the collection
electrode with the energy they acquired traversing the sheath into the RFA plus the energy acquired
moving the the electric field used to repel electrons. This means that ions collide with the collection
electrode with relatively large energies of around 50-70eV in this case.
Figure 4.20: Typical IV characteristics measured by the collection electrode of the RFA when
positioned in the plasma bulk during the activeglow of the pulse.
IVDFs were measured using a similar technique to the Langmuir probe measurements. The collec-
tion electrode was biased and the current collected throughout the RF pulse was measured through
an oscilloscope. all of the individual biases were then concatenated, which allowed the IV charac-
teristic for each time step to be extracted.
The IVDF for that time step was then obtained by differentiating the Langmuir curves. Assuming
a collisionless trajectory into the RFA the current collected by the electrode is given by
Ic = ηAe
∫ ∞
vmin
vifi(v)dv (4.2)
where η is the transmission of the grids within the RFA and A is the collection surface area. The
ion velocity distribution fi(v) can then be obtained through the expression [139]
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Figure 4.21: RFA collection electrode IV characteristics measured during the afterglow of the pulse
fi(v) =
mi
ηe2A
dIc
dVd
(4.3)
Where Vd is the applied collection electrode bias. This results in a set of time resolved IVDFs
throughout the RF pulse. Figure 4.22 shows the behaviour of the IVDFs is generally in agreement
to that observed in the Langmuir probe measurements. The activeglow IVDFs initially are broad
peaks around 50eV as the plasma potential has fallen to close to zero. As power is injected into the
plasma the energy peak narrows and shifts to higher energies. Around 4-5µs the peak is positioned
at a higher energy than that measured in the quasi-equilibrium state. This is due to the initial
peak/overshoot of the electron temperature and plasma potential as the power is deposited into the
initially small electron population. After around 200µs the plasma has achieved quasi-equilibrium
and the velocity peak is situated at the plasma potential (plus the energy acquired as the ions
are accelerated through the electron repulsion). The slightly lower energy peak is most likely
caused either by noise/some collisions in or close to the sheath resulting in a low energy tail in
the distribution or is due to ions being generate inside the RFA itself through collisions of ions
with background neutral atoms. The mean free path for charge exchange of Ar+ and Ar at the gas
pressure of 2Pa should be on the order of 1cm at thermal energies, which means that the population
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of low velocity ions created inside the RFA due to charge exchange should be small.
Figure 4.22: IVDFs measured at various time steps throughout the activeglow period of a 2kHz
70% duty factor discharge at 2.4Pa and RF power of 180W.
The ion energies in the afterglow also behave as expected with average velocity and height of the
peak decreasing as the plasma potential and electron temperature decay, leading to less accelera-
tion of ions through the sheath into the RFA as shown in figure 4.23. Decrement of the plasma
density during the afterglow results in the reduced signal measured. FWHM of the distribution
also decreases throughout the afterglow, suggesting that the energy spread of ions collected by the
RFA is decreasing. After around 50-100µs the peak position of the peak changes very little, which
corresponds to the time required for the electron temperature to fall below 0.5eV as shown by the
Langmuir probe measurements. After this time the decay of the plasma density and potential slows
as the population of high energy electrons present at the start of the afterglow have almost entirely
vanished to the walls.
In RF plasmas ion velocity/energy distributions are often bimodal distributions with two peaks
corresponding to the RF oscillation of the sheath. The IVDFs observed here have a single peak in
the distribution which most likely means that the RF oscillations are very small (they are expected
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Figure 4.23: Decay of the IVDF during the afterglow of a 2kHz 70% duty factor discharge with
180W at 2.4Pa
to be small in ICP discharges) or the ions traverse the sheath in a time which is much larger than
the period of oscillation for the RF field. The Debye length for this discharge can be estimated to
be on the order of 4×10−5m for 3eV and 1017m−3, which gives an estimate for the sheath length
on the order of one to a few mm [121]. The Bohm speed for this discharge
vB =
√
kbTe/M, (4.4)
where M is the ion mass, gives an estimate for time taken for the ions to traverse the sheath of
4×10−7s. RF will complete around 5 oscillations in the time it takes for the ions to move across
the sheath, implying ions will only experience a time averaged potential.
The density can be extracted from the distribution function as an integral over the whole curve
n =
∫ ∞
0
fi(v)dv (4.5)
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Figure 4.24: Evolution of the IVDF throughout the modulation cycle.
When applied to these IVDFs, the density values obtained for each step in the activeglow and
afterglow the RF pulse were found to be largely in agreement with those measured by the OML
analysis of the Langmuir probe IV characteristics as shown in figure 4.25b. The larger discrepancy
between the probe measurements and the RFA during the quasi-equilibrium phase of the pulse
could be due to production of secondary electrons at high negative biases, as if the electrons escape
to the walls of the RFA then it will lead to an anomalous larger positive current. This will affect
the gradient of the collected current and hence the velocity distribution calculated using equation
4.3.
4.5 Conclusion
A temporally filtered ion source based on an ICP discharge has been developed and characterisation
of an argon discharge was carried out using a combination of Langmuir probe and RFA diagnostics.
Time resolved measurements of Te, plasma density, and Vp with changing pressure, power, duty
factor, and pulse frequency were performed. The results show that the plasma properties behave
as expected in the pulsed power environment. The initial heating of a small population of electrons
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.25: (a) density values calculated from integrals of the IVDFs, and (b) comparison of the
RFA calculated density value to the density calculated using OML for similar discharge conditions.
at the start of the pulse cycle results in a small peak or overshoot of the electron temperature and
plasma potential. As the plasma then transitions into its quasi-steadystate period of the pulse, Te
and Vp decrease to values representative of those found in a continuous wave discharge. The density
slowly climbs to its quasi-steadysate value. During the afterglow Te and Vp rapidly decayed, with
Te falling to below 0.5eV in around 50µs. The rate of electron temperature loss in the afterglow
slows as the number of inelastic collision processes available to electrons diminishes. The plasma
density decays away more slowly as Vp decreases and ambipolar diffusion of charge carriers to the
walls slows. EEDF measurements could only provide qualitative insight but indicated that the high
energy tail of electrons in the distribution is rapidly lost during the early stages of the afterglow.
Larger RF power increases plasma density with little effect on Te or Vp. Increasing gas pressure
reduces Te and Vp due to increased collisionality whilst increases the measured charge carrier
density. Lower pulse duty factor has little effect on the final quasi-steadystate values of Te, Vp, and
density but increases the overshoot Te and Vp initial stages of the pulse, and the increase in the
density of discharge at the start of the pulse is also shown to be affected by the extended afterglow
period. Lastly Te and Vp are largely unaffected by a change of pulse frequency (within the range
of frequencies used in this experiment), whilst the final value of plasma density measured decreases
at larger frequencies, most likely due to reduced amount of power deposited in the discharge during
each pulse cycle. The decay of the electron temperature agreed with analytical calculations based
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on the decay being largely controlled by the loss of particles and kinetic energy through diffusion to
the chamber walls, which implied that the primary loss mechanism in this discharge in the afterglow
was through diffusion cooling.
When a bias is applied to the extraction grid the plasma potential in the centre of the discharge shifts
so that the potential difference between the discharge and the grid remains constant. During the
afterglow the plasma potential decays until it matches the bias applied to the grid. The behaviour
of the plasma potential throughout the pulse is crucial in determining the energy distribution of
any ions extracted from the ion source, which in turn is essential in tailoring the ion energies to
fulfil the requirements for dry etching of a substrate or for use in NBI systems.
RFA measurements in the plasma bulk show a sheath potential which agrees with that measured
using the Langmuir probe. The single large peak could imply that the RF oscillations in the bulk
are indeed small, and Langmuir probe measurements should not require additional filtering, but the
more likely explanation is that the ions only experience a time averaged sheath potential as they
enter the RFA. The evolution of the Ion velocity distribution also agrees with that observed with the
Langmuir probe: a small overshoot in the early stages of the activeglow followed by establishment
of a quasi-stable plasma where the distribution changes very little throughout the remainder of
the activeglow. The afterglow also demonstrates a rapid decay consistent with that observed with
the Langmuir IV characteristics. Finally the density of the discharge calculated by integrating the
IVDFs agreed with probe measurements.
The results presented in this chapter have shown that a time modulated argon discharge is capable
of large plasma densities during the activeglow with reduced electron temperatures during the
afterglow. Whilst argon is not a useful gas for fusion NBI sources the characteristics of high
density and a rapidly cooling electron temperature during the afterglow demonstrated by the time
modulated ICP discharge shows that this plasma system could prove to be relevant for fusion NBI
applications.
Chapter 5
Hydrogen Characterisation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the effectiveness of a hydrogen time modulated ICP discharge for use as
a volume based ion source/negative ion source. A significant amount work has been carried out in
time modulated ICP discharges for highly electronegative gases such as chlorine and fluorine which
are often used for dry etching of silicon devices in the semi-conductor industry. A large quantity of
both experimental research and modelling have been used to describe the time evolution of charged
and neutral species in the pulsed plasma environment[82, 140]. As a result the effect of gas pressure,
power, and changing modulation parameters is well documented for these gases. However relatively
little effort has been made to investigate pulsed hydrogen discharges.
H− ion sources require cooling of the electrons in order to reduce collisional detachment losses
and maximise negative ion density. Fusion NBI H−/D− ion sources make use of magnetic filters
to remove the high temperature electrons from the extraction region of the source, in order to
limit collisional detachment losses and create optimal conditions for negative ion production and
extraction. In time modulated discharges the electron temperature in the plasma bulk rapidly
decreases in the afterglow as high temperature electrons are quickly lost to the walls. This creates
an ideal environment for the volume production of negative ions and maximises their lifetime in
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the discharge. As such temporally filtered H−/D− ion sources may be of some relevance as fusion
NBI sources.
The objective for this work was the characterisation of a time modulated hydrogen ICP discharge,
with measurements to investigate the effect of extracting ions with a DC bias on the plasma prop-
erties throughout the chamber. In this chapter the same data acquisition techniques are used as
the previous chapter in order to obtain time resolved measurements of a temporally filtered hy-
drogen discharge. The first section evolution of the plasma properties during the modulation cycle
is measured using Langmuir probes in the centre of the discharge and in the extraction region at
the base of the chamber. The response of the plasma to a DC bias applied to the extraction grid
throughout the pulse both in proximity to the extraction grid and in the centre of the chamber is
then discussed. Finally the last section discusses the ion velocity distribution functions recorded in
the bulk plasma.
5.1.1 Comparison of Hydrogen and Argon Discharges
In contrast to argon, hydrogen gas exists as a diatomic molecule. Molecules have a more complicated
electronic structure compared to monatomic gases. In addition to the usual ionisation and excitation
of electrons into higher energy bands, the molecule itself can be excited into higher vibrational and
rotational energy states as discussed previously in section 2.3.1. The molecular nature of hydrogen
also means that there is a more complicated distribution of neutral and ionic species in the discharge.
The possibility for rovibrational excitation means that there is a greater number of electron energy
loss mechanisms available through collisions with molecules other than ionisation. This results in
a lower efficiency for power deposited into the plasma by the coil resulting in the production of
charged species in the gas. As a result hydrogen will have a lower plasma density than argon for
similar pressures and input powers. This lower electron density for similar discharge conditions and
greater number of inelastic collision channels available means that it is more difficult to reach the
threshold electron density required to bring about the E to H transition in the plasma, more input
power is generally required for the hydrogen discharge compared to argon.
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Figure 5.1: Density measurements in the centre of the discharge with changing power at various
gas pressures. The sharp rise in plasma density at some threshold value is indicative of a transition
to H mode.
Measurements of the plasma density at different powers for various gas pressures were conducted
and are shown in figure 5.1. The graph demonstrates the threshold value at which the plasma
density rapidly increases as the plasma moves from the capacitive to the inductive mode. A large
increase in the emission from the plasma also accompanies this process. The E-H transition is easier
to achieve at higher pressures, but higher pressures also leads to increased collisionality within the
plasma and reduced the validity of the IV characteristic analysis techniques, as they assume a
collisionless sheath. This work was carried out in the parameter space in which the plasma is in
the inductive H mode for the increased plasma density and intrinsically smaller RF oscillations in
the plasma bulk.
The possibility of negative ion production and there presence in the plasma also affects the behaviour
of the discharge when the RF power is time modulated compared to argon. As discussed in section
2.5.3, a large population of negative ions in the plasma affects the decay of the plasma during the
afterglow [81]. Electrons quickly lose their energy and are lost to the walls in the initial stages.
This process occurs more rapidly in hydrogen because of the larger number of available inelastic
energy loss mechanisms. With a large enough H− density in the discharge, negative ions can become
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the dominant negative charge species and an ion-ion plasma can form. This was unlikely to occur
during the characterisation stage of the ion source as the plasma was not being operated in order
to optimise H− production. Negative ion densities produced through volume processes such as
rovibrational excitation of molecules followed by dissociative attachment will be small, as whilst
higher electron temperatures promote excitation of hydrogen molecules to higher vibrational levels
they also will easily neutralise negative ions and have reduced DA cross sections.
The naturally lower electron densities in hydrogen leads to larger RF oscillations in the plasma
bulk, as the skin depth will be larger than that for argon [25]. In this case the presence of RF
obscured the knee of the IV characteristics, in some cases there almost no knee was visible. Whilst
the presence of larger RF oscillations will have an effect on the uncertainty in measured plasma
parameters, the oscillations are still small enough such that filtering of the RF is not essential.
5.2 Evolution of Time Modulated Plasma Properties
5.2.1 Data Acquisition for Langmuir Probe IV Characteristics
The same data acquisition process was carried out for hydrogen as the argon discharge, with electron
temperature, plasma density, and plasma potential measurements being made for a similar set of
pressures, pulse frequencies, pulse duty factors, and input power. The differences predicted between
the hydrogen and argon discharges are the reduced plasma density for similar input powers, and a
more rapid decay of the electron temperature and charge carrier density during the afterglow due to
the greater number of inelastic collision processes available with the molecular hydrogen chemistry.
Characterisation in hydrogen was carried out using two Langmuir probes: one situated in the
centre of the discharge chamber, and another positioned approximately one centimetre above the
extraction apertures on the plasma grid. All of the initial measurements were carried out with a
floating aluminium extraction grid. No Cs alternative materials were applied to the grid at this
time. Most of the characterisation was carried out at a gas pressure around 5-6Pa, as the lower
power required to achieve H mode reduced the heat load on the matching unit. Unless otherwise
stated (i.e. the frequency or duty factor of the pulse is the changing parameter), the plasma was
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the probe used to measure plasma properties in the extraction region of
the chamber above the plasma grid.
pulsed with a frequency of 2kHz and duty factor of 70%.
The uncertainty/error in the Langmuir probe measurements was estimated by measuring Te, Vp,
and n in the same discharge conditions repeated over several days. Figures 5.3a, 5.3b, and 5.4 show
the resulting average plasma parameter values with the standard deviation calculated from the
variance between the different data sets. Larger errors are found on the temperature and plasma
potential measurements, in the region of 10% with larger errors in the afterglow as expected due to
the decreased signal and fewer number of points available to make fits to the data to extract these
parameters. The density was found to have a small error, but one should consider the fact that the
OML technique used to calculate the plasma density is an overestimation [124] as the theory itself
makes assumptions that may not be entirely valid in this discharge (such as collisionless sheaths).
However [126] suggests that OML can still be useful in situations outside of the assumptions the
theory makes.
5.2.2 Plasma Property Measurements in the Centre of the Discharge
Measurements of plasma properties in the central region of the plasma were carried out using the
centrally positioned Langmuir probe. The typical evolution of the electron temperature and density
for a hydrogen discharge is shown in figure 5.5. During the initial stages of the pulse the loss rate of
ions is negligible, and as the ionisation rate is also initially small due to the low electron temperature
(ionisation rate is strongly dependent on Te), the electron temperature very sharply rises at a rate
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Average (a) Te and (b) Vp measured in the centre of the plasma along with the standard
deviation of those measurements throughout the pulse.
Figure 5.4: Average OML density calculations and the standard deviations throughout the pulse
in the centre of the plasma.
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of Te and density in the centre of the chamber throughout the modulation
cycle of a 2kHz 70% duty factor 690W discharge, with a gas pressure of 5.9Pa.
1
Te
dTe
dt
≈ Pmax
We
, (5.1)
to a maximum as discussed in section 2.5.2. After moving through a sharp peak and achieving some
maximum value, Te will then decrease down to its quasi-steadystate value. The plasma density
increases more slowly and smoothly until it plateaus at the equilibrium value [77, 78]. During the
afterglow high temperature electrons are rapidly lost to the walls and Te cools quickly. The rate of
temperature decrease is then reduced as cooler electrons are diffuse to the walls much more slowly,
and other energy loss mechanisms such as ionisation are no longer accessible. The plasma density
decreases at a slower rate as the plasma potential decays and the ions are no longer accelerated
towards the chamber walls. Typically the electron temperature will fall below 0.5eV in around
10µs.
Figures 5.6 show the evolution of the electron temperature, plasma density and plasma potential
with changing input power. The response of these parameters in similar to that observed in argon:
Te and Vs are weakly coupled and so largely unaffected by an increase in power, whilst the charge
carrier density of the discharge increases with larger input power. Electron temperature depends
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weakly on the power deposited into the plasma and is affected more by the particle losses to the
effective chamber dimensions. Te may decrease at high powers as the charge carrier density of the
discharge becomes larger. Although [141] suggests that electron temperature may have stronger
coupling to plasma power then previously thought, and that gas heating must also be considered.
During the initial peak in the electron temperature of the early activeglow, it should be noted that
the assumption that the electron population is Maxwellian is likely to be invalid. At this stage in
the pulse the electron density is small and the average energy of these electrons is large compared to
that observed in the quasi-equilibrium phase of the pulse. To define the electron population at this
point with a Maxwellian temperature may be incorrect. As we assume a Maxwellian distribution
of electron energies when calculating Te, the accuracy of these measurements during the first few
microseconds of the pulse may not be completely reliable. However this region is small relative to
the period of the activeglow and should not affect measurements made throughout the rest of the
activeglow/quasi-steadystate phase of the discharge.
The decay rates of Te and Vp in the afterglow are also much more rapid for hydrogen than for
argon with the electron temperature falling to below 0.5eV typically after 50µs in an argon dis-
charge, whilst the decay of Te in a hydrogen plasma takes closer to 10µs to fall to less than 0.5eV.
Typical density values measured are in the low 1016m−3. The uncertainty in the measured electron
temperature becomes larger during the later stages of the afterglow, this is because the temperature
is taken as the inverse of the gradient of a linear fit between the floating potential and the plasma
potential. Since Vp rapidly decays in the afterglow, the number of points available for the linear fit
diminishes which results in a larger uncertainty in the gradient as the fit becomes more sensitive
to fluctuations in the current measured by the probe. This can lead to erratic behaviour of the
calculated value of Te at later times in the afterglow.
Figures 5.7 are the results from measurements made at different gas pressures. As expected, the
electron temperature and plasma potential increase as the pressure is reduced due to decreased
collisionality in the discharge and a larger mean free path for electrons. Fewer average collisions will
result in a larger high energy population of electrons and increased average electron temperature.
The decrease in pressure also leads to a more prominent peak in Te and the Vp during the initial
heating stages of the pulse due to lower electron populations at the end of the afterglow. The
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Figure 5.6: Measured effect of increasing power on plasma properties in a 2kHz 70% duty factor
pulse, with a gas pressure of 5.4-5.9Pa in the centre of the plasma.
overshoot is not entirely visible for the electron temperature at 3.4Pa, but this is due to the analysis
method used to extract the plasma parameters from the IV characteristics being unable to find
enough points to find a linear fit in the semi-log plot of the transition region. Data at 3.4Pa also
displays a greater plasma density than the IV characteristics measured at higher pressures, but this
is due to the fact that this discharge required a higher power in order to maintain a stable inductive
mode throughout the time taken to measure the IV characteristics.
In a hydrogen discharge increasing gas pressure also affects the ratio of ion populations in the
discharge. Molecular hydrogen dominates the neutral species population and it could be expected
that H+2 composes the majority of ions present in the plasma. The rate coefficient for the production
of H+3 ions is large, which resulting in a significant population of H
+
3 . At large gas pressures, H
+
3 can
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begin to be the dominant ion (see for example [142], operating at 90mTorr or 12Pa) present in the
plasma, whilst at lower pressures H+2 can dominate with a larger fraction of H
+ also in the discharge.
OML relies on the mass of the incident ion for the calculation of the ion density. If the average
ion mass has shifted due to the change in the ratio of charged species, this could result in a larger
uncertainty or underestimation/overestimation in the calculated density. From [143, 144] it can be
estimated that the dominant species in the discharge at the pressures used in these measurements
will be H+3 . It is difficult to know the absolute number densities of the ionic species in the plasma
as the ionic lines are small and difficult to resolve relative to the neutral spectral lines, and require
a model in order to extract quantitative information on the species ratios. As a result the average
ion mass had to be estimated for this work.
Figure 5.7: Te, n, and Vp measurements in the centre of the plasma with increasing gas pressure
throughout a 2kHz 70% duty factor pulse. Power is kept fixed at around 420W.
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Variation of Te, Vs, and n with changing pulse frequency are shown in figure 5.8. Te and Vp remain
consistent and largely unaffected by the changing pulse frequency, with quasi-equilibrium values of
2.5eV and 9V respectively. Provided that the pulse frequency is low enough such that the period of
the activeglow and afterglow do not detrimentally affect the initial heating of electrons and enough
time is provided for the plasma to establish an equilibrium, then changing of the pulse frequency
should have little affect on the activeglow values of Te, n, and Vp. At these relatively low pulse
frequencies of 1-10kHz, the 70% duty factor provides an activelgow period long enough to establish
the quasi-equilibrium phase of the pulse. Maximum density values measured during the pulse
remain constant for pulse frequencies of 1-5kHz. 10kHz density is smaller than other frequencies,
this is either due to uncertainty in the probe measurements or the short activeglow period leading
to a smaller rovibrationally excited molecule density in the plasma. Vibrationally excited molecules
have a long lifetime in the plasma, on the order of 1ms. Ionisation and collisions with these
excited molecules can result in high energy particles which can assist with further ionisation in the
discharge. The peak during the initial heating in the afterglow decreases at larger frequencies due
to the shorter afterglow period and larger plasma density at the beginning of each pulse.
Duty factor of the 2kHz pulse was varied from 30-90%, with a gas pressure of around 5.5Pa and input
power of 420-435W. Figure 5.9 shows the final electron temperature achieved in the plasma’s quasi-
equilibrium state was observed to be the same for duty factors ranging of 90% to 30% at around
2.5eV. The same trend is observed for the plasma potential, with all duty factors achieving similar
steady state values of 9V. Provided the discharge has enough time to enter the quasi-stable phase of
the pulse, then the pulse duty factor should not have a significant effect on the plasma parameters,
as is observed in figure 5.9. The pulse frequency in these measurements is 2kHz and so even at low
duty factors of below 50% the time scale of the activeglow period will be on the order of hundreds of
microseconds, which is large compared to plasma heating and ambipolar diffusion time scales. The
effect of low duty factors on these parameters may become more apparent when operating at higher
pulse frequencies. The initial overshoot of the Te and Vp becomes more pronounced as the duty
factor decreases, largely due to a reduced electron density remaining from the end of the previous
pulse.
The plasma density measurements in figure 5.9 are less consistent but are still reasonably within
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Figure 5.8: The effect of changing modulation frequency on plasma properties in the centre of the
discharge. Pulse duty factor remained fixed at 70%, with a gas pressure of 5.4-5.5Pa and 420-430W.
error of each other. Data was taken for a discharge with a 30% duty factor, but there was a
much greater difficulty maintaining H mode at low duty factors. As a result this data had to be
measured at a much higher power, around 570W. Even at this power it could be easily seen that
the discharge was struggling to remain in H mode. The density of the plasma will be affected by
changes in pulse duty factor as the populations of certain charged species in the plasma can only
be increased during the activeglow period. It has been reported that for lower pulse duty factors
the measured electron density in a chlorine discharge was larger relative to that measured in a
plasma with a longer activeglow period. This was due to the changing population ratio of Cl to
Cl2 at lower duty factors and their lower ionisation energy results in more ionisation during the
activeglow, and larger measured electron densities [6]. H+ ions are largely produced through the
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Figure 5.9: Plasma property measurements with changing pulse duty factor in the centre of the
chamber. Modulation frequency was fixed at 2kHz, with a gas pressure of around 5.5Pa and input
power of 420-430W.
dissociation of H2 molecules by high energy electrons and the subsequent ionisation of the neutral
H atoms. At lower pulse frequency and duty factor, the short activeglow and proceeding extended
afterglow may result in a significantly smaller H+ density in the discharge compared to discharges
with shorter afterglow periods.
Due to the presence of some distortion due to RF in probe measurements meaningful second deriva-
tives of IV characteristics could not be extracted, even with interpolation and smoothing. This
meant that electron energy distribution functions or electron energy probability functions could
not be measured with the Langmuir probes. It was assumed that the distribution of electron
energies were Maxwellian when performing the probe analysis. Typically ICP discharges are bi-
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Maxwellian with two populations of electrons with different temperatures: one population due to
collisional Ohmic heating, and a high energy tail from collisionless heating as electrons interact
with the RF field in the skin depth. At lower pressures the collisionless heating has a much greater
contribution as the energy relaxation length is larger than the chamber dimensions and the energy
distribution measured by the probe is affected by the global kinetics of the electrons. At higher
pressures collisional heating will dominate and the energy acquired by electrons through sheath
interactions will be lost collisionally before they are able to reach a probe positioned at the centre
of the discharge.
The energy relaxation length of electrons in the discharge is given by [145]
λe ≈ 2
√
De (νee + δνa + ν∗)
−1/2
(5.2)
where νee, νa, and ν
∗ are the collision frequencies for ionisation, elastic collisions, and inelastic
processes, and δ = 2me/M . De is the electron diffusion coefficient given by
De = λeν/3 (5.3)
Without the inclusion of inelastic processes (which form a substantial contribution) this gives a
relaxation length of around 30cm when operating at 1Pa, which is the same as the chamber diameter.
Including the inelastic terms and operating at higher pressures will shorten this length, i.e. the
higher energy electrons lose their energy collisionally and suppress the bi-Maxwellian distribution.
5.2.3 Measurements in the Extraction Region
When the ICP discharge is operated as an ion source, the current density and composition of the
beam will be determined by the plasma parameters and population of charged species in proximity
to the extraction grid. As a result it is essential to also carry out a set of plasma parameter
measurements both in the centre of the discharge and close to the plasma grid. Due to the nature
of the planar coil set-up of the plasma, the RF power is deposited into the plasma within the skin
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depth close to the coil and quartz window on the opposite side of the chamber to the extraction
system. the pressure with which the source was operated the mean free path for electrons and
recombination path length for ions was smaller than the chamber dimensions. As a result the
plasma density is expected to be slightly lower in close proximity to the extraction grid compared
to the densities recorded at the centre of the chamber. If the energy relaxation length of the
electrons is larger than the chamber dimensions the electron temperature should be homogeneous
throughout the plasma, however elastic and inelastic collisions will affect this relaxation length and
result in an inhomogeneous Te. Again, unless otherwise stated the pulse parameters used in the
following measurements were 2kHz with a 70% pulse duty factor. All of the measurements presented
in this section were conducted with a floating extraction grid.
Figure 5.10: Measured effect of increasing power on plasma properties in a 2kHz 70% duty factor
pulse in the extraction region of the plasma.
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Figure 5.10 shows Te, the plasma density n, and plasma potential Vp measured next to the ex-
traction grid for various input powers. Similar to that measured in the centre of the discharge, Te
and Vp are largely unaffected by changes in RF power and achieve similar final values during the
quasi-equilibriated phase of the pulse. As expected, plasma density is observed to increase with
power. At 200µs into the activeglow, Te and Vp were measured to be around 3eV and 12-14V
respectively. Equilibrium values of density increased with power, but remained consistently smaller
than the densities found in the centre of the chamber.
Figure 5.11: Measured effect of increasing power on plasma properties in the extraction region of
the plasma for a 2kHz 70% duty factor pulse with 420-460W.
The changes in Te, n , and Vp again follow expected trends for changing gas pressure, as shown in
figure 5.11. The reduced mean free path resulting from an increased density in background neutrals
again leads to a decrease in the final values of Te and Vp achieved during the quasi-equilibrium
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phase of the pulse. Density also increases with gas pressure as the ionisation mean free path is
reduced by the larger neutral density. As explained in the previous section, the density calculation
may be affected by a shift in the ratios of ionic species in the plasma as at higher pressures H+3 can
begin to dominate, and at lower pressures the higher average electron energy can result in more
dissociation of hydrogen molecules and a larger population of H+ ions.
Figure 5.12: Te, n, and Vp with changing modulation frequency in the extraction region of the
plasma with a fixed duty factor of 70%, operating at 425W 5.0Pa.
Pulse frequency has the same effect as observed in the centre of the plasma, little effect on the quasi-
steadystate values measured for Te, n , and Vp within the frequency range of 1-10kHz. Again this is
likely due to the activeglow period being long enough to not significantly affect the establishment of
the quasi-equilibrium phase or the ratios of charged particle species or ground state/excited neutral
particles in the discharge. The overshoot in Te and Vp is larger for lower frequency modulation
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due to the extended afterglow.
Figure 5.13: Effect of changing pulse duty factor on plasma properties in the extraction region of
the discharge. Pulse frequency remained constant at 2kHz with a gas pressure of 5.0-5.2Pa and
425W.
The response of Te, n , and Vp to changing duty factor also remains consistent with that observed in
the centre of the chamber. For duty factors ranging from 50-90%, or activeglow period of 250-500µs,
the final equilibrium values of electron temperature and plasma potential remain constant. However
the overshoot in Te and Vp during the early stages of the activeglow increases with decreasing duty
factor as the increasing afterglow periods leads to an increasingly smaller electron population at
the start of the next pulse as the plasma is being heated.
The Debye length for this plasma estimated using an electron temperature of around 3eV and
density on the order of 1016m−3 is around 10−4- 10−5m. From the calculations in [121] we can
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estimate of the sheath size in the discharge to be around 10−2- 10−3m (assuming some collisionality
in the plasma) in the centre of the discharge. This will increase close to the extraction grid due to
the reduced plasma density.
Figure 5.14: Measurements of the plasma density in with increasing power in the centre of the
discharge and next to the extraction grid 200µs into the pulse. Solid line and dashed line are
measurements for the centre and extraction grid region respectively.
Figure 5.15: Measurements of Te(squares) and Vp(Triangles) with increasing power in the centre
of the discharge and next to the extraction grid 200µs into the pulse. Solid line and dashed line are
measurements for the centre and extraction grid region respectively.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 depict the behaviour of Te, density, and Vp both in the centre of the discharge
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and in the extraction region with varying input power. All of these measurements were recorded
with a 2kHz pulse frequency and 200µs into the activeglow period to ensure the plasma had reached
its equilibrium. As previously discussed the temperature and plasma potential remain largely
unaffected by the increasing RF power. The electron temperature is the same in the centre of
the discharge as it is in the extraction region which is a good indication that the electron energy
relaxation length of the discharge is on the order of or larger than the chamber dimensions. Vp
appears to increase in the extraction region of the plasma. It is unclear what the cause of this is, as
it would imply that a potential barrier for ions has formed in front of the extraction grid. As the
estimation of the sheath size (around 1cm) is close to the distance between the extraction grid and
the probe (also around 1cm) it could mean that the probe is positioned partially or in the sheath or
pre-sheath region. The grid was also floating during these measurements so the existence of some
potential build up onto the surface of the grid affecting the plasma in the immediate vicinity and
modify the plasma potential.
Another potential explanation for the difference in Vp between the centre and extraction regions
of the discharge could be due to the presence of negative ions. Due to the higher mobility of the
electrons the negative ions are confined to the centre of the discharge. This process can result in a
plasma with an electronegative core and electropositive outer regions near the walls. The transition
from the core to the electropositive edge leads to a change in the positive ion flow velocity closer
to the walls of the chamber. Assuming the negative ions have a much lower temperature than
the electrons, they only require a small field to confine them to the core and the change in Bohm
criterion moving between electropositive and electronegative regimes could result in a discrepancy
between the plasma potential measured by the probe in the centre of the discharge and the probe
positioned in the extraction region.
Even with the disagreement in the actual value of the plasma potential between the two probes the
relationship with RF power is the same: increasing power has little effect on Vp. The density of
the discharge falls to around 30% of its value measured at the centre when in the extraction region.
steady state values of Te and Vp in both the centre and extraction regions demonstrate the same
trend with increasing pressure, as shown figure 5.16. Density should show a clearer increase but
as discussed above the assumption that the dominant ion in the discharge for OML calculations
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Figure 5.16: Central and grid measurements of Te, density, and Vp. Solid lines represent values
recorded in the centre of the plasma, dashed lines are for those measured next to the extraction
grid.
remains the same is likely to be incorrect.
Te, n, and Vp are all unaffected during the quasi-stable phase of the pulse by changing duty factor,
both in the centre and in the extraction region as shown in figure 5.17. Grid densities remain
at 30-40% of those found in the bulk plasma, and Te remains constant across both probes. A
disparity still exists between the grid and the bulk for Vp as discussed previously, but both sets of
measurements remain constant at different duty factors during the activeglow.
For both the centre and extraction regions, during the afterglow the electron temperature and Vp
decay rapidly for around 10µs after which the decrease slows down as electrons are now only lost
through recombination and diffusion to the walls. As the uncertainty in these values increases at
later times in the afterglow, it is difficult to determine quantitatively if there is any differences in
the decay rates between the two regions. The decay of the plasma density begins to slow down
after 10µs for both the extraction region and the centre of the plasma, which agrees with the time
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Figure 5.17: Te, density, and Vp measured both in the centre of the discharge and next to the
extraction grid 200µs into the pulse. solid lines represent measurements from the centre of the
plasma, dashed lines were recorded by the extraction grid. The squares, circles, and triangles
correspond to Te, density, and Vp respectively.
required for the rapid decay of Te and Vp to slow. The rate of density decay is insensitive to
changing RF powers, but does depend on gas pressure most likely due to collisions with neutrals
slowing diffusion to the walls of the chamber (figures 5.18a and 5.18b ).
A lot of work has been carried out in time modulated ICP discharges for highly electronegative
gases such as chlorine and fluorine which are used frequently for dry etching of silicon devices in the
semi-conductor industry. As a result the effect of gas pressure, power, and changing modulation
parameters is well documented for these gases. However relatively little effort has been made to
investigate pulsed hydrogen discharges.
The densities measured in an RF ICP hydrogen discharge reported in [65] agree with the results
presented here across the range of gas pressure and input power. The evolution of the electron
temperature and plasma density measured in a time modulated discharge also agrees with the
trends observed in the probe measurements carried out in this experiment and in results presented
in [64], though these experiments were carried out at higher powers in a filamented plasma source.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: Effect of changing discharge conditions (a) power (b) pressure on the decay of the
density during the afterglow in the centre of the chamber
5.2.4 Effect of Grid Bias on Plasma Properties
All of the measurements carried out in the centre of the plasma and close to the extraction apertures
were conducted with the plasma grid electrically floating. When extracting ions from the discharge
DC or RF biases are applied to the plasma grid to generate a flow of charges towards a sample or
substrate (or an acceleration system in the case of NBI beamlines). When applying a continuous
DC bias to the plasma, the equilibrium ion-electron flux to the chamber walls is perturbed. The
plasma potential of the system is expected to increase in response to the presence of the applied
bias as shown in [137], where the plasma potential of the bulk was controlled by a biased electrode.
The potential difference between the plasma bulk and the plasma grid remains constant during the
activeglow. However as the plasma potential quickly falls away during the afterglow Vp and the
potential difference between the grid and the plasma does not remain constant. Vp rapidly changes
to match the DC bias applied to the extraction grid and allows control of the ion energy distribution
during the afterglow. Measurements of discharge were carried out in the centre of the chamber and
in the extraction region of the system with various DC biases applied continuously to the plasma
grid. If the surface area of the extraction grid is of a similar size to the surface area of the chamber
walls, then an application of a bias to the grid could alter the plasma parameters of the discharge.
It has been suggested [138] that biasing of a grid within the plasma allows some control over the
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electron temperature and density of the discharge as well the plasma potential. This is usually in
the diffusion plasma away from the further downstream from the source
Figure 5.19: Plasma property evolution with changing extraction grid bias for a 2kHz 70% duty
factor modulation cycle, measured in the centre of the discharge.
Figure 5.19 shows the plasma parameters measured in a 2kHz 70% duty factor discharge with
various DC biases applied continuously to the extraction grid throughout the pulse, measured with
a Langmuir probe positioned in the centre of the plasma. As expected the plasma potential is
measured to increase with larger grid biases. However in contrast to that observed with an argon
plasma, Vp does not increase to maintain a constant potential difference between the grid and
the plasma during the activeglow. However this behaviour changes during the afterglow where the
potential difference now is constant with increasing positive grid bias. The plasma potential remains
unchanged by the application of a negative grid bias to the extraction grid, including during the
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afterglow. Te and n remain unaffected by the presence of the grid bias.
Figure 5.20: Effect of grid bias on plasma properties measured above the extraction grid in a 2kHz
70% duty factor.
The response of the plasma parameters to the DC bias close to the extraction grid is shown in
figure 5.20. Similarly to the centre of the discharge n and Te remain essentially constant with
increasing grid bias. Behaviour of the plasma potential is also the same as observed in the centre of
the discharge: increasing with larger applied bias, but the potential difference between the plasma
potential and the extraction grid does not remain constant. Optical emission spectroscopy measure-
ments of line ratios for the Balmer series also remained constant, implying that the temperature of
the electrons was unperturbed by the grid bias.
The source characterisation in argon demonstrated that the plasma potential measured by the probe
in the centre of the discharge increased by an amount which matched the positive bias applied to the
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grid, i.e. the potential difference between the plasma and the grid remains constant. The response
of the plasma potential to the DC bias in hydrogen is observed to be different. When a positive bias
is applied to the extraction grid the measured plasma potential in the centre of the discharge and in
proximity to the grid increases, and this shift is larger for increasingly positive grid biases. However
the increase of Vp does not match the applied bias and the potential difference between the grid
and plasma is not constant. During the afterglow Vp quickly changes to match the grid potential.
It is expected that the hydrogen discharge is more collisional than argon, estimation of mean free
paths is on the order of 1cm for momentum exchange for the gas pressures used in this experiment
(using cross sections from [146, 147]) This could provide an explanation to the less pronounced
effect of the grid bias on the plasma potential as collisions could reduce the ability of the electric
field established by the grid to penetrate into the plasma, in a similar fashion in Langmuir probe
theory where collisions affect sheath formation and the sheath’s ability to affect the local plasma
parameters .
Figure 5.21: Comparison of the plasma potential measured in the centre of the discharge and in
the extraction region 200µs into activeglow, and 50µs into the afterglow of a 2kHz 70% duty factor
discharge.
Sirghi et. al. [148] discusses strong or weak coupling of the grid bias to the plasma potential,
and in the case of weak coupling the ion saturation current collected by a negatively biased grid is
smaller than the electron saturation current collected by the chamber walls. This means that the
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plasma potential is unable to follow the grid bias and remains constant as the DC grid bias becomes
increasingly negative. Figures 5.19 and 5.21 show Vp changes very little when applying a negative
bias to the extraction grid. This implies that the grid is indeed weakly coupled to the plasma.
Figure 5.21 also shows that the measured difference in Vp between the centre and grid regions of
the plasma disappears during later stages of the afterglow. This could be due to negative ions no
longer being confined to the core and the plasma is no longer separated into an electronegative core
and electropositive outer regions. As a result there is no longer a shift in the ion flow velocities and
a more homogeneous plasma potential.
During the afterglow the plasma potential now increases or decreases in order to maintain a small
but constant potential difference between Vp and the grid bias. In slight contrast to the activeglow
this behaviour more closely matches that observed when biasing an argon discharge. This can be
explained by the decay of the plasma in the afterglow leading to larger sheath sizes and the plasma
reduced ability to effectively screen the field produced by the DC bias. For collisionless sheaths the
sheath width depends more strongly on the plasma density than Te [121] , so the plasma density
decay in the afterglow will result in an increase in the sheath width. For collisional regimes the
coupling of the sheath width to the plasma density and electron temperature is more complicated,
but generally the sheath width will still increase as the charge carrier density diminishes.
5.3 Measurements of IVDFs in the Plasma Bulk
Similarly to the measurements conducted in argon, the retarding field energy analyser (RFA) was
used to measure the velocity distribution of ions in the plasma bulk. The RFA was positioned a
few centimetres away from the centre of the plasma chamber. The electron repulsion grid bias was
set to -30V. The bias applied to the collection electrode was swept from -30V to 30V in 1V steps,
with larger voltage steps taken in regions with less information, i.e. most of the region where the
collector was negatively biased. In the RFA used in these measurements the electrode which collects
the ion current and the electrode which screens lower energy ions with an increasingly positive bias
are the same electrode. This means that the velocities/energies of incident ions onto the collector
are shifted by 30eV as they are initially accelerated through the electric field established by the
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Figure 5.22: IVDFs measured in the plasma bulk of a 2kHz 70% duty factor discharge operated at
2.7Pa with 580W. The centre of the peak corresponding to the sheath potential rapidly increases
during the early stages of the activeglow. after around 25µs the plasma moves into the equilibrium
stage of the activeglow and there is little change in the IVDF at later time steps.
electron repulsion grid.
The presence (or lack) of a low energy tail in the IVDFs give a qualitative indication of the amount of
collisionality in the plasma, which provides more information on the validity of the OML technique
used to extract ion densities from probe characteristics. As OML assumes a collisionless sheath, a
significant low energy region in the IVDFs would imply that this assumption is incorrect.
IVDFs were measured in hydrogen at feeding gas pressures of 3Pa,4Pa, and 5Pa. A pulse frequency
of 2kHz with a 70% duty factor, and an forward power of 580W was maintained for the measure-
ments. At all three pressures the IVDFs largely exhibit the same behaviour for the activeglow and
afterglow of the RF pulse. Figure 5.22 shows as the pulse begins and power is deposited into the
plasma, a small peak in the IVDF begins to emerge as the electrons are heated and ionisation pro-
cesses begin. This peak has a higher average velocity and is broader than the distribution measured
in the quasi-equilibriated plasma. The IVDF becomes noisy with no real discernible peak at 10µs
as the plasma moves into the initial period of low density, high electron temperature. After this
period the plasma moves into quasi-equilibrium, where the average velocity decreases slightly and
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Figure 5.23: IVDF during the decay of the plasma in the afterglow of a 2kHz 70% duty factor
discharge operated at 2.7Pa with 580W measured in the plasma bulk.
the peak intensity increases to its maximum, see figure 5.22. These observations agree with the
evolution of the plasma parameters found with the Langmuir probe characteristics.
The evolution of the IVDF in the afterglow demonstrates similar traits to those observed in argon.
Figures 5.23, 5.24b, and 5.25b shows the measured IVDF throughout the afterglow of 3Pa, 4Pa,
and 5Pa discharges. The height and centre of the distribution peak decreases rapidly as the density
of the discharge and plasma potential decay away. The full width half maximum (FWHM) of the
peaks is also decreasing with time implying a reduction in the energy spread of the ions entering
the RFA. The peak of the distribution increases as the gas pressure is lowered due to the increase
in the increase in electron temperature and plasma potential accelerating ions to higher energies as
they move through the pre-sheath and sheath outside the grounded grid of the RFA.
At higher pressure runs (4Pa & 5Pa) the peak of the IVDF is distorted by contributions from
lower velocity ions, implying increased collisionality in the plasma bulk as more charge exchange
collisions between ions and background neutrals will result in a larger population of lower velocity
ions in the discharge. Some noise from the RF sheath oscillations will exist on top of the signal
due to low energy ions, so it is difficult to say with absolute certainty how collisional the plasma is
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(a) Activeglow (b) Afterglow
Figure 5.24: IVDFs measured in the bulk of a 3.9Pa 70% duty factor, 3.9Pa, 590W discharge in
the (a) activeglow and (b) afterglow.
based purely on these IVDFs. Secondary electron emission from the collection electrode will also
contribute to uncertainty in the current measurements at lower collection grid bias due to a large
flux of high energy ions colliding with the surface. This should be suppressed by the negative bias
on the repulsion grid forcing these electrons back to the collector surface.
The energy distribution of the ions collected by the RFA should be the energy acquired by ions
moving through the sheath plus the energy gained as the ions are accelerated by the negative
potential of the repulsion grid. This allows an estimation of the time averaged sheath potential in
front of the RFA’s grounded grid. Figure 5.26 shows a comparison between the calculated plasma
density and sheath potential in front of the RFA to those measured using the Langmuir probe
positioned in the centre of the chamber for two discharges with similar conditions. The probe and
RFA measurements are found to be largely in agreement throughout the pulse. Some discrepancy
appears at later stages in the afterglow but the uncertainty in both measurements becomes larger
as the plasma density decreases and signal to noise diminishes.
If the RF oscillations of the sheath are large, one would expect the energy/velocity distribution of
the ions to have a bi-modal distribution with two peaks due to the ions moving through the sheath
as the RF oscillates between the two extrema, as discussed in section 2.5.4. The distributions
measured here do not have any obvious saddle structure which would imply that either the RF
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(a) Activeglow (b) Afterglow
Figure 5.25: IVDFs measured in the bulk of a 2kHz 70% duty factor, 4.8Pa, 580W discharge in the
(a) activeglow and (b) afterglow
(a) (b)
Figure 5.26: Comparison of the evolution of (a) the sheath potential and (b) density from Langmuir
probe measurements and IVDF measured in the plasma bulk for similar discharge conditions.
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oscillations are small (which is expected due to the ICP plasma damping the radiation) or that the
transit time of the ions across the sheath is large compared to the time scale of the RF oscillations,
causing the ions to only experience a time averaged sheath potential. The sheath thickness decreases
with increasing collisonality in the plasma which reduces the crossing time for the ions, however if
the plasma is highly collisional then the ions will not enter the sheath with the sound speed as the
short path length prevents ions from accelerating to full speed. The Debye length in this discharge
with an electron temperature of around 3eV and plasma density of 1016 is on the order or 10−4m,
which when assuming a collisionless sheath gives an estimated sheath length of around 10−2m using
calculations based on [121]. In a collisionless discharge the ions will approach the sheath with a
velocity greater than the sound speed (or Bohm speed) of the plasma
vB =
√
kbTe/M, (5.4)
where M is the ion mass. Using typical electron temperature of around 3eV from the Langmuir probe
measurements yields a sound speed around 104 ms−1. Even without the acceleration provided by
the sheath the ions will cross the sheath in 10−6s, around ten times the period of the RF oscillation
at 13.56MHz. This means that the ions will only see a time averaged sheath potential, and explains
why the ion velocity distributions contain only a single peak.
5.4 Conclusion
Characterisation of a time modulated planar coil hydrogen ICP discharge has been conducted using
time resolved Langmuir probe and RFA diagnostic techniques. The temporal behaviour of the
plasma parameters followed the expected trends throughout the pulse cycle. As power is deposited
into the plasma at the beginning of the pulse, the electron temperature and plasma potential
increase rapidly due to the low initial electron population and small electron loss rate. This results
in a large overshoot in Te and Vp before they decrease down to their equilibrium values for the
remainder of the activeglow period. The plasma density increases more slowly and more smoothly
reaches its equilibrium value. During the afterglow, high temperature electrons are quickly lost
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to the walls resulting in a rapid decay of the plasma potential and electron temperature. This
decay rate slows as the cold electron population remains and loss processes such as ionisation cease.
The plasma density decays more slowly in the afterglow as ions and cold electrons are lost to the
walls and through recombination processes. The loss rate of ions to the walls also slows as Vp
quickly decreases and the ambipolar electric field diminishes. Te cools to less than 0.5eV in around
10µs, whilst plasma density decays more slowly as ions and cold electrons diffuse to the walls. The
initial faster rate of density decrease is slowed after 10µs due to the loss of the high temperature
component of the electron population and flux of particles to the walls decreases.
Langmuir probe characteristics were recorded in the centre of the discharge and close to the ex-
traction grid. Increasing the RF power results in larger plasma density, with little effect on Te or
Vp. As the feeding gas pressure is increased Te and the plasma potential decrease as the electrons
experience more collisions in the discharge and their average energy decreases. The large spike in
Te and Vp also becomes more pronounced at lower pressures due to the reduced electron densities
at the end of each pulse. Plasma density increases with larger gas pressures. Changes to pulse
frequency and duty factor also were observed to have little effect on the evolution of Te and Vp
in the frequency range of 1-10kHz. Lower pulse frequencies or reduced duty factors resulted in a
larger peak in Te due to the extended afterglow period leading to small electron populations at the
beginning of the next pulse.
Probe measurements were also conducted in the extraction region of the discharge, in close proximity
to the extraction grid. Plasma density in this region was found to be 30-40% of the density found in
the centre of the discharge, whilst electron temperature was constant across the vertical dimensions
of the chamber. A discrepancy was found between Vp measured in the centre and close to the
plasma grid, which was likely due to the floating potential on the grid affecting the local plasma
properties, though may have some connection to the difference in electronegativity between the
core of the plasma and the outer extraction region.
Application of a positive DC bias to the extraction grid resulted in an increase in the measured
plasma potential. However the potential difference between the plasma and the extraction grid did
not remain constant. Negative biases resulted in no change in Vp. This is probably due to a weak
coupling of the electric field from the grid to the plasma, as the currents moving to the grounded
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walls are always much larger than that drawn by the grid.
RFA measurements of the discharge were performed in the plasma bulk to obtain IVDFs of the
plasma at various gas pressures. The resulting IVDFs contained a single peak centred around the
energy acquired by ions as they move through the sheath and the electron repulsion field. The
evolution of the distribution, the calculated plasma density, and sheath potential agree with the
trends observed from measurements made with Langmuir probes.
The results presented demonstrated a high plasma density in the activeglow, together with temporal
filtering of the electron temperature in the afterglow. These features of the discharge mean that time
modulated hydrogen discharges may be of use as fusion NBI ion sources. Whilst many modelling
and experimental studies have been carried out in the area of pulsed ICP discharges with high
electronegativity, there has been relatively little work conducted into time modulated hydrogen
discharges. The research carried out in this project into the time evolution of hydrogen plasma
properties and their response to an extraction bias in the pulsed environment should form a useful
contribution to the field.
Chapter 6
Boron Doped Diamond as a Cs
Alternative Material
6.1 Introduction
ITER will make use of Cs in its NBI negative ion sources, however large amounts of Cs will not be
sustainable for long term NBI operation and will inevitably lead to increased reactor down time. Cs
must be used much more efficiently or alternative materials to Cs have to be identified and utilised
for enhancing surface production of H−/D− ions. One of the candidates which has shown some
promise is boron doped diamond (BDD) [100]. The aim of work conducted in this chapter was to
test the effectiveness of BDD as an enhancer of negative ion production in a time modulated plasma
environment. The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 6.2 discusses measurements of the
plasma properties in the extraction region of the chamber with BDD surrounding the extraction
apertures, as well as a comparison to measurements without BDD; section 6.2.2 reports the effect
of a DC extraction bias on the plasma properties; 6.3 then discusses IV characteristics measured of
the extracted beam below the grid; IVDF measurements near the extraction grid (plasma grid) are
then presented in section 6.4; finally the effect of exposure to the hydrogen discharge on the BDD
samples is then reported in section 6.6.
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The boron doped diamond used in this study was a synthetic polycrystalline diamond produced
through chemical vapour deposition (CVD) with a micro-crystalline structure. CVD uses a hydro-
carbon gas and a plasma discharge to generate radicals and reactive species to dissociate molecules,
where carbon is then collected onto a substrate on which the diamond crystals grow. The conditions
usually favour the production of graphite but growth is suppressed as the plasma easily removes
graphite from the surface, allowing the creation of very pure polycrystalline diamond samples. Im-
purities such as boron can also be added during the CVD process in order to produced doped
diamond structures. Natural diamond behaves as an electrical insulator, however when doped with
boron atoms it begins to act as a conductor.
Carbon is supposed to enhance the surface production of H− ions through the electronic structure
preventing electrons from tunnelling back to the surface once attached to the affinity state of the H
atom as beam experiments reported in [95, 96] reported high negative ion yields from high workfunc-
tion surfaces. However it has also been suggested that the main channel through which diamond
samples enhance the negative ion production in the discharge is actually through enhancement of
the conditions required in the plasma for volume production of negative ions. Results reported
in [149] suggest that the presence of the BDD affects the bulk plasma parameters, measuring a
decrease in the ratio of atomic to molecular hydrogen ratio as well as a increase in the vibrational
temperature of the molecules. Both of these changes in discharge conditions favours the production
of negative ions through dissociative attachment of hydrogen molecules in the plasma volume.
The purpose of this experiment is to test the effectiveness of BDD to enhance the negative ion
production in the pulsed plasma environment of a time modulated ICP discharge. BDD samples
measuring 1cm2 in area and 0.6mm thick were placed around the extraction apertures of the ion
source. The surface production of negative ions involves the backscattering of neutral particles
from the surface, which through an interaction with their image charge in the surface acquire an
electron in the affinity state and propagate away from the surface as a negative ion. This process
is dominated by the flux of neutral particles onto the surface due to their significantly larger
density. The mean free path of negative ions at these pressures is short as mutual neutralisation
and collisional detachment with neutrals has a large rate coefficient, and will be the dominant loss
mechanisms for negative ions at later times in the afterglow after the electron temperature has
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.1: (a) the experimental set-up of the two turn planar coil ICP discharge, and (b) image of
the extraction grid with BDD samples in place.
cooled. Any negative ions which are able to be extracted will have been generated close to the
extraction area of the grid, either on the grid surface or above the grid through volume production.
There have also been few in situ measurements of Cs alternatives in a plasma environment, as most
results are measured from beam experiments, or mass spectrometers positioned very close to the
surface which will affect the plasma surface interaction.
Figure 6.1 shows the experimental set-up of the planar coil time modulated ICP discharge and
the the extraction grid with the apertures surrounded by the BDD samples. Measurements of
the electron temperature Te, plasma density n, and plasma potential Vp were conducted with a
Langmuir probe positioned approximately 2cm above the extraction apertures of the plasma grid.
A second probe was positioned 1.5cm under the extraction region in order to provide an initial
estimate of the ion and electron current extracted by the plasma grid, as well as the evolution of
the ion and electron currents throughout the activeglow and afterglow.
6.2 Plasma Properties Above the Plasma Grid with BDD
Measurements of the discharge parameters were carried out above the extraction grid with BDD
samples situated around the extraction apertures. The process of acquiring IV characteristics follows
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the same procedure as outlined in section 5.2.1. Unless otherwise stated, the pulse frequency used
in the following measurements was 2kHz with a pulse duty factor of 70%.
The electron temperature and plasma potential rapidly increase during the initial heating of the
plasma due to the low electron population remaining at the end of the previous pulse [77], as
discussed in section 2.5.2. After achieving their peak values they then decrease down until some
equilibrium value is achieved. The plasma density increases more steadily compared to Te and
Vp until it achieves an equilibrium value. When the change in the plasma parameters is small
throughout the remainder of the pulse the plasma has achieved its quasi-equilibrium state, in which
the plasma parameters reflect those found in a continuous wave discharge. In the afterglow, hot
electrons are rapidly lost to the walls and the electron temperature quickly decays. The decay slows
down at later stages in the afterglow as only cold electrons remain and loss mechanisms such as
ionisation are no longer available.
Figure 6.2 shows the effect of changing input power on Te, n, and Vp. Te and Vp are largely
de-coupled to the input power and should remain unaffected by increasing the RF power. In this
case the quasi-steadystate values of Te and Vp are 2eV and 9V respectively, which remain constant
at larger power. The plasma density is much more strongly related to the power deposited into
the plasma, and as a result the density can be seen to increase from 1.8×1016m−3 at 490W to
2.5×1016m−3 at 680W. 490W was the lower limit of the power scan as at 5.0Pa it proved difficult
to maintain an inductive H mode discharge at powers below this threshold.
Probe measurements follow the expected trends for increasing pressure, as shown in figure 6.3.
Decreasing mean free path of electrons as gas pressure is increased reduced their average energy,
leading to a decrease in the measured electron temperature and plasma potential. From 4-7Pa the
quasi-stable value of Te decreased from 2.2eV to 1.6eV, whilst quasi-equilibrium values of Vp fell
from 9.8V to 8V. Plasma density increases due to the larger number density of neutrals available
for ionisation, from 1.9×1016m−3 to 2.5×1016m−3 at 200µs into the activeglow of the pulse.
Figure 6.4 shows Te, n, and Vp in the extraction region with changing modulation frequency. For
the frequency range of 2-10kHz the changing modulation frequency has little effect on the plasma
parameters during the quasi-stable phase of the activeglow with Te, n, and Vp maintaining constant
values. fixed duty factor results in increased afterglow periods at lower frequencies which will lead
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Figure 6.2: Effect of input power on plasma properties for a 2kHz 70% duty factor 5.0-5.1Pa plasma.
to reduced electron densities at the end of the afterglow period. This means the overshoot in the
electron temperature and Vp is more pronounced for lower pulse frequencies.
Similarly to measurements made with changing modulation frequency, altering the pulse duty fac-
tor has little effect on the equilibrium values of Te and Vp most likely due to the time scale of the
activeglow is still long enough to reliably achieve quasi-equilibrium. As shown in figure 6.5, Te and
Vp vary from 1.77-1.99eV and 8.6-9.3V respectively at 200µs into the activeglow, in the range of
50-90% duty factor. Similarly to the changing frequency measurements lower duty factors result in
extended afterglow periods and a reduced electron density at the end of the pulse which result in
a more pronounced spike in Te and Vp during the initial heating of the plasma. Density measure-
ments all follow the same trends but there is a discrepancy as the 70% duty factor measurements
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Figure 6.3: Effect of pressure on plasma properties for a 2kHz 70% duty factor 530-570W plasma.
record larger densities during the activeglow. The disagreement/discrepancy between the maximum
density measured during the pulse is most likely due to a change in the power transfer efficiency
due cleaning after a previous experiment.
Evolution of parameters during the afterglow remains consistent between discharge conditions: Te
and Vp rapidly decay as higher energy electrons are quickly lost to the walls. After around 10µs
the decay slows as the remaining lower energy population can no longer collide inelastically with
neutrals and are lost through diffusion to the walls. Density decreases more slowly as ions and low
energy electrons recombine and propagate to the walls. Again this process is slowed by the decay
of the plasma potential and loss of the high energy electron population.
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Figure 6.4: Plasma property evolution with changing pulse frequency in a 70% duty factor 5.0-5.1Pa
570W discharge.
6.2.1 Comparison to Measurements Without BDD
The results discussed in the previous section were compared to probe measurements taken in the
extraction region without the BDD samples present around the plasma grid apertures. The IV
characteristics were measured in the extraction region 2cm above the grid with a 2kHz 70% duty
factor discharge operated at 4.9Pa with 530W of RF power. Figures 6.6a and 6.6b display the results
of electron temperature and density measurements together with plasma properties observed whilst
using BDD for almost identical discharge conditions.
plasma properties follow the same trends throughout the modulation cycle as those discussed in
the previous section. Quasi-steadystate values of Vp and Te were measured to be 8.6V and 1.9eV
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Figure 6.5: Effect of changing duty factor on plasma parameters in a 2kHz 530-570W 5.0-5.1Pa
discharge
respectively, which match closely to that observed with BDD samples present in the discharge for
similar gas pressures and RF power. The density is slightly lower at 1.8×1016m−3, but still has a
reasonable agreement and within 20% of the density measured with BDD.
The peak of the negative ion density is expected to be during the afterglow of the discharge when
the dissociative attachment rate is enhanced by the reduced electron temperature. The afterglow of
the discharge also exhibits the same characteristics as measured previously, with Te and Vp rapidly
decreasing during the initial stages of the afterglow before the decays slows in <10µs as diffusion
losses to the walls begins to dominate. Figures 6.7a and 6.7b show the decay of the plasma density
and potential in the afterglow with and without the use of BDD around the extraction grid. There
is little difference in the decay of plasma properties throughout the afterglow, and implies that there
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: Comparison of the evolution of Te (a) and n (b) in the extraction region of two 2kHz
70% duty factor 5.0Pa 530W discharges, one with BDD and one without.
is almost no difference between the extraction regions of the two discharges which is resolvable with
the accuracy of these Langmuir probe measurements. This demonstrates that the presence of the
BDD samples have little effect on the plasma properties in the vicinity of the extraction grid.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: Comparison of the evolution of plasma density (a) and Vp (b) in the extraction region
during afterglow of two 2kHz 70% duty factor 5.0Pa 530W discharges, one with BDD and one
without.
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6.2.2 Plasma Property Measurements with DC Bias Applied to the Ex-
traction Grid
The sheath through which the charged species have to propagate on their trajectory through the
extraction grid also is crucial in determining the energy distribution of the particles. As a result
the use of the correct grid bias allows control of the final velocity/energy distribution of particles
as they leave the plasma. Probe measurements were conducted with a continuous DC bias applied
to the extraction grid in order to gain an understanding of the response of the plasma properties
in the extraction region with a BDD covered plasma grid.
The potential difference between the BDD sample and plasma is an important parameter for surface
produced negative ions. If the potential difference is small, then ions arrive at the sample surface
with less energy and the resulting negative ions also have less energy with which to overcome the
electric field and propagate back into the plasma. However if the current of negative ions leaving
the surface is too large it can result in the formation of a virtual cathode which limits the negative
ion current away from the surface. [101] also observed an increase in negative ion yield at larger
ion bombardment energies of the surface.
Figure 6.8 shows the effect of applying a DC bias to the extraction grid on measured plasma
properties for a 2kHz 70% duty factor modulated discharge, operated at 5.0Pa with an RF power
of 530W. The grid bias modifies the plasma in a similar way to that observed in the previous
chapter: The bias has little effect on the electron temperature, and the plasma potential increases
in response to a positive bias. Negative grid bias has little effect on Vp, most likely due to the ion
current drawn by the grid being small with respect to the electron current incident on the walls of
the chamber resulting in a weak coupling between the plasma and the extraction grid bias. Density
measurements with a floating extraction grid are not shown in figure 6.8 as they were anomalously
large.
During the afterglow the plasma potential appears to shift to a value close to Vp + Vg, where Vg
is the grid bias, to in order to maintain a constant small potential difference between the grid and
the discharge. This is likely due to expanding sheaths and less collisional processes available to the
remaining population of low energy electrons. Collisional processes reduce the current drawn by
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Figure 6.8: Evolution of Te, n, and Vp throughout a single pulse of a 2kHz 70% duty factor 5.0Pa
530W discharge. Different colour curves represent different DC biases applied to the extraction
grid.
the sheath compared to ideal collisionless situations, and an expanding sheath surface area could
result in the bias providing a greater perturbation to the plasma and an increased coupling between
the discharge remaining in the afterglow and the extraction grid.
6.3 IV Characteristics of Extracted Beam
In addition to probe measurements conducted above the plasma grid, IV characteristics were mea-
sured under the extraction apertures to observe how electron and ion currents evolve during a pulse
cycle, and their response to changing applied grid bias. Initially the intention was to implement
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the RFA beneath the plasma grid in order to measure the IVDF of extracted ion beams, however
the signal was too small to be able to extract any useful information. A second Langmuir probe
was positioned approximately 1cm below the extraction grid with a 9mm long, 0.25mm diameter
tungsten wire tip. The tip for this probe was made slightly longer in order to maximise the current
drawn in the intrinsically lower charged particle density below the grid. The measurements were
repeated using the same set of discharge conditions and grid biases with BDD surrounding the
plasma grid. Whilst the use of a Langmuir probe was a back-up to RFA measurements and was
not the ideal scenario, it was capable of providing useful information.
Measured currents under the grid were much smaller than in the bulk plasma leading to a reduced
signal to noise ratio and larger uncertainty in the recorded IV characteristics, especially in the
activeglow phase during which the current has an added RF component. The pressure in the
chamber below the extraction grid was typically around 50-60% of that recorded in the upper
chamber, resulting in larger mean free paths for collisions with neutrals.
The main focus of these measurements was the behaviour of the plasma during the afterglow of the
pulse cycle, as the decreased electron temperature reduces negative ions losses through collisional
detachment and the drop in plasma potential allows the propagation of volume produced negative
ions out of the central core region of the plasma. Reduced electron temperatures also lead to
increased volume production of ions due to a larger dissociative attachment cross section and result
in enhanced negative ion densities during the afterglow. These processes plus any contribution from
surface production should result in the peak negative ion density occurring sometime during the
afterglow of the pulse.
Figure 6.9 shows the measured IV characteristics with different applied DC biases at 100µs into
the afterglow, both with and without the use of BDD. Typical values obtained from OML density
calculations were 0.3-1 ×1015m−3, around an order of magnitude difference with respect to the den-
sities measured in the extraction region during the afterglow. These densities are only estimates as
OML assumes an isotropic discharge and the flow of charges from the extraction grid apertures will
result in some directionality to the current drawn by the probe tip, and the low density/ionisation
fraction leads to greater uncertainty in the current measurement. Saturation currents and densities
estimated are consistent between IVs with and without BDD surrounding the extraction grid. If the
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Figure 6.9: IV characteristics both with and without BDD below the extraction grid with various
grid biases applied. Measurements were taken 100µs into the afterglow of a 2kHz 50% duty factor
5.0Pa discharge at 610W.
densities of H− were already small in the extraction region, then it will be challenging to confidently
isolate a feature of the IVs indicating the presence of negative ions in the lower chamber where the
densities are significantly smaller.
When applying a negative bias to the extraction gird the IV characteristics exhibit a peak in the
electron current before the collected electron current begins to decrease as shown in figure 6.10.
It is unclear what the driving mechanism behind this unusual behaviour of the IV curve is, but
one plausible explanation is when the probe bias is small the flux of particles moving towards the
probe is more isotropic in nature. However when the potential difference between the grid and
the probe tip becomes large the probe collects a current from a much more collimated beam of
charge particles resulting in a much smaller collection radius of the biased probe tip, decreasing the
saturation current measured as the probe bias becomes increasingly positive.
6.4 IVDF Measurements with BDD
In situations where the negative ion density in the discharge is significant and they begin to become
the dominant negative charge carrier in the plasma, the ambipolar electric field begins to weaken
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Figure 6.10: IV characteristics at various times during the afterglow with -10V DC bias applied to
the extraction grid. Each line for each time step represents the IV curve with and without BDD.
as the mobilities of the positive and negative species are much more closely matched. In the case
of identical mobility the electric field can vanish all together and charged species can diffuse freely
in the plasma bulk. This process can alter the velocity distribution of the ions as the formation
of the sheath and the Bohm criterion changes into a more complicated situation compared to
the conventional ion-electron plasma. Even if the negative ions are still confined to the core, the
transition from an ion-ion region in the core to an electron-ion region near the walls will affect the
formation of the sheath and the IVDF of the plasma bulk. Although the negative ion density in
the plasma bulk is likely to be small, even during the afterglow when the density is expected to be
at its peak, their presence in the plasma should still have a measurable effect on sheath formation.
An RFA was positioned close to the extraction apertures and the BDD samples around them in
order to measure the effect of the BDD on the IVDFs in the extraction region of the system. As
surface produced negative ions have to traverse the potential barrier across the sheath in order to
leave the surface, the potential difference between the discharge and the plasma grid is important
for the optimisation of surface negative ion production. With this in mind measurements were made
with various DC biases applied to the extraction grid with and without the apertures surrounded by
the BDD samples. All of the following IVDFs were measured with a modulation frequency of 2kHz
with a 50% duty factor, at a gas pressure of 4Pa and RF power of around 670W. The repulsion
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.11: IVDFs measured in the extraction region of a 2kHz 50% duty factor discharge operated
at 670W and a gas pressure of 4.0Pa, with a -10V DC bias applied to the extraction grid. Figure
(a) is without the use of BDD, and (b) with BDD present on the extraction grid.
electrode in the RFA was set to -30V in order to remove the electron component of the particle
flux, whilst the collection electrode was swept from -30V to 30V to slowly filter out ions incapable
of traversing the potential barrier between the repulsion grid and collector surface. Similarly to the
previous section the afterglow of the pulse was the focus of these measurements as the peak of the
negative ion density is expected to appear during this period of the modulation cycle.
It should be noted that whilst positioning the RFA close to the extraction region allows measure-
ments of the IVDFs in proximity to the grid, the casing and stem of the RFA are grounded surfaces
which will inevitably perturb the plasma in this area. Increased particles losses to the grounded
surfaces will lead to some changes in the plasma properties observed in this region compared to
that measured using the Langmuir probes.
The IVDFs in the afterglow follow the same basic pattern: the width of the peak narrows as the
higher energy electron population is lost and ambipolar diffusion slows, whilst the velocity the peak
is centred around decreases as the plasma potential decays and the voltage drop across the sheath
positioned in front of the entrance of the RFA diminishes. When a positive DC bias is applied to
the extraction grid the position of the peak shifts to reflect the increase or decrease of Vp as it shifts
to maintain a constant positive potential difference between the plasma and the extraction grid, as
discussed in the biased probe measurements of the previous chapter. Typically IVDFs/IEDFs in
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.12: IVDFs measured in the extraction region of a 2kHz 50% duty factor discharge operated
at 670W and a gas pressure of 4.0Pa, without BDD (a) and with BDD (b). A 10V DC bias was
applied to the extraction grid for these IVDFs.
ICP discharges will have a saddle-like bi-modal distribution corresponding to the two extrema of
the RF oscillation on top of the sheath potential. However in this case there is only a single well
defined peak in the distribution. This is likely due to the timescale over which ions in the plasma
cross the sheath into the RFA being much longer than the period of RF oscillation for 13.56MHz.
In this situation ions only experience a time averaged sheath potential as they propagate into the
RFA, resulting in a single peak in the IVDF. As discussed in the previous chapter, the estimated
time taken for the ions to traverse the sheath is roughly 10 times the RF period of oscillation
when assuming a collisionless sheath, and as a result the IVDF will not have the typical bi-modal
structure. The IVDF is also proportional to the mass of the ions, which in hydrogen will include
contributions from H+, H+2 , and H
+
3 .
Both sets of data contain some noise at lower velocities which is due to a combination of noise from
the current measurements and ions which have lost energy collisionally being drawn into the RFA.
Collisions and inelastic processes inside the RFA between the grounded grid at the entrance and the
collection electrode, around 3mm. For the pressure at which these measurements were made (4Pa)
the estimated mean free path for charge exchange of ions is on the order of a few centimetres which
implies that there should be very little collisional processes occurring within the ion’s trajectory
between the entrance of the RFA and the collection electrode.
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The data without the use of BDD produces noisier IVDFs during the first two microseconds of the
afterglow. After 3µs into the afterglow of the pulse there is little difference in the IV characteristics
measured by the RFA between experiments with BDD and those without. IVs for the first two
microseconds of the afterglow consistently draw less ion current and are noisier than their coun-
terparts involving the use of BDD. The density of the discharge can be calculated by integrating
the IVDF over all velocities, and allows insight into the decay of the plasma during the afterglow.
The density values calculated are an order of magnitude smaller than that measured from OML
calculations of the Langmuir probe ion region, most likely due to the perturbation of the plasma
caused by the grounded RFA stem and casing being positioned in the plasma bulk. Despite this
the IVDF density calculation still allows for some insight into the evolution of the plasma density
in the afterglow and a comparison between the density decay with and without the BDD samples
on the extraction grid.
Figure 6.13: Decay of the density in the afterglow, calculated from the IVDFs both with and
without the presence of BDD on the extraction grid.
Figure 6.13 shows the evolution of the plasma density calculated from the IVDFs measured with
the extraction grid floating and with a continuous DC bias of -10V,6V, and 10V respectively.
There is little observable difference between the density values calculated throughout the afterglow,
appearing to be independent of the DC bias applied to the grid and the use of BDD in the extraction
region of the plasma.
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6.5 Discussion
The results presented have shown that the BDD has had no measurable effect on the plasma
properties in the extraction region of the discharge. however this is likely due to the diagnostics
implemented not having a high enough sensitivity to identify features which indicate the presence
or increasing density of negative ions. With good enough sensitivity the diagnostics used should
detect an increasing negative ion presence or estimate the concentration of negative ions in the
plasma.
If the density of negative ions is large enough, the IV characteristics will become symmetric about
the floating potential as the negative ions become the dominant negative charge carrier at later
stages in the afterglow. For the time modulated filament discharge investigated by [64], the negative
ion peak in the afterglow due to the enhancement of dissociative attachment of H2 molecules takes
around 90µs to appear . In the case of these measurements no such transition was observed in
the IV characteristics which implies that either the negative ion production rate/density is too
low for H− to become the dominant negative charge around the grid probe, or that losses of H−
are significant over the distance between the probe and the ion’s point of production on the BDD
surface. Based on the pressure range in which these probe measurements were conducted the cross
section for H− mutual neutralisation with H+ is large at ≈ 10−17m2 [150, 151], but due to the low
H+ densities still results in a large mean free path, which again suggests that the concentration of
negative ions in the discharge was too small.
Amemiya suggests that it is possible to determine the density of negative ions in a discharge with
a low negative ion to electron ratio using Langmuir probes by using the second derivative of the IV
characteristics [152, 153]. If T−  Te, where T− is the negative ion temperature, then a secondary
peak can appear in the second derivative of the probe characteristics close to the plasma potential
as the negative ion current increases rapidly with probe bias just below the plasma potential as the
negative ions are quickly repelled once the probe bias starts to become negative with respect to
Vp [154]. However second derivatives of the IV characteristics measured in this experiment are too
noisy to be able to resolve details such as the peak due to the negative ion current drawn by the
probe, even after applying smoothing to the data. The concentration of negative ions in the plasma
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can also be estimated by the ratio of electron and ion saturation currents in IV characteristics [155],
however the difference between saturation currents with and without the use of BDD is small, and
the presence of noise means that it is not possible to reliable determine any difference between the
two for a concentration calculation.
As the peak of the negative ion density rises during the afterglow, if the density is large enough one
would expect to see an effect on the ion velocity distribution due to the changing sheath formation
physics and Bohm criterion. Zhang et. al. found that the sheath voltage decreased for increasing
negative ion concentrations of up to 20% [156]. In some cases it is possible to treat the plasma
as if it has two electron populations corresponding to a high temperature population representing
the electrons and the negative ion cold population. Negative ions can be ”captured” by the flow of
positive ions where they are able to reach the sheath but are repelled by the sheath potential drop,
leading to the formation of a double layer in the discharge [157]. The separation of the plasma into
a negative ion populated electronegative region and electron-ion region near the walls can affect the
IVDFs and sheath formation. Franklin also suggests that the separation of the plasma in this way
leads to a potential structure that cannot be described by a simple double layer [158].
Measurements show that the central position of the peak in the IVDF is unaffected by the presence
of the BDD on the extraction grid implying the potential drop across the sheath in front of the RFA
through which the ions have to propagate is also unaffected by the BDD samples, at least to within
the uncertainty of these measurements. Densities calculated from the IVDFs also demonstrate
that there is little difference between measurements taken with and without BDD at all DC biases
applied to the grid.
Studies have shown that the temperature of the Cs free alternative has an affect on the negative ion
yield from that surface [101]. Some carbon types out-perform other allotropes at low temperatures,
yet have the worst negative ion yield at elevated temperatures. According to these experiments
BDD has the highest production of negative ions when heated to around 400oC. For the previous
probe measurements the extraction grid was not actively heated, however a flux of electrons and ions
naturally arises during the activeglow which will providing some heating as the particles impart their
kinetic energy onto the grid. Measurement of the grid temperature increase due to this particle flux
provides an estimate as to whether the BDD is at its optimal temperature for the largest surface
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production yields. Surface temperature may also affect the recombination rate of atoms on the
surface and affect the density of rovibrationally excited molecules in the extraction region.
A thermocouple was attached to the grid surface in order to estimate the heating effect of the
plasma on the extraction grid and the final temperature achieved by the grid during operation.
The temperature change during operation of the discharge was recorded with various DC biases
applied to the extraction grid. After 10 minutes of pulsed operation the extraction grid achieved
a maximum temperature of around 110oC. Whilst this temperature increase will lead to larger H−
yields, the optimal conditions for BDD is a surface temperature close to 400oC.
Time modulated discharges used in plasma etching systems will usually make use of gas which
have a much higher electronegativity than that of hydrogen, such as gases containing chlorine or
fluorine. Larger electronegativity and increased binding energy for electrons in the affinity state
mean that typically chlorine and fluorine discharges can have large negative ion densities in the
discharge, greater than 20% of the charged species [81]. Hydrogen’s relatively low electronegativity
results in a much lower volume produced negative ion densities in the plasma. As such it is difficult
to measure their presence or effect on the plasma using the techniques outlined above within the
diagnostic sensitivity available in this experiment. BDD may have provided a large enhancement to
the negative ion density in the extraction region of the chamber either through enhancement to the
surface production through the backscattering of neutrals or through increasing the population of
rovibrationally excited molecules, but this improvement was still beneath the threshold measurable
using Langmuir probes or through IVDFs.
6.6 Effect of Plasma on BDD Samples
One crucial aspect of the feasibility of caesium alternative materials is the affect of the plasma on
the material surface. A useful advantage of Cs evaporation into the ion source is that the Cs layer
is easy to replenish during operation. Cs atoms can be sputtered from the plasma grid, and atoms
from the wall can be removed and redeposited on top of the Cs layer. Over time this will affect the
workfunction of the surface and affect negative ion production rates from the plasma grid. However
this can be readily corrected by evaporating more Cs into the chamber to replenish the Cs layer on
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the plasma grid. In systems where the negative ions are accelerated to high energies, such as fusion
NBI beamlines, the resulting back scattered positive ion beam can sputter Cs from the backplate
of the ion source. These Cs atoms can propagate through the ion source and assist in replenishing
the Cs layer on the plasma grid.
This is not the case for carbon based Cs alternatives. If the discharge rapidly erodes the carbon
surface then production rates of negative ions will be adversely affected. However even in the case
these carbon atoms are redeposited onto the surface it is unlikely that it will lead to the formation
of the same carbon allotrope. Access to the interior of the ion source would be required in order
to restore the plasma grid surface. If this occurs regularly then it would not be feasible for use
inside a fusion reactor due to the resulting increased reactor downtime. The surface must have a
low erosion rate in order to be suitable for use in fusion NBI ion sources.
The surface of a BDD sample which had been present in the discharge chamber throughout the
measurements conducted in sections 6.2 and 6.4 was compared with a sample which had not been
exposed to the hydrogen plasma using SEM imaging. The samples were in contact with a hydrogen
plasma with the set of varying discharge parameters as detailed in section 6.2 and 6.4. The total
exposure time is on the order of 2 hours, with time in between each experiment in which some
annealing processes could have occurred.
Figure 6.14: Image to show the visible difference between an untreated (left) and plasma treated
(right) BDD sample.
Figure 6.14 shows the observable effect of the plasma with the naked eye. The amount of reflected
light from the plasma treated surface has dramatically decreased. This could have been due to
etching of the surface, deposition of other materials sputtered from the plasma grid/from the
chamber walls, or an increase in the surface roughness.
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(a) Untreated BDD sample at 500 times magnifica-
tion.
(b) After exposure to the plasma at 500 times magni-
fication
(c) Untreated BDD sample at 2000 times magnifica-
tion.
(d) After exposure to the plasma at 2000 times mag-
nification
Figure 6.15
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(a) Untreated BDD sample. (b) After exposure to the plasma
Figure 6.16
Figure 6.15 demonstrates that there is little difference between the surface structure of the two
samples at several magnification levels. There are no obvious indications of the diamond surface
having been coated in another material, and there is no discernible difference in the surface crystal
structure between the two samples.
The unexposed sample had a large number of dark regions covering the surface which were not
present in the BDD placed inside the ion source, as shown in figure 6.16 and in more detail in
figure 6.17. Energy dispersive X ray diffraction element analysis indicated that these were not
due to contamination as they were dominated by a carbon signal. These spots could be from the
manufacturing or doping process, however in this case the machine is unable to resolve any signal
from boron over the carbon as they are so similar in mass. The lack of their presence on the BDD
exposed to the plasma suggests has removed these regions, or that the temperature increase caused
by exposure to the plasma has affected the surface structure. One possible explanation is that the
CVD production process usually favours the growth of graphite structures on the substrate, but
graphite is easily removed from the surface by the plasma. If some deposition/growth processes
can continue to occur on the surface after the CVD process has stopped, then this could manifest
as the growth of graphite on top of the BDD structures. As there are far fewer of these impurities
on the surface of the BDD sample placed in the plasma, it could suggest that these impurities were
composed of a material easily removed by the plasma, such as graphite.
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Figure 6.17: Impurity site on the untreated BDD sample.
In order to observe whether exposure to the plasma has had an effect on the surface roughness
of the BDD, SEM images of the samples from the side were also taken as shown in figure 6.18.
Again at several magnifications the surface feature sizes of the larger crystal structures remain
consistent between the treated and untreated samples. However in figure 6.18 it appears as though
the untreated sample has a larger number of smaller structures on its surface. If these have been
removed by the plasma such that light is now reflected predominantly in one orientation, it could
provide an explanation for the colour change of the treated BDD samples. The SEM images of
the BDD samples have demonstrated that exposure to the pulsed H2 has done little to modify the
surface structure of the samples, after >2h total treatment time with an average discharge power
in the range of 500-700W.
Kurutz et. al. [149] also reported relatively small erosion rates of 10−3gh−1 for >10h of exposure
time for BDD samples in a 300W ECR discharge operated at 0.3Pa, significantly lower pressures
than this experiment. Whilst this erosion rate seems low, ion sources for commercial fusion reactor
NBI systems will operate at much higher plasma densities which will result in an increased etch
rate and will be required to operate for thousands of hours without replacement. The source used
in [149] is a continuous wave source so naturally the etching rates will be higher compared to pulsed
operation. The significantly lower source pressure will also result in higher electron temperatures
and increased energies of ions incident on the surface. For this experiment there was no difference
in mass between treated and untreated BDD samples outside of the manufacturing tolerance which
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(a) Side view of an untreated BDD sample. (b) Side view of treated BDD sample.
Figure 6.18
implies that the erosion or deposition rate of BDD in the time modulated discharge is small, though
a more dedicated investigation into this is required for more quantitative information.
These erosion rates are for ion sources operating with powers <1kW, typical ion sources used or
planned for use in fusion NBI systems will utilise powers on the order of tens of kW. Significantly
larger plasma densities will lead to much larger erosion rates and shorter lifetimes of BDD surfaces.
With this in mind it appears unlikely that BDD based alternatives to Cs will be a viable option for
use in negative ion sources for a commercial reactor when the source is operated in CW without
reduction to the erosion rate or a mechanism for replenishing the diamond surface without significant
reactor downtime
6.7 Conclusion
Fusion negative ion sources in DEMO and commercial reactors will have to dramatically increase
the efficiency at which they use Cs or find alternative materials to enhance negative ion surface
production in order to reduce reactor maintenance and be economically competitive. One of the
promising candidates for Cs free enhancement of H− surface production is BDD. BDD has previously
been tested for its ability to enhance the surface production of negative ions in continuous wave
discharges. The purpose of this work was to evaluate the performance of BDD in a time modulated
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plasma environment.
Langmuir probe and RFA measurements were conducted in the extraction region of a time modu-
lated hydrogen ICP discharge with and without BDD samples surrounding the apertures of a biased
extraction grid, in order to observe and changes in the plasma properties which may indicate an
increased negative ion density. A second Langmuir probe was positioned beneath the extraction
grid in order to measure IV characteristics of extracted particles.
Time evolution of plasma properties in the extraction region followed the expected trends. Power
deposition into an initially small electron population leads to a peak in the electron temperature
and plasma potential before decreasing down to quasi-steadystate values as the plasma achieves
equilibrium. The density of the discharge increases smoothly to the its equilibrium value. In the
afterglow Te and Vp rapidly decay as high temperature electrons are lost to the walls and slows
after around 10µs as inelastic processes stop and diffusion to walls dominates. Density decays more
slowly as cold electrons and ions diffuse to the walls and recombine.
No significant difference was found in the extraction region plasma properties between discharges
with the BDD samples present and those without. Ultimately this meant that effect of the BDD
samples on the extraction region of the could not be determined through probe and RFA diagnostics
likely due to negative ion densities in the region being too small for the measurement techniques
to be able to identify confidently outside of the uncertainty in those measurements. This does not
mean that BDD has no effect on the production rate of negative ions or the maximum negative
ion density in the discharge, either due to surface production through backscattering of neutrals or
by increasing the density of rovibrationally excited molecules available for dissociative attachment.
More accurate probe diagnostics capable of producing second derivatives not dominated by noise
or a diagnostic dedicated to directly measuring the negative ion density is required in order to
investigate further.
Finally the BDD samples were placed in an SEM microscope to determine if exposure to the
hydrogen discharge had resulted in any significant changes in surface morphology or sample mass
through chemical etching, sputtering of carbon, or deposition of materials such as silicon from the
quartz window beneath the coil.
Chapter 7
Conclusions & Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
Negative ion sources for NBI systems currently in development for the next step on the fusion
roadmap, the ITER tokamak, are based on hydrogen or deuterium ICP discharges which make use
of magnetic filtering in order to reduce the electron temperature close to the extraction system and
minimise collisional detachment losses of H−/D− ions. They also make use of Cs ovens to evaporate
a layer of Cs onto the plasma grid, lowering its workfunction and enhancing surface production of
negative ions. However the predicted consumption rate and build up of Cs in beamline components
will not be tolerable in commercial reactors beyond ITER. Cs must be consumed more efficiently
or alternative materials must be found.
Time modulated plasma sources developed for damage free etching of semiconductor devices have
demonstrated reduced electron temperatures in the afterglow of the pulse, as a result the collisional
loss rate of negative ions is small. However most of this work has been conducted primarily in
highly electronegative gases such as chlorine. There has been comparatively little work on tempo-
rally filtered hydrogen ion sources, where the reduced collisional loss rates and enhanced volume
production of H− in the afterglow may prove useful for NBI ion sources.
Some potential Cs alternative materials candidates have been identified in allotropes of carbon, such
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as BDD and HOPG. Some testing of these materials has taken place in continuous wave plasma
environments with little or no filtering of higher temperature electrons in the discharge. Currently
no work has been carried out to investigate Cs alternative material performance in a pulse plasma
environment.
The aim of this work was to develop and characterise a time modulated hydrogen ion source
based on a time modulated ICP discharge. The characterisation process involved a combination
Langmuir probe and retarding field energy analyser diagnostics, carried out in both argon and
hydrogen discharges. A Cs alternative material candidate, BDD, has also been tested in the pulsed
hydrogen plasma environment in order to measure the effect of its presence on plasma properties
in the extraction region of the chamber.
In chapter 4 a time modulated argon discharge was characterised. The evolution of plasma prop-
erties throughout the modulation cycle agreed with that expected for an electropositive gas such
as argon. Langmuir probe measurements in the centre of the discharge showed that the initial
heating of a small population of electrons at the start of the pulse cycle results in a small peak
or overshoot of the electron temperature and plasma potential. As the plasma transitions into its
quasi-steadystate period of the pulse, Te and Vp decrease to values representative of those found in
a continuous wave discharge. The density slowly climbs to its quasi-steadysate value. During the
afterglow Te and Vp rapidly decayed, with Te falling to below 0.5eV in around 50µs, whilst density
decreased more slowly as ions and colder electrons diffused to the walls.
Larger RF power increases plasma density with little effect on Te or Vp. Increasing gas pressure
reduces Te and Vp due to increased collisionality whilst increases the measured charge carrier
density. Lower pulse duty factor has little effect on the final quasi-steadystate values of Te, Vp, and
density but increases the overshoot Te and Vp initial stages of the pulse, and the increase in the
density of discharge at the start of the pulse is also shown to be affected by the extended afterglow
period. Lastly Te and Vp are largely unaffected by a change of pulse frequency (within the range of
frequencies used in this experiment), whilst the maximum value of plasma density measured in the
activeglow decreases at larger frequencies, most likely due to reduced amount of power deposited
in the discharge during each pulse cycle.
The decay of the electron temperature agreed with analytical calculations based on the decay being
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largely controlled by the loss of particles and kinetic energy through diffusion to the chamber walls,
which implied that the primary loss mechanism in this discharge in the afterglow was through
diffusion cooling.
Results presented in chapter 5 were from the characterisation of a time modulated hydrogen ICP
discharge. Evolution of Te, n, and Vp during the pulse and the effect of changing discharge condi-
tions on these properties was recorded in the centre of the discharge and in the extraction region.
The time evolution was found to be similar to that of argon during the activeglow, however the
molecular nature of hydrogen lead to decreased plasma densities and a larger overshoot in Te and
Vp during the early stages of the activeglow as increased number of inelastic collision channels
available resulted in a smaller electron population at the beginning of each pulse. Plasma density
measured in the extraction region was on the order of 30-40% of values observed in the centre of
the discharge. Te and Vp more rapidly decayed in the afterglow compared to argon, with electron
temperatures falling to below 0.5eV in less than 10µs.
The time resolved measurements of plasma properties in a time modulated hydrogen ICP discharge
has provided new insight into the effect of changing discharge/pulse parameters. The low effective
electron temperatures in the afterglow will result in significantly reduced collisional losses of negative
ions, and so the afterglow of the pulsed plasma is a suitable environment for the production and
subsequent extraction of H− ions, and may be useful for fusion NBI purposes when the temporal
electron cooling is used in combination with surface production of negative ions.
In chapter 6 samples off BDD, a potential Cs alternative material for enhanced surface production of
negative ions, was placed around the apertures of the extraction grid. Time evolution measurements
of plasma properties were performed in the extraction region above the plasma grid, and compared
to measurements taken without the use of BDD. A second Langmuir probe was positioned beneath
the extraction grid and IV characteristics of extracted particles were also measured with and without
the presence of BDD on the extraction grid.
No significant difference was found in the extraction region plasma properties between discharges
with the BDD samples present and those without. Ultimately this meant that effect of the BDD
samples on the extraction region of the could not be determined through probe and RFA diagnostics
likely due to intrinsic negative ion densities in the discharge being too small for the measurement
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techniques implemented to be able to identify. However this does not suggest that BDD has no effect
on the production rate of negative ions or the maximum negative ion density in the discharge, either
through surface production by increasing the density of rovibrationally excited molecules. More
accurate probe diagnostics capable of producing second derivatives not dominated by noise or a
diagnostic dedicated to directly measuring the negative ion density is required in order to investigate
further.
Whilst determination of the effects of BDD in the discharge were unsuccessful, this work was success-
ful in developing and characterising a time modulated ICP discharge in both argon and hydrogen.
A high plasma density was demonstrated in the activeglow, together with temporal filtering of
the electron temperature in the afterglow. Whilst many modelling and experimental studies have
been carried out in the area of pulsed argon ICP discharges, there has been comparatively less
research conducted into time modulated hydrogen discharges. The work conducted in this project
into the time evolution of plasma properties and their response to an extraction bias in the pulsed
environment should form a useful contribution to the field.
7.2 Suggestions for Future Work
For future work, this experiment would benefit greatly from a diagnostic to directly measure the
density of negative ions in the plasma, such as laser photodetachment measurements, cavity ring-
down, or spectroscopic measurements in combination with an appropriate model. However these
techniques can be expensive and would be difficult to implement to obtain H− density measurements
in the extraction region of the discharge or in the lower region beneath the extraction grid after
the ions have been extracted. Heat issues in the matching unit also need to be solved so that the
discharge can be run consistently at higher powers.
Improvements in the accuracy of probe and RFA diagnostics through RF filtering or more care-
ful construction to maximise signal to noise ratio would also be beneficial. More accurate probe
measurements could allow for calculation of EEDFs in the discharge and determine the nature of
the distribution which allows one to select the appropriate probe analysis techniques for the most
accurate measurements of plasma properties. Increased accuracy of probe measurements may also
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allow calculation of the negative ion concentration which is much easier to implement throughout
the discharge chamber. These improvements combined with a heating mechanism to control the
temperature of the samples on the extraction grid would allow for better testing of the effect Cs
alternative material have on negative ion density over a larger parameter space. This experiment
would also probably benefit greatly from a model of the discharge. A more detailed in-situ study
on the etching of material samples and deposition of materials sputtered from surfaces inside the
chamber over a range of discharge conditions would also be useful.
Previous works [106] have suggested that BDD doesn’t provide an increase in the surface production
of negative ions but actually increases the density of rovibrationally excited molecules through the
surface recombination of atoms. A model along with optical emission spectroscopy of the vibrational
bands of hydrogen to determine if the average vibrational temperature of the discharge is affected
by the presence of BDD which could help answer whether any increase in negative ion density is
due to surface or volume production. Repeating similar measurements for a deuterium discharge
would also a strong insight into the potential of time modulated ICPs as fusion NBI ion sources.
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